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) Brighton based HIV
charity The Sussex Beacon
face the prospect of closing
services, including its ten

bed inpatient unit, following a reduction in funding it
receives from the NHS. The Sussex Beacon provides
specialist support and care for people living with HIV
through inpatient and outpatient services and helps
hundreds of people living with HIV in Sussex each
year. The charity was rated ‘outstanding’ by the Care
Quality Commission in September.

Changes to local commissioning arrangements have
led to a reduction in funding from some statutory
funders. The Sussex Beacon has already lost funding
with further cuts likely to follow in the near future.
The charity costs over £2 million a year to run and
the Charity Trustees say they cannot continue to
absorb these cuts and need to find between
£300,000-£400,000 spread over the next two to
three years to survive.

While many people living with HIV are now able to
live long and healthy lives, however, Sussex Beacon
Trustees say there are still many who need specialist
services. Last year The Sussex Beacon’s inpatient
unit had 233 admissions and was full for the

majority of the year. It provided over 2,000 bed
nights, relieving pressure on both health and social
care services in Sussex.

Lynette Lowndes, Chair of
Trustees at The Sussex
Beacon, said: “Despite
fantastic community support
and recently being rated
‘outstanding’ by the health
regulator, The Sussex

Beacon cannot survive the latest statutory funding
budget cuts. The trustees have regretfully concluded
that the charity is facing the very real risk of closing
its services which, if it happens, is likely to occur
next June. This is devastating for both our service
users and our amazing team of staff and volunteers.
Our primary focus will be on supporting them in the
coming months and looking for ways to avoid
closure of services.”

The charity's management and trustees say they
have made and will continue to make every effort to
put the organisation in a stronger financial position,
liaising with commissioners, making internal
savings and increasing community profile.

Trustees are prepared to consider all options for the
future including how the charity might be
redesigned and will look at other ways The Sussex
Beacon can work in the HIV sector, perhaps in
partnership with other local organisations or as a
grant giving body.

Local MPs Simon Kirby, Peter Kyle, Caroline
Lucas and Leader of Brighton & Hove City Council,
Councillor Warren Morgan jointly wrote a letter to
the Secretary of State for Health Jeremy Hunt MP
to ask him to intervene without any success.

Peter Kyle, MP for Hove &
Portslade, said: “It is a
travesty that government
have squeezed the Beacon’s
finances to the point of
insolvency. I have been
working very closely with the

Beacon’s superb senior team to head off this
funding crisis, including writing to Jeremy Hunt with
fellow MP’s and Leader of the Council, Cllr Warren
Morgan. We spelled out in no uncertain terms that
unless he stepped in, people living with HIV would
lose an outstanding facility that our community relies
heavily on. 

“Reforms to HIV funding have led to a fractured and
confused commissioning landscape in which
everyone relies on the Beacon’s world-class
services but no agency take overall responsibility to
ensure it is sustainably funded. Make no mistake,
this is a crisis of government’s making and the
Beacon staff and management can hold their heads
in pride that they are doing everything humanly
possible to steer the organisation through these
impossibly difficult times. 

“Jeremy Hunt must take full responsibility for putting
the Beacon, a jewel in the crown of our local health
service, in such a perilous position.”

The Beacon's most recent loss in funding was from
a contract for one of the beds in the In Patient Unit
funded by High Weald, Lewes & Havens Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG), Eastbourne,
Hailsham & Seaford CCG and Hastings and Rother
CCG.

Stephen Nicholson, Lead Commissioner for HIV
and Sexual Health Services at Brighton & Hove City
Council, explained: “NHS Clinical Commissioning
Groups (CCGs) in East Sussex and Brighton and
Hove greatly value the service The Sussex Beacon
provides for our patients, and our CCGs continue to
pay for patients who need it. We have adjusted our
funding from a grant basis to paying the full cost for
each individual patient cared for because, as public
bodies, we have to ensure funds are spent in the
most effective way for all our population.”

Heather Leake Date,
Consultant Pharmacist and
NHS England HIV Clinical
Reference Group member,
said: “The Sussex Beacon
plays a vital role in the
treatment and care of

people living with HIV in Sussex. Its closure would
have far-reaching implications, not just for its
service users (many of whom have extremely
complex health and social care needs) but also for
other HIV care providers in the area. 

“For example, in the absence of the Beacon, more
acute hospital bed days would be required, which
would put additional pressure on Brighton and
Sussex University Hospitals, and would increase the
costs incurred by NHS England and the local
Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs). It is
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BRIGHTON HIV CHARITY 
AT RISK OF CLOSURE 
FOLLOWING FUNDING CUTS
Peter Kyle MP for Hove & Portslade blames Health Minister Jeremy Hunt 
for putting future of Sussex Beacon at risk.



HIV CHARITY CONFIRM
VITALITY BRIGHTON 
HALF MARATHON WILL
CONTINUE AS PLANNED
) The Sussex  Beacon, organiser of the
Vitality Brighton Half Marathon, has
confirmed to Gscene the 2017 race is
unaffected by news that the charity could face
risk of closure in June 2017 following NHS
budget cuts. Race organisers say it’s
“business as usual” for the event which is
scheduled for Sunday, February 26, 2017.

The Sussex Beacon provides specialist
support and care for people living with HIV
through both inpatient and outpatient services.
It helps hundreds of people living with HIV in
Sussex each year and was rated “outstanding”
by the Care Quality Commission in September
2016.

Martin Harrigan, Race
Director, commented:
“The race is unaffected
by the announcement
regarding the services of
the charity and 2017
looks set to be a record-

breaking year for runner numbers. Planning for
this year’s race is going very well and we’re
on schedule for another fantastic race day.”

The Sussex Beacon has organised the Brighton
Half Marathon for the past 25 years and it is
the charity's main fundraising event each year.

Simon Dowe, CEO of the
Sussex Beacon,
commented: “The Vitality
Brighton Half Marathon
is unaffected by the
current review into the
Sussex Beacon’s

services and it’s business as usual for race
day preparations. 2017 will be the 27th year of
the race and we’re looking forward to
welcoming thousands of runners and
spectators on race day, Sunday, February 26.”

For further information about the Vitality
Brighton Half Marathon, view:
www.brightonhalfmarathon.com
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therefore extremely disappointing that the decisions
about decommissioning some of the Beacon's
services appear to have been made without involving
other partners in the local health economy.”

Simon Dowe, Chief
Executive of The Sussex
Beacon, said: “From its
beginnings in 1992 primarily
as a hospice, The Sussex
Beacon has adapted with the
epidemic, now helping

people with HIV to live long healthy lives with the
condition. 

“As Chief Executive, I'm very proud of the support we
offer people and of the affection the charity is held in
locally. If we are forced to close, I think it will be a
real loss to our community and the decision
heartbreaking for not only our staff, but also many of
our service users and supporters.”

In June this year The Sussex Beacon won the
Golden Handbag Award for Brighton’s favourite
HIV charity voted by readers of Gscene magazine.
They receive great support from local businesses
including City Cabs, The Grand Brighton, SkyFall,
The Brighton Academy, Mayo Wynne Baxter,
Glencairn Consulting Ltd, Oliver & Graimes, E3,
Sawyer & Co and Sundial Clinics. The Beacon is
also one of Brighton & Hove Albion’s charity
partners this year, is one of the Mayor’s chosen
charities for 2016/17 and over the last few years has
received huge support from local fundraising and
social networking group Bear-Patrol.

Simon Kirby MP for
Brighton Kemptown &
Peacehaven, said: “I am a
great supporter of The
Sussex Beacon and the
fantastic work they do
assisting people living with

HIV. I will of course do my best to support them in
the coming months and help them look for ways to
avoid closure.”

Dr Gill Dean, a Trustee of
the Martin Fisher
Foundation, added: “The
Martin Fisher Foundation was
surprised and disappointed
to hear of the possible
closure of HIV services at the

Sussex Beacon that was recently rated outstanding
in a Care Quality Commission inspection.

“This is particularly concerning as Brighton & Hove
has just been awarded UNAIDS Fast Track City status
and has developed a local Towards Zero HIV strategy
where services provided by the Sussex Beacon are
an integral part of a citywide partnership to achieve
associated goals.

“If Sussex Beacon is forced to close, there will be a
considerable loss to essential services for vulnerable
individuals living with HIV.

“At a time of great opportunity in the city, the services
at the Sussex Beacon need to be adequately funded
in order to sustain the quality of local HIV treatment
and care across a network of providers.”

Brighton Half Marathon, the Sussex Beacon's main
fundraiser of the year is unaffected by the present
announcement and will go ahead as scheduled on
February 26, 2017.

Alex Philips, speaking on
behalf of the Green Group of
Councillors on the city
council, commented: “Our
fear has always been that cuts
to services will affect the most
vulnerable. Now we have the worrying news that
despite their track record of providing an excellent
support service for people living with HIV, as funding
dwindles, one of the longest standing HIV
organisations in our city - the Sussex Beacon - is
struggling to stay open. 

“Just a few months ago Brighton and Hove city
council committed to work towards zero new HIV
infections, zero HIV related deaths and zero HIV
stigma. But this goal will be far from our reach if
NHS ‘savings’ damage our essential HIV community
organisations. The Greens have requested an
investigation into how cuts to the HIV budget would
affect people living with, and at risk of HIV in the city.
We must not allow outstanding progress on HIV to be
rolled back because of cuts.”
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SIGN THE PETITION:
) A petition has been started on the
campaigning website 38 degrees by Adam
Betteridge who sings in the Brighton Gay
Men’s Chorus urging Jeremy Hunt MP, the
Secretary of State for Health to give the Sussex
Beacon ‘special case' status, and step in to fund
it effectively to enable it to carry on providing
services to people with HIV.

To sign the petition, go to www.gscene.com



WARWICK ROWERS SEND VIDEO 
MESSAGE TO WORLD LEADERS
) The Warwick Rowers have made a video message for President Elect Donald
Trump, Vice President Elect Mike Pence and the rest of the world’s leaders. The
rowers produce an annual wall calendar featuring the rowers modelling nude, to
help fund the team. Since 2012 some of the proceeds from sales of the calendar
have gone to Sport Allies, a programme created by the team "to reach out to
young people challenged by bullying, homophobia or low self-esteem".

A spokesperson for the rowers said: “Although there is much to be grateful for this
season, we also have witnessed growing resentment of minority, women’s and
LGBT+ rights around the world.”

Three of the rowers Lucas, Cian and Tom went to Westminster, the seat of the
British Government, to strip down and send a naked Christmas message to
our world leaders. To see the full video message, view:
http://warwickrowers.org/journal/?p=74889

More info about the Warwick Rowers Calendar: www.warwickrowers.org

8

LOCAL AUTHORITIES COMPLIANCE
WITH EQUALITY DUTIES DECLINES

) A study carried out by
researchers at the University of
Brighton challenges the assumption
that good progress is being made on
equalities. Between 2014 and 2016
only 10% of local authorities in
England were found to have
improved in their compliance with
the specific duties of the Equality
Act 2010 and associated
government guidance, whilst 40%
had declined. Over half of local
authorities were failing to
demonstrate compliance in 2016.
The study was carried out as part of
the Liveable Lives project, funded
by the Economic and Social
Research Council, which explores
what makes life ‘liveable’ for LGBT+
people.

The study’s findings also show that
between 2014 and 2016, whilst
there was an increase in the number
of councils providing information on
same-sex marriages and civil
partnerships, there was a decrease
in the number fulfilling the
requirements of the Equality Act
2010. One third of those councils
fully promoting same-sex marriage
were found to be doing either no, or
very little, LGBT+ work.

Overall, the research found that by
August 2016 of the 353 local
authorities in England:
• 42% (150 councils) demonstrated

compliance, although around one 
third of these had missed a key 
statutory deadline for publishing 
information and are therefore not 
fully compliant;

• 4% (15 councils) were 
demonstrating weak compliance 
(defined as doing the ‘bare 
minimum’ in their Equality 
Objectives);

• 50% (178 councils) were not 
demonstrating observance;

• 3% (10 councils) were displaying 
complete lack of awareness of the
legislation

Other key findings include:
• Only 20 councils (6% of the total) 

had Equality Objectives 
specifically aimed at LGBT+ 
people in 2014/15.

• Only one council had set an 
Equality Objective specifically with
regard to trans people.

• In relation to the duty to publish 
information relating to employees 
and LGBT+ equalities, there was

a decrease in the monitoring of 
LGBT+ council employees 
between 2014 and 2016.

Commenting on the
findings, Professor
Kath Browne,
Principal
Investigator for the
research project,
said: “It is clear that

there are issues with local
authorities’ compliance with the
Equality Act 2010 and it is a cause
for concern that compliance with this
legislation appears to have declined.
Whilst some local authorities noted
that austerity has been a
contributory factor, with budget cuts
having an impact on equalities work,
others seem to be more focused on
justifying what they are not required
to do under the legislation. Despite
this, 10% of local councils were able
to be more compliant.

“Many local authorities are doing
good work in relation to LGBT+
equality – including, ironically, some
who do not demonstrate observance
with the legislation. But it is clear
that those councils who do
demonstrate compliance are doing
more meaningful things.

“It’s particularly interesting to see
that more local authorities promote
same-sex marriage – even though
there is no legal obligation to do so
– than undertake LGBT+-specific
equality work.”
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BRIGHTON & HOVE JOINS INITIATIVE
TO HASTEN THE ELIMINATION OF
HIV/AIDS IN THE CITY BY 2030
) Fast Track City Status is approved by the international committee
International Association of Providers of AIDS Care (IAPAC), United
Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), the United Nations Human
Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat), and the City of Paris, where the
initiative was originally signed in 2014.

This means working across the city to achieve:
• 90% of people living with HIV (PLHIV) knowing their HIV status;
• 90% of PLHIV who know their HIV-positive status on antiretroviral therapy;
• 90% of PLHIV on antiretroviral therapy achieving viral suppression;
• Zero discrimination and stigma.

Since its launch in September 2015, the Martin Fisher Foundation (MFF) has
been working closely with Brighton & Hove City Council on issues surrounding
sexual health and HIV. As a result Brighton & Hove will be the first city in the UK
to achieve United Nations Fast Track City Status. This initiative, to hasten the
elimination of HIV/AIDS by 2030, is led by mayors and city governments in over
65 cities around the world.

Adrian Brown, Chair of the MFF, said: “Achieving United
Nations Fast Track City status will re-energise the
community in Brighton and Hove in the fight to combat
HIV/AIDS. There has never been a better time to work
together Towards Zero HIV thanks to the new
opportunities offered by PrEP, where at risk individuals
can effectively protect themselves from acquiring HIV by
taking a single tablet daily.”

Pre-exposure prophylaxis or PrEP, is another method of prevention, to be used
alongside condoms for people who do not have HIV, but who are at substantial
risk of getting it to prevent HIV infection by taking a pill every day.

The MFF was launched in 2015 to provide a structure for the huge amount of
goodwill and determination felt by many people across the community in
Brighton & Hove and beyond, to progress the inspirational work and innovative
research in HIV which Martin Fisher had developed.

Martin's vision was for Brighton & Hove to become a Fast Track City and the
Foundation is delighted the city is on track to achieve this. The ultimate aim is to
have a city without HIV/AIDS in the near future.

The MFF's vision is to move Towards Zero HIV stigma, Zero new HIV
infections and Zero deaths from HIV in Brighton & Hove by 2025. It is currently
working with stakeholders to develop a Towards Zero HIV strategy and
implementation plan that will set out ways in which everyone can contribute to
these important aspirational goals.

The draft strategy was reviewed and endorsed at a stakeholders’ meeting at
Dorset Gardens Methodist Church on Friday, November 25, 2016, which was
attended by a wide range of charities and services providers who support those
living with or vulnerable to HIV in Brighton & Hove.

To download the consultation document to read and comment, view:
www.martinfisherfoundation.org

The document will be updated and finalised early this year. Members of the
public are encouraged to give their feedback by February 25. It will then be
approved by city-wide stakeholders, including Brighton & Hove City Council.

COMMUNITY WORKS’ REP WILL
ENSURE HIV COMMUNITY INVOLVED IN
LOCAL PLANS TO REDUCE HIV TO ZERO
) A Community Works’
representative will help ensure that the
HIV community is involved in plans for
the city to work towards becoming the
first UK city to reduce HIV to zero.

The Council’s Health & Wellbeing
Board have agreed to work towards the
goal of Zero new HIV infections, Zero
HIV related deaths, and Zero HIV stigma
in Brighton & Hove. This will make
Brighton & Hove an HIV fast-track city
and the only city in the UK so far to
make this commitment. The Council is
putting together a steering group which
will oversee the fast-track city initiative.

Gary Pargeter, the project manager at
Lunch Positive who is Community
Works’ new HIV representative, will
represent Community Works’ members
who work with and support people with
HIV locally and will engage with the HIV
community to ensure their views and
experiences are also taken into account.

A key aspect of the Towards Zero
Strategy is also to engage more widely
within the voluntary and community
sector; Gary will undertake an important
role in this. Gary said of his new
role: “I’m delighted to be representing
local voluntary groups and organisations
as part of this important initiative. I look
forward to ensuring that the local HIV
community’s experiences inform the

plans and decisions taken by the
steering group.”

Sally Polanski, CEO of Community
Works added: “It is excellent news that

the Council has agreed to work towards
reducing HIV to Zero. We are looking
forward to Gary representing our
members and supporting the HIV
community to be involved in this very
important initiative.”

Community Works is the local support
organisation for community groups,
voluntary organisations, charities and
social enterprises in Brighton, Hove,
Adur and Worthing. Its 35 volunteer
representatives share Community Works’
members’ views and knowledge with
those responsible for planning and
providing local services and projects.
Taking over the role of LGBT community
rep from Gary Pargeter, is Reuben
Davidson, from Allsorts Youth
Project, who will represent Community
Works’ members who work with and
support LGBT people in the city.

Lunch Positive is a weekly lunch club
who provide a healthy meal every Friday
for people who are HIV+.

Allsorts Youth Project supports and
empowers young people under 26 who
are LGBT or unsure of their sexual
orientation and/or gender identity

) Viv Woodcock-Downey the chair of BLAGSS received the BBC Unsung
Hero Award for the South East last month. She joined Blagss, Brightons long
established sports group for LGBT people 15 years ago and has helped double the
society’s membership over the last few years. She told the BBC when receiving
her award: “One of the things I’ve been passionate about is getting more women
involved because women are often a bit diffident about coming out, getting sweaty
and all the rest of it.”

UNSUNG HERO AWARD FOR BLAGSS CHAIR
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NEW PREP TRIAL 
WILL BENEFIT 10,000
PEOPLE OVER 3 YEARS
News that NHS England will fund a PrEP clinical trial for
10,000 people over next three years costing £10million
received a cautious welcome last month.

) NHS England announced last month they will fund a major extension to the
national HIV prevention programme led by Public Health England (PHE) with
the aim of supporting those most at risk and reducing the incidence of HIV
infection. Ten new specialised treatments have also been commissioned as part
of the annual prioritisation process for specialised treatments.

The new HIV initiative will be a partnership between NHS England and PHE, and
follows the recent Court of Appeal ruling that NHS England, alongside local
authorities, has the power, although not the obligation, to fund the provision of
anti-retroviral drugs for the prevention of HIV, known as pre-exposure
prophylaxis (PrEP). The first phase of implementation will be the launch of a
large-scale clinical trial early in the financial year 2017/18.

Although the evidence around the clinical effectiveness of PrEP is strong, NHS
England say that advice from PHE has highlighted outstanding implementation
questions that should be answered prior to using PrEP in a sustained way on a
substantial scale in England. These questions will be answered by the clinical
trial, paving the way for full rollout.

The US Government approved PrEP in 2012, with Canada, France, South Africa,
Kenya and Israel all quickly following. Norway became the first country late last
year to make PrEP available on their National Health Service.

It is anticipated that the clinical trial phase will include at least 10,000
participants over the next three years. NHS England will fully fund the cost of the
clinical trial phase and will work in partnership with local authorities, the Local
Government Association and PHE to implement the findings as part of a wider
national rollout.

Detailed planning will now take place to ensure the launch and the clinical trial
phase can begin as swiftly as possible. Up to £10 million will be made available
over the next three years to fund all aspects of the trial.

Next steps will include asking both the manufacturer of the branded PrEP drug,
Truvada, as well as generic manufacturers, to make proposals to participate in
the trial.

Caroline Lucas, Green MP for Brighton Pavilion, said:
With thousands of people living in the UK with
undiagnosed HIV, and 5,000 new cases a year, this news is
welcome. For too long now the rollout of PrEP has been
delayed and this national programme of treatment will, we
hope, benefit the thousands of people who have waited far
too long. 

“While there are still questions to be answered about how this will work in practice,
this is a step forward. I congratulate the many campaigners who will welcome this
small step forward in the rollout of a drug that has the potential to save thousands
of lives of those most at risk from HIV.”

Dr Jonathan Fielden, Director of Specialised
Commissioning and Deputy National Medical Director, NHS
England said: “We’re pleased to be able to announce
funding not only for 10 new specialised treatments but also a
new ground-breaking national programme for PrEP that will
benefit at least 10,000 people. This has, in part, been made
possible by the willingness of many pharmaceutical and device companies to
come forward with lower and more responsible prices. Continuing this constructive
joint working will enable us to fund more new drugs and treatments in the future.

“We have, however, had to make some tough decisions over what we are not able
to fund at this point in time within the resources we have available. We will ensure
those treatments have the opportunity to be considered as part of the next annual
prioritisation round in spring 2017.”

Professor Kevin Fenton, Director of Health and Wellbeing
at PHE, added: “Currently 13,500 people are living in the UK
with undiagnosed HIV and we’re still seeing around 5,000
new infections each year. Given we’re in the fourth decade of
this epidemic there are too many new infections occurring,
and we need to use all tools available to save lives and
money. We’re delighted to be working in partnership with

NHS England on this major new addition to the national HIV prevention
programme. This comes after much planning and preparation to ensure we can
successfully coordinate this extremely important and large-scale clinical trial.

“We encourage all those who may be at risk of HIV to ensure they get tested and
we are again working with local authorities to fund the HIV home-sampling test kit
as well as issuing joint guidance for the first time with NICE, which supports
increased uptake of HIV testing.”

A Clinical Reference Group met throughout 2015 and were led to understand a
decision would be made in June of 2016 whether to make PrEP available on the
NHS, following a period of consultation. Without warning NHS England announced
in March 2016 that it was not their responsibility to commission HIV prevention
services, but they would provide £2million over the next two years to run a
number of early implementer test sites for 500 men “most at risk”. Following a
successful challenge of that decision to the Court of Appeal by National AIDS
Trust, £10million will now be made available over the next three years to provide
PrEP to 10,000 people.

Ian Green, Chief Executive of Terrence Higgins Trust,
said: “With 17 new HIV diagnoses made every day, we
need to be bold and ambitious in our approach to HIV
prevention - and this must include access to PrEP for all
who need it. For two years we’ve been calling for a long-
term, stable home for PrEP within the NHS, so it can be
used as a vital tool in our HIV prevention armoury

alongside condom use, regular testing and early treatment. 

“We welcome the fact that PrEP will be made available to 10,000 people who are
at risk over three years. Preventing the spread of HIV is good news for everyone.
Not only will this make a life-changing difference to each of these individuals by
protecting them from an incurable and highly stigmatised condition, but for every
person who would have become HIV positive without PrEP, the NHS will save
£360,000 in lifetime treatment costs.
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“However there are many questions that need to be answered about the proposed
trial. We need to know how it will work in practice and understand how those at
risk, no matter where they live, will be able to access PrEP.

“This trial alone does not provide the long-term stability that is needed – NHS
England must make a commitment now that when the trial ends they will fully fund
PrEP for all those who are at risk. Only then can we look forward to a future
without HIV transmissions, which would be a stunning achievement in terms of
public health.”

The decision to also routinely commission 10 new specialised treatments is
based on advice from NHS England's clinical priorities advisory group which
assessed the relative priority of investing in a new range of specialised treatments
and interventions. This took into account revised prices submitted by some drug
manufacturers since provisional investment decision were published in July
2016.

Ivor Caplin, former MP for Hove & Portslade and Minister for Veterans at the
Ministry of Defence, added: "At last NHS England is not only listening to the many
voices who have said that PrEP works but is finally going to commission the
game-changing drug. This trial is to be welcomed because it will over this next
three years give clear answers to, I hope, all the public health questions. 

“It must be remembered that regular testing is still at the heart of making sure
status is known to all and is a key part of the recent Proud study and will need to
be part of this major programme. This is major step forward as the fight to reduce
or maybe eradicate new HIV infections across Brighton & Hove goes on."

Simon Kirby, MP for Brighton Kemptown MP,
concluded: “I welcome the announcement of the large
scale clinical trial and especially as I understand they will
be asking both the manufacturer of Truvada and generic
manufacturers to take part. This is good news for many
people in Brighton Kemptown.”

FORMER HOVE MP TELLS NHS 
TO STOP DELAY AND SAVE LIVES
Ivor Caplin, the former Government Minister and MP for Hove, called for the
NHS to prescribe PrEP immediately to those at risk of acquiring HIV. While
speaking at the Perspectives & Perceptions of PrEP, an OUT @ University
College London World AIDS Day event, he told the audience of students and

staff from the University’s LGBT group that the use
and commissioning of PrEP is a game changing
moment in the fight against increasing HIV infections.

He said: "It is time to stop the procrastination of the
NHS and deliver PrEP now. We know it will reduce HIV
across the UK so ultimately will save money for the
health budget."

He said that funding PrEP could be done by very small reductions in other
budgets and questioned why the NHS spend £80million a year on funding
paracetamol which costs 29p in Tesco. By reducing that budget by
£20million you could immediately pay for the provision of PrEP without
affecting other important life changing drugs. He also called for no hysterical
comments pitting patient against patient for life saving drugs, which he
accused the Department of Health of encouraging after the first court case
was lost.

He concluded: "Over the last 30 years many thousands have been lost to HIV
but we as this generation now have the opportunity to begin the reduction and
maybe eventually the end of HIV. That's why every medical advance is
important in this fight."

PrEP, a single pill administered daily, protects people who are HIV negative
from the HIV virus before any potential exposure, with studies showing that
PrEP can reduce the risk of HIV infection from unprotected sex by over 90%.
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) LGBT+ Pride in London
announced changes to their Board last
month appointing their first co-chair.
Alison Camps, the organisation’s
Director of Marketing, will join Michael
Salter-Church in the newly created role
of Co-Chair of Pride in London. The
appointment follows the departure of the
Deputy Chair, Stephen Ward, who was
a founder member of the Board, and
helped build the current organisation.
The creation of a ‘Co-Chair’ rather than
having a ‘Deputy Chair’, is part of the
organisation’s concerted effort to
improve diversity at all levels.

Alison was behind the very successful
campaigns which appeared all over the
country, including the award-winning
#NoFilter campaign and Pride
Heroes featuring London’s LGBT+
community and allies.

All Board members offer their time
voluntarily and Pride in London
continues to be one of the only major
Pride’s worldwide run entirely by
volunteers.

Alison, who is a Partner and Deputy
Chair at the market research agency
Quadrangle, said: “It’s an honour – as a
member of the LGBT+ community and
a woman - to take up this post for a
movement which continues to have a
profound importance in people’s lives.
Equality is a cause close to my heart,
and I am committed to ensuring that we
do all we can to promote and further the
interests of the full spectrum of diverse
groups in London’s wonderful LGBT+
community.

“I’m proud to have played a part in
making Pride in London a success these
past four years and I’d like to thank my
Board colleagues for their vote of
confidence in me. We need Pride as
much as we ever have done and as we
make plans for our biggest and best
ever event, we have to remember that

there remains a lot at stake, and still
much work to be done to achieve the
true equality, respect and recognition we
all of us deserve.”

Michael Salter-Church added: “It is
important that Pride represents our
entire community and is seen to do so.
This year we are making a significant
change to the Board, a specific move to
improve diversity at the top of Pride. I
am delighted that Alison has agreed to
serve alongside me as the Co-Chair, she
brings great experience to the role.
Given we are all volunteers, this new role

will also aide with the delivery of
London’s third biggest annual one-day
event.

“On behalf of the Board, I also want to
say an enormous thank you to Stephen
Ward who has just stood down from the
team. Stephen was there at the birth of
Pride in London, he organised the very
first open meeting for representatives of
LGBT+ groups across London at the
Law Society. He led on communications
and was critical to the development of
the event. He provided calm and wise
counsel and helped us survive and
thrive. He deserves to be recognised by
everyone who cares about Pride for the
hard work and long hours he put in. We
owe him a great debt of gratitude and
wish him well on his future plans.”

Pride in London has also recently
announced the departure of the
Operations Director, Rob Anderson,
who ensured that Pride activity, most
importantly the Parade itself, took place
safely and with record numbers involved.
He also oversaw the production of the
Pride stages and Picnic in the Park.

Alison will continue as Director of
Marketing and recruitment for a new role
of Director of Volunteers and a
new Director of Operations is currently
underway.

PRIDE IN LONDON APPOINT NEW CO-CHAIR
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LADY GAGA VISITS THE ALBERT
KENNEDY TRUST IN LONDON
) One of the biggest pop stars on the planet, Lady Gaga, visited the Albert
Kennedy Trust (AKT) in London on November 7, 2016, to speak with a number
of their young LGBT+ people and throw a spotlight on LGBT+ youth
homelessness.  The surprise visit, which was arranged by the Elton John AIDS
Foundation, saw her arrive at the office bearing gifts, blankets and lots of
Christmas cake. A number of young LGBT+ people, who are currently accessing
AKT services, met with her, to talk about the impact AKT has had on their lives.

Lady Gaga spent a few hours
in the company of the young
people, staff and volunteers
at AKT. She said: “I went to
the inspiring Albert Kennedy
Trust in London to meet some
homeless and suffering
LGBT+ youth and
#ShareKindness on behalf of
the Born This Way
Foundation, they are so
sweet, talented, and
ambitious. But the holidays
are very different for them so

we brought some gifts and bonded, sharing our life stories and I did some
research on what they really need to survive. They need positive words and
donations to keep LGBT+ homeless children who were abandoned off the streets
and out of shelters that are dangerous. They are normal good kids, I hung out with
them all day. They deserve a real shot at life.”

Tim Sigsworth MBE, Chief Executive at AKT, added: “What an
incredible day for the AKT, its young people and staff team. To
have Lady Gaga’s support is incredibly important. The young
people really did get so much out of it, she spoke to each of
them individually and spent time really hearing them out. She
truly is a beautiful person: authentic, insightful, empathic. Our

young people will remember this for the rest of their lives. We’re proud to have
Lady Gaga on board at AKT as an Ambassador and Patron. I’d like to thank
everyone at the Elton John AIDS Foundation for helping to make today possible.”

Before leaving the office, Lady
Gaga left an empowering
message on the office wall which
said: “If you want to heal, you
have to feel. Restore your dignity,
reclaim your power.”

Following her visit, she posted
on her social media accounts the
importance of supporting AKT’s
No Room For Hate campaign,
and donating to The AKT.

To make a donation to AKT, view: www.akt.org.uk/noroomforhate
Alternatively, to donate £10 immediately text NRFH16 £10 to 70070.

The AKT provides safe homes – from emergency accommodation, to homes with
carers, mentoring, training and support to young people who are homeless or at
risk of homelessness. This winter there are 15,000-20,000 homeless young
people in the UK, with up to 24% estimated to be LGB or T.

MAYOR OF LONDON SADIQ KHAN JOINED MICHAEL SALTER-CHURCH AND ALISON CAMPS FROM PRIDE IN
LONDON AS DIVERSITY PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC SIGNALS WERE UNVEILED IN JUNE 2016: PHOTO GLA
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This advert was paid
for with a grant from
the Rainbow Fund.

Gala Night
Friday 3RD
7PM–11PM

...................
Faith Days

Sunday 5TH, 12TH, 19TH
10AM–4.30PM
...................

Younger 
Persons Day
Tuesday 7TH
...................

Mental Health Day
Thursday 9TH
10AM–4.30PM

...................
HIV History Day

Friday 10TH
12PM–5PM

...................
COMMUNITY CAFE 

open all day
................... 

Licensed Bar

SOUND WAVES
saturday 11TH

7PM–11PM
Featuring: Travis Eddie, 
Yourgardenday & Z Star

................... 
SELF DEFENCE CLASSES

saturday 4TH & 11TH
2PM–4PM

................... 
TEA DANCE
tuesday 14TH
12PM–4.30PM
................... 

DISABILITY 
VISABILITY DAY
Wednesday 15TH

11AM–4PM
...................
LGBT Work &

Volunteer Fair
Thursday 16TH

10AM–4PM
...................

BIG COMMUNITY LUNCH
Friday 17TH
12PM–5PM

...................
Rocky Horror 
Picture Show 
Sing-A-long
Friday 17TH Feb

7PM
...................
FAMILY DAY
Saturday 18TH
10AM–4.30PM
...................

lgbt history ball
Saturday 18TH

7–11PM

B Right On Festival
LGBT HISTORY MONTH CELEBRATION
Friday 3RD - Sunday 19TH February 2017
phil starr PAVILION, New Steine Gardens, Brighton, BN2 1PB 

For full listings, tickets & info visit  lgbt-help.com/lgbt-history-month
HOTLINE 01273 855620 Option 4

..............................................................................................................

Venue  Fully Accessible
Performances BSL Interpreted

YOURGARDENDAY
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) A special Pavilion erected on New Steine
Gardens will be home to Brighton & Hove
LGBT+ History Month events in February. 

The Rainbow Fund have announced a small grants
round to enable local LGBT+/HIV groups delivering
effective front line services to the LGBT+
communities in Brighton & Hove to take part in the
B.Right.On Festival running from February 3-19.

This year, LGBT+ History Month events in Brighton
& Hove are being coordinated by the LGBT
Community Safety Forum and will open with a
Fundraising Gala night for the Rainbow Fund on
Friday, February 3 hosted by Miss Jason,
featuring an array of local performers.

OTHER EVENTS PLANNED INCLUDE: 
• A Mental Health Day organised by MindOut the
mental health service run by and for LGBT+ people

• A Younger Persons Day organised by Allsorts
the LGBT+ Youth Project

• An HIV History Day and Big Community 
Lunch organised by Lunch Positive the HIV    
charity and lunch club

• Faith Days organised by the Village 
Community Church

• A Disability Visibility Day organised by
Accessibility Matters

• An LGBT+ Worker & Volunteer Fair organised 
by the LGBT Community Safety Forum 
OUTReach project

• A Tea Dance and A Family Day
• Live performance events include a Rocky Horror 

In The Park sing-a-long party; the return of the 
historic LGBT+ History Ball hosted by the 
legend that is Nicky Mitchell; and Sound 
Waves a concert of live music featuring amazing 
guitarist and singer Z Star, Travis Eddie, and 
Yourgardenday. And that’s just for starters!

Local LGBT+/HIV organisations delivering effective
front line services to LGBT+ people in the city are
invited to apply for grants of up to £500, which will
allow them to participate directly in events taking
place in the specially erected Phil Starr Pavilion on
New Steine Gardens from Friday, February 3 -
Sunday, February 19.

LGBT History Month is an international month-long
annual observance of LGBT+History and the
opportunity to commemorate and remember the
bravery of those who campaigned and spoke out over
the years to help us achieve the freedoms and
equality we enjoy today.

Chris Gull, Chair of The Rainbow Fund, said: “We
have been impressed by the scale and quality of
arrangements being made around LGBT+ History
Month 2017 in Brighton &Hove. 

“Continuing our support for local LGBT+ and HIV
organisations, and encouraging them to work
together, with the LGBT+ and HIV communities
and beyond, we recognise that there are
opportunities for them to promote their services,
recruit volunteers, and fundraise for themselves
during this groundbreaking festival event.

"The grants can be used in any way, as long as it is
directly used for involvement in the activities being
organised on this site. It could be used toward
hiring the Phil Starr Pavilion to host a fundraiser, or
to rent a stall, or space, to promote, recruit, or sell.
Maybe an exhibition?”

GRANT APPLICATIONS
Applications should be made via the 'contact us'
facility on the Rainbow Fund website (NOT the
'apply for a grant' facility as this is set up for the
major funding rounds).

To make an application for
a grant, view:
www.rainbow-fund.org

For information about possibilities how to get
involvement, view: www.lgbt-help.com/lgbt-
history-month/b-right-on-festival/

B.RIGHT.ON FESTIVAL
Rainbow Fund supports LGBT History Month Festival
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) From Whitehawk in the east to Portslade in the
west, a record number of groups and organisations
across the city have been awarded a slice of more
than £8,000. The hope is they will use the money to
bring a rainbow of happiness to their communities -
in much the same way Pride does for more than
162,000 people in August.

Tim Ridgway, who chairs the
Pride Social Impact Fund board,
said: "We are grateful to all those
who applied for the fund this year,
as well as the panel for giving up
their time to award the sums.

“There was a huge amount of diversity in the bids
and the panel has tried very hard to make sure that
every community and area of the city benefits in
some way.

“We know that in these difficult uncertain times, this
money will make all the difference to some of the
amazing groups and organisations doing great things
in our beautiful city."

Bids were considered by a panel made up of
representatives from The Argus, BBC Sussex,
Juice 107.2, Brighton and Hove Independent,
Gscene, Brighton and Hove News and Latest TV.

Among the groups to benefit were the Tarner
Community Project, which has received £1,000
towards providing a drop-in centre for a group of
young people not in employment, education or
training.

A further £1,000 will go towards supporting the
LGBT History Big Top event, due to take place in
New Steine throughout February.

A sum of £495 has been awarded to the Friends of
Farm Green to bring a mobile farm to Bevendean
during the June half term, while the residents of
Ardingly Court will get a new mower and garden
shredder thanks to a grant of £300.

Further awards were made to Dottie's Café, which
provides employment to deaf people in East
Brighton Park; Friends of Regency Square, to
establish an exhibition in the subway linking their
area to the sea; and the Mile Oak Recreation
Action group, which is trying to refurbish an open
space in the heart of a Portslade community.

The Pride Social Impact Fund is in it's second
year and aims to support those groups or
organisations which need a little helping hand in
making a difference in their community.

The applications do not have to be LGBT related;
they don't even have to directly-linked to Pride
(although applicants directly impacted will be
favoured).

However big or small, the only criteria is that it will
brighten up people's lives by the time Pride comes
round again next year.

Funding comes from contributions made by
businesses within the St James's Street Party area.

Paul Kemp, of Brighton Pride,
said: “Pride is only able to deliver
this fundraising with the help of
local businesses who contribute to
the fund and take part in the Pride
village party.

“We’d like to encourage more
local businesses across the city who benefit from the
bumper weekend of business Pride brings into the
city, to get involved with our fundraising efforts for all
our communities.”

These grants awarded are on top of the £90,000
already donated by Pride to the Rainbow Fund to
distribute to LGBT groups and organisations
providing effective front line services to LGBT people
in the city.

FULL LIST OF GRANTS 
AWARDED, 2016/17
• Brighton & Hove Speakers’ Corner
£250 to support five events and support to 
develop a more sustainable organisation

• Ardingly Court Residents Association
£300 for new lawn mower and a garden shredder

• The OWL HOUSE
£250 towards co-housing project for Older Wiser 
Lesbians.

• Tarner Community Project
£1,000 towards drop in session for young people 
not in education, employment or training

• David Harper of 4Streets in Hove
£250 towards community street parties, play 
street events and open-air cinema

• Dottie’s Community Cafe in East Brighton Park
£300 towards running cafe which employs deaf 
people

• Friends of Preston Park - bid one
£500 towards Easter Egg quiz and hunt

• Friends of Preston Park - bid two
£500 towards Halloween event

• Little Green Pig creative writing charity
£500 towards a videographer for This Is My City
project

• Stay Up Late
£1,000 to allow the group to develop it's 
Gig Buddies project and LGBT outreach work

• Friends of Regency Square
£250 towards purchase of the information board 
and the initial setting up costs of tunnel 
exhibition near the i360

• LGBT Community Safety Forum
£1,000 towards LGBT History Big Top Event 
during LGBT History Month in February 2017

• Marta Scott Dance Company
£500 towards helping disadvantaged or abused 
women take part in the 2017 pride parade

• Friends of Farm Green
£495 for mobile farm to come to Bevendean park 
during half term

• Mile Oak Rec Action Group (M.O.R.A.G)
£815 towards reviving the west side of the park to
improve the look for all the community and allow 
access to children’s playground.
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MORE GRANTS FOR COMMUNITY
GROUPS FROM BRIGHTON PRIDE
Community groups from across Brighton and Hove receive a further
boost thanks to the Pride Social Impact Fund.
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MAYOR HOSTS RECEPTION
FOR THE CLARE PROJECT 
AT BRIGHTON TOWN HALL

Dr Sam Hall, Chair of The Clare
Project thanked the Mayor for
inviting the group to the Town Hall.
Before introducing the new board
of trustees, he also thanked the
project volunteers, supporters and
allies. He acknowledged that while
it had been a difficult year for The

Clare Project as they prepared to
become a CIO, the organisation
now had firm governance and was
ready to move forward.  
For more info:
www.clareproject.org.uk

) The Mayor of Brighton & Hove,
Cllr Pete West, hosted a reception
for The Clare Project in the
Mayor’s Parlour at Brighton Town
Hall on Tuesday, December 20 to
acknowledge the achievement of the
group in recently becoming a
charitable organisation (CIO).

The Clare Project is a self-
supporting group based in Brighton
open to anyone wishing to explore
issues around gender. They run a
weekly drop in for anyone struggling
or questioning their gender identity.

In his opening remarks the Mayor
said one of the highlights of his year
in office to date was being invited to
walk at the front of the Trans Pride
march in July. He thanked The Clare
Project for all the work they had
done over the years supporting
trans people and congratulated them
on recently becoming a CIO
(Charitable Incorporated
Organisation).

BRIGHTON BEAR RAISE
£258.35 FOR RAINBOW FUND
) There wasn't a spare table in the Camelford Arms on Thursday December
22, 2016, as the Brighton Bear Annual Christmas quiz started for many an
extended holiday period. A total of £258.35 was raised for The Rainbow Fund
who make grants to local small community groups and HIV/AIDS organisations. The
winning team The Fantastic 4 Skins (pictured below) sadly missed out on all five
main prizes including the £300 cash prize and walked with the tin of mushy peas.

Graham Munday, Chair of Brighton Bear, said: "We’re always
delighted to see so many enjoy the quiz and delight in the
atmosphere of The Camelford Arms. Thanks to quiz master Dale
Drury and the Camelford staff team who were busy all night serving
food and drinks. Thanks also to all the people who donated raffle
prizes including Prowler, New Steine Hotel, Brighton Bier, Komedia,

Amsterdam Bar, BRUT and Brit Bear, without their help we wouldn’t raise so much.
The biggest thank you goes to the people who came out and supported us on the
night, put money in our buckets and filled our shakers. Thank you.”

The next Brighton Bear event is Black Valentine on February 12 where they’ll
be teaming up with Leathermen South and Subline to give you a whole weekend
of pleasure. 

The Rainbow Fund make grants to local LGBT+/HIV organisations who deliver
effective front line services to LGBT+ people in Brighton and Hove.
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MICHAEL ‘MOUSE’ BURTON
14/11/1979 - 12/12/2016
) Michael ‘Mouse’ Burton, aged 37, died in Brighton in the early hours of
Sunday, December 12, 2016. Michael was born on November 14, 1979, to
parents Mandy and Bruce and was sibling to older sister Kirsty. 

Growing up in Farnborough, Hampshire, he quickly developed a flair for all
things artistic particularly theatre, dressmaking and poetry; as a teenager he
had many of his poems published. 

He also had a passion for alternative therapies, was a reiki master three times
over in different disciplines and was also a talented kinesiologist. His first
love, however, was always the people in his life and he had an amazing
ability to bring out the best in everyone he met. 

Despite his fear of large bodies of water, Michael decided to move to
Brighton in 2000 where he quickly fell in love with every aspect of the city. 

He worked in various positions, but in recent years he took joy in combining
his hobby of sewing with his innate creativity and was employed making
bespoke lampshades. He always laughed as he referred to this as a “very
shady business” - Michael was a talented linguist and had a way with words
to rival his comedy hero Victoria Wood.

Michael was a true individual who valued the happiness of those around him
above all else. This is reflected in his large amount of friends who were so
important to him that he often referred to them as his “urban family”. He will
be sorely missed by those friends, his family and all who knew him; he will
be fondly remembered by anyone who had the good fortune to meet him.

Funeral details will be published once arrangements have been made.

Aaron Lawrence

GARY SWAN 'GLORIA'
8/3/1958 - 18/12/2016
) Anyone who has been out on the Brighton scene over the last 30 years will
probably at some point have had contact with Gary either as a friend or a customer
at one of the many venues he worked at. The majority of us knew him as Gloria.

In the 1980s, when the number of gay venues in Brighton was a lot less than
today, Gary would regularly socialise in The Curtain Club, The Palace Club, The
Heart & Hand, The Bulldog, The Cricketers, The Spotted Dog and The Longbranch
after returning home from his job working in commercial conveyancing in London.
Gary was known as being the life and soul of the party with a love of music,
dancing and fashion.

With the opening of The Beacon Royal, Aquarium and Secrets the opportunity for
Gary to meet up with friends and hit the dance floor increased. With his height,
build, long platinum blond hair and a laugh or scream that could fill a room he
was very recognisable. Once seen Gary could never be forgotten.

After being made redundant Gary took a job as a barman at Revenge and soon took
control of the second floor Pier View Bar. On quieter mid-week nights, he would
hold court and keep regulars amused with his sharp acerbic wit.

When Tony Chapman bought the New Europe Hotel, Gary started working some
shifts behind Legends Bar. In time he moved on from Revenge to work at Legends
full time. He managed the night bar several nights a week and worked during the
day on Sundays. In August 1995 the licensing laws were relaxed, allowing all day
opening on Sundays and with that, Legends introduced their now infamous Sunday
Cabaret slot. This was a delight for Gary who loved introducing the acts who were
performing and giving him chance to get to know them all better.

As the 20th century drew to a close he
decided that it was time for a break from
working on the scene and started work as a
team leader at a call centre for Cable &
Wireless. However, in a short time he began to
miss the scene and returned to The New
Europe Hotel at the weekends to begin his
years as a doorman at Schwarz Bar. With the
closing of Schwarz Bar and the call centre at
Cable & Wireless, Gary returned to working in
property conveyancing taking a role with a
solicitor’s in Crawley, but it wasn’t long before
he was back on the door at weekends at
Revenge.

Following the financial crash in 2008, again Gary found
himself without full time employment and returned to
working full time on the door at Revenge and R-Bar
where his popularity resulted in him winning the Golden
Handbag Award for Favourite Door Security in 2010/11.
Gary stayed at Revenge until health issues meant he was
not able to carry on doing a job he loved. While on the
door Gary was known for being firm but fair with a
welcoming smile for those who behaved themselves!

Behind his ‘Public Persona’, he was a deeply private person who kept any
problems he was having to himself and like Greta Garbo, he regularly said: “I want
to be alone”. As his health began to fail Gary spent his time caring for his mother
at the home they shared in Worthing, with their large family of cats, and doing
some work for Worthing Cat Welfare. Sadly, after several stays in hospital over the
past year Gary’s health deteriorated during the last few weeks and he passed away
peacefully on Sunday, December 18.

Details of a celebration/memorial of Gary’s life will be announced as soon as they
are arranged and where everyone who knew him will be welcome to attend.

An old friend of Gary’s, said: “Gloria was one of the true Stately Homos of
Brighton, the like of which we will not see again.”

Andy Carpenter
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BRIGHTON GAY MEN'S CHORUS
WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS

still join throughout the season. New
members are always welcome; and
there is no obligation to join.

The Chorus has exciting plans for
2017 including travelling to
Manchester to attend the bi-
annual Hand in Hand Festival, an
LGBT+ choral festival that BGMC co-
hosted in 2015 with the Rainbow
Chorus, and which attracts over 20
choirs from all over the UK.

At its heart BGMC is a community
chorus, and there are no auditions to
join. BGMC is a space where people
can celebrate music, celebrate their
sexuality, enjoy the fellowship of other
like-minded people and contribute to
the local communities of which it is a
part. Membership is open to anyone
who self-identifies as a gay or gay-
friendly man.

The Chorus is a registered charity
with three guiding principles, their
Three S’s:
• Singing - the celebration of life and 
music through male voice harmony;
• Socialising - using singing to
develop social bonds that help people
to feel connected in a sometimes
lonely world; 
• Support - to be there for each other
– both collectively and individually –
when the chips are down, and to be
there for the communities in which
the chorus operates, too.

Vaughan Leyshon, Membership
Coordinator for the Chorus, said: “The
Chorus has grown steadily over the
last 12 years becoming the largest
gay men's chorus in the UK outside
London. It’s going from strength to
strength - performing to a high
standard, pushing creative boundaries
and playing an important role in the
local community by supporting other
charities and worthy causes. We’re
really happy to welcome new
members as we embark on the next
chapter in our story.”  

For more information, email:
membership@brightongmc.org

) Brighton Gay Men’s Chorus
(BGMC) will hold a New Members’
Evening at 7.30pm on Tuesday,
January 10 at the Brighton Unitarian
Church, New Road, Brighton. If
you’re thinking of a New Year’s
Resolution that will give you a chance
to make new friends, lift your spirit,
get involved with the local community
and even challenge yourself with
something new, then BGMC could be
for you! The Chorus is particularly
looking for lower voices, especially
basses; but all voices are most
welcome.

The Chorus has three seasons every
year, Spring, Summer and Winter,
each culminating in sell-out
performances. New members who
join in January for the spring season
will have the chance to perform at the
Brighton Fringe Festival in their
Superhero Show on May 5 and 6.

The New Members’ Evening is the
first evening back after their winter
break. It will comprise a short
rehearsal, as a ‘taster’ of how they
work, followed by an opportunity
to socialise with members over tea
and cake. For some people, joining a
well-established group like BGMC
might seem a daunting prospect, but
everyone is assured of a warm
welcome from the four-time winners
of Brighton’s Golden Handbag for
Favourite Social Network Group. New
members will also be looked after by
a buddy-system throughout their first
season and they’ll become part of the
BGMC family in no time. Members
who can't make it to the New
Members’ Evening on January 10 can

GAYDIO ANNOUNCE BOARD FOR
NEW BRIGHTON FM RADIO STATION
) Gaydio, the radio station for LGBT+ communities, has been awarded an FM
licence by Ofcom to broadcast a radio service in Brighton & Hove. Gaydio already
serves Brighton & Hove on digital radio with a simulcast of its London service. This
new licence means that a new independent Board, will provide a local service
specifically for Brighton on the FM waveband.

THE GAYDIO BRIGHTON BOARD INCLUDES:
Nick MacEvoy (Chairman) is a Certified Human Resources professional currently
working for a large NHS Organisation in Sussex. Nick has a large portfolio of skills
and experience, from Business Development to Contract Management. Nick has
always lived in Brighton and has a passion for driving forward LGBT+ Equality.

Toby Whitehouse (Co-Founder and Director) previously worked for the BBC, was
named as one of the Radio Academy’s 30 Under 30 and has been listed twice on
The Independent on Sunday’s Pink List of influential LGBT+ people in the UK. He
currently presents weekdays on Gaydio, 4–8pm.

Dan Lambourne (Director) is a Management Consultant and Brighton resident.
Dan has experience in managing organisation change and transformation
programmes across a number of different industries.

Marcus Patrick (Director) has worked in the radio and media industry for over 25
years. He’s been involved in three station launches, including Brighton Station Surf
107.2, during which time the station won a Sony Award for Station Branding. Other
work has included running training courses at Punjabi Community Station, Desi
Radio and as a Producer on Breakfast at Talk Radio UK.

Chantal Cooke (Director) is an award-winning broadcaster and co-founder of the
UK’s first ethical radio station, Passion for the Planet. Chantal has 30 years’
experience in the radio industry working for the BBC and independent sector in the
UK and abroad, and has launched nine radio stations for a variety of radio groups.

Alex Baker (Director) has a decade of radio experience under his belt in a variety
of roles, including digital, content, production and programming. A regular face
DJing on Brighton's LGBT+ club scene, Alex grew up in Sussex and has been on-
air in the city for several years, on Gaydio, Juice 107.2 and GaydarRadio.

Ian Wallace (Business Director of Gaydio’s current operation) has worked with
Gaydio since 2006 and has a wealth of experience of day-to-day running of a radio
service for LGBT+ people. He’ll be a key link with the wider Gaydio network.

Alex Kakavelakis (Director) is an award-winning marketing professional having
worked for Samsung, Coca Cola, DHL and Thomson. Alex spent the first half of his
life in Greece where he helped launch the first online community radio station. He’s
lived in Brighton since and specialises in building communities through marketing.

Rachel Regan (Director) has a wealth of experience working in commercial radio
across Brighton & Hove and Sussex and has a real passion for radio.

Gaydio is the only UK radio station specifically aimed at LGBT+ people. It’s
available in a number of cities and reaches over half a million listeners per week. In
2017 Gaydio launches a dedicated FM service for Brighton & Hove, based in the
city. For more information about Gaydio, view: www.gaydio.co.uk
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RC+ is now in its second year largely thanks to
support from the Rainbow Fund. The grant at the
time raised a few eyebrows as some might wonder
why it is necessary to fund somebody’s hobby. The
Rainbow Chorus, founded 19 years ago, strives to be
as inclusive as possible and prides itself on providing
a safe place for anyone within the LGBT+ community
to go along and sing with like-minded people.

The Choir counts people with HIV and people with
disabilities amongst its members and it spans a wide
age range, including older people and trans people
who can often feel isolated and excluded from the
Brighton scene. So singing with people who
understand the pressures and the joys of being part of
the LGBT+ community can be a lifeline to many. But
because of the big commitment needed, and the fact
the choir sings at many public events, it was felt
there was a need for an even more inclusive forum for
people to sing in. And so RC+ was born.

RC+ meets roughly once a month in Brighton,
current members are a cross-section of all vocal
ranges and abilities and includes members of the
performing choir itself who are keen to participate in
learning different techniques. Each workshop-style
session is held on a Saturday, where people are

taught breathing and vocal techniques, get to sing in
small groups and learn songs. Some members who
would never have before dreamed of singing in
public joined the choir to perform in the Rainbow
Chorus’ summer concert. At RC+ sessions, the
Musical Director, Aneesa Chaudhry, has focused
on specific aspects of learning choral singing and
building individual self-confidence - a life skill
applicable to all areas of our lives. 

And that’s where RC+ offers more than the fun of
singing. It has many other benefits, not least that it’s
actually good for your health! The Alzheimer’s
Society and Heart Research UK are among those
who acknowledge the numerous health benefits of
singing. In particular, singing is a physical workout
for the heart and lungs; it improves posture, sleep
and leads to a decrease in stress hormones. During
singing endorphins are released into the
bloodstream, leading to a sense of pleasure
and well-being. For vulnerable members of our local
community this kind of initiative is invaluable.

There are social and psychological advantages too. A
choir is a great place to meet new friends and
nurtures a sense of belonging to a community.
Loneliness is a big problem of our times and those

of us with busy lives or who are able to work may take
the value of being sociable for granted. RC+ have
recently been awarded a MindOut Mental Health Award
for its contribution to improving the mental well-being of
LGBT+ communities.

The choral association actively seeks and encourages
members from the trans/non-binary communities to
join, providing a safe and fun space to find and explore
the range and depth of their voices.

Thanks to the Rainbow Fund, RC+ is available to
members at a reduced monthly subscription of only
£10; the first session is free of charge and no one will
ever be turned anyone away on the grounds of being
unable to pay. To find out more, email them at
membership@rainbowchorus.org.uk

Here are a few words from members attending RC+:
“I’m FTM and after being on ‘T’ for a few months, my
voice has dropped deeper and at RC+ I can try out
singing bass parts in a safe supported environment.”  

"I was feeling a bit down but I knew RC+ would cheer
me up and it did.”

"Lovely experience coming together as a community. I
leave feeling a greater sense of belonging - it is good
for my soul. Really helpful and interesting teaching.”

"Great day. Very affirming for an LGBT person. Good
tuition that involved all levels of music experience. Soul
soothing and inspiring fun!”

"Lovely to come together to sing with such a warm,
friendly bunch of people!”

"RC+ is a really uplifting experience. It’s a safe space
to meet other people. It helps me feel confident and
part of my community, which is really important as I’ve
been feeling so isolated. It’s great to do something so
positive and be part of a great sound. Thanks.”

"I felt empowered and had a great time.”

"I was feeling grumpy and overwhelmed with grief. After
taking time out with RC+, I feel so much better. There’s
a strong sense of community in using our voices
together.”

"As a trans person whose voice is changing, RC+
offers a fantastic safe space to explore my ‘new’ voice.”

RC+ sessions in 2017: January 21, February 18,
March 18, April tbc, May 6, June 10 and 17, July 1.

SINGING IS GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTH 
AND IMPROVES YOUR CONFIDENCE
Rainbow Chorus Plus (RC+) is a welcome confidence building initiative from
the Rainbow Chorus, Brighton’s long-standing LGBT+ choir.
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HART OF EASTBOURNE TO RAISE FUNDS 
FOR OLDER LGBT PEOPLE IN EASTBOURNE

sometimes the monthly meetings are
very busy and people don’t get
enough time to chat with friends and
catch up on what the group is
planning.

If you’d like to make contact, leave a
message or text on 07516 670654
(this is text and voicemail only). For
more info, email the group facilitator:
derek@eastbournerainbow.org.uk

Till I Hear You Sing, The Hart, 89
Cavendish Place, Eastbourne, BN21
3RR on Sunday, January 22 at
7.30pm. Tickets for £5 are available
behind the bar or online at:
www.thehart.co.uk

) The Hart of Eastbourne will be
raising funds for the Eastbourne
Rainbow Group at Till I Hear You
Sing, an evening of light song and
entertainment to warm the heart, on
Sunday, January 22 from 7.30pm. 

Eastbourne Rainbow is an LGBT+
group designed for people aged 50+
in Eastbourne and the surrounding
area to socialise, make new friends,
gain support and obtain information
about the group. They are presently
celebrating their fifth anniversary.

Meetings are on the last Wednesday
of the month, from 2–3.30pm, in the
Girder Room at AGE Concern’s
Venton Centre, Junction Road,
Eastbourne, BN21 3QY. Tea, coffee
and biscuits are provided and
organisers request £1 entrance to
cover costs.

Coffee mornings have been added to
the monthly events on the first
Wednesday of each month in the
Pantry Cafe at the same venue from
10.30–11.30am. All current and new
members are invited to attend the
coffee mornings for a chat, as

) Eastbourne Rainbow celebrated five successful years at their
Christmas Party on Tuesday, December 6. Over 30 members friends and
colleagues from Brighton GEMS attended their Christmas lunch at Butlers
Restaurant in Eastbourne. See news item above for details of Eastbourne
Rainbow meetings. For more information email the group facilitator:
derek@eastbournerainbow.org.uk

EASTBOURNE RAINBOW’S CHRISTMAS PARTY
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SUBLINE AND BRIGHTON BEAR 
RAISE £503.55 FOR RAINBOW FUND

) Subline raised £503.55 at the
Brighton Bear fundraiser for the
Rainbow Fund at their Halloween
Party at the end of October. Steven
Lee, the manager at Subline (pictured
left), handed over the cheque to
Brighton Bear who will add it to their
grand total of fundraising for the
Rainbow Fund. The fundraising will
culminate in the Brighton Bear
Weekend from June 15-18, 2017.

Subline have also been selling 2017 calendars, which
feature customers and staff, to raise money for the Sussex
Beacon and Terrence Higgins Trust. The full-colour A3
calendar is still available for just £10 from Subline, Man
Zone Barbers, Marine Tavern, Queen’s Arms, Merlin
& Ellis, Nice ’N’ Naughty Brighton, Bar Broadway,
Zone Bar, Prowler, Dr Brighton’s and the Sussex
Beacon charity shop.

Graham Munday from Brighton Bear
said: “All our committee are grateful for
the continued generosity of everyone in the Subline team and its
customers who punch well above their weight when it comes to
raising money for local good causes. The calendar is a great
idea, well produced, and is raising money for two great causes.

On behalf of Steve at Subline, I’d like to thank the models and Manel Ortega for the
photography. The Bears for June are particularly nice and I was thrilled to find a
calendar in my wader at Christmas.”

NEW FACES ON THE 
BRIGHTON BEAR COMMITTEE
) Brighton Bear, who organise the popular Brighton Bear Weekend in June as
well as events throughout the year, have two new committee members. Chris
Cooke and Oli Halliwell will bring their respective areas of expertise to the
committee to raise money for the Rainbow Fund, who give grants to LGBT+
organisations that provide frontline services to LGBT+ people in the city.

Chris Cooke said: "I’m delighted to be asked to
join the Brighton Bear Committee, who do such
a great job at raising valuable money for the
Rainbow Fund as well as bringing additional
visitors in to the city and showing them what
Gay Brighton has to offer. I’m looking forward to
making 2017 an even bigger event raising even
more money than last year."

Oli Halliwell added: "I'm massively excited to
join the Brighton Bear Organising Committee.
Our group raises money for the Rainbow Fund,
and last September I attended a Rainbow Fund
event to see the grants being given out to
various LGBT+/HIV community groups in
Brighton & Hove. It was humbling to see that
hundreds of people across our amazing city
work so hard to help improve the lives of people
in our community.

“So, behind the scenes we’re focusing our efforts to ensure that the Brighton Bear
Weekend in June is going to be our biggest and most successful event to date.
Roll on June 15 and please make a note in your diary so you don't miss out."

Photos by Jack Lynn and Adrian Halliwell.
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COUPLE RETURN TO BRIGHTON 
AFTER 10 YEARS TO GET MARRIED
) Michele and Laura Walklett have been partners for 15 years and are now,
in the eyes of the law, officially married. The couple originally entered into a civil
partnership on November 18, 2006, before moving to live together in Spain. They
returned to Brighton on November 18, 2016, 10 years to the day, at the same
time with the same registrar officiating to have their Civil Partnership converted
into a marriage, so now they can officially say they’ve been married for 10 years.

JUST 15 PLACES LEFT ON 
GSCENE TRIP TO EURO DISNEY

) There are just 15 places left on Gscene's magical
trip to Disneyland Paris from May 19-21 2017, to
see the dazzling new Disney shows and glittering new
parade. You will be whisked away from Brighton early
on the morning of Friday, May 19, arriving just a few
hours later by Eurostar direct into Marne-la-Vallée
train station in Disneyland and stay for 2 nights at the

luxury Vienna Dream Castle Hotel, a Disneyland Resort Paris associated hotel.

Your price includes return journey from Brighton to Disneyland by Eurostar, two
nights stay at the hotel, a three course meal on the first night (May 19), unlimited
access to both parks for the duration of your stay and a £10 per person donation
to the Rainbow Fund who give grants to LGBT/HIV organisations providing
effective front line services to LGBT People in Brighton & Hove. The all in cost is
just £399 per person based on two people sharing.

To reserve your place call 01273 749 947 (25% deposit required. Full payment
by April 1, 2017)

COSTA DEL GSCENE
) Elaine Evans, current holder of the Gscene
Golden Handbag Allies Award, takes her ambassador
role very seriously. Every time she visits Spain on
holiday she takes copies of Gscene to the local café.
Here she is pictured outside Refuel Café Bar in
Benidorm where she visits regularly. The café enjoys
great views overlooking the sea at Elche Park, better
known as Dove Park and customers are able to keep up
with all the latest gossip from Brighton & Hove.

Elaine said: "Refuel is very
popular with people living
in Benidorm and return
visitors like me. Many of
the locals come from
Sussex and like to keep up
with all the latest news
from Brighton & Hove."

GAY MEN’S DANCE COMPANY’S 
TRIAL DANCE CLASSES IN BRIGHTON
) Gay Men’s Dance Company (GMDC) will hold two trial dance classes in
Brighton in January to give locals the opportunity to see if they like dancing.
GMDC have been running dance classes in Brighton since July 2016 and run
dance classes in various styles (including London’s only ‘men-only’ pole dancing
lessons), for people of all ages and abilities, whether you want to dance for fun,

fitness or just to meet new people.

The Company was founded in
September 2015 by Alex Scurr, a
London-based dancer, dance teacher
and choreographer, and offers a
creative outlet; a place to express
yourself in a safe and supportive
environment while keeping fit,
socialising and learning to dance. 

The point of these classes is not to become a professional dancer, it’s more about
gaining confidence in moving, improving rhythm and coordination, increasing
fitness, strength and flexibility, meeting new people - all while having fun!

Dance classes include an aerobic dance warm-up, strengthening exercises and a
strong focus on stretching and increasing flexibility. You will learn dance technique
and travelling exercises including leaps, kicks and turns and every class ends with
a dance routine. Classes will be based around modern ‘jazz’ styles; street,
commercial, hip-hop, technical, lyrical, musical theatre, disco etc, but also
drawing from the strengths and relevant aspects of other dance forms including
contemporary, latin and ballet technique as well as yoga, zumba and gymnastics
to create a fusion of exercises and movements best suited for members’ needs.

GMDC is more than just dance classes, they are an active social community with
many opportunities, including theatre trips, nights out, Sunday brunches and
dance performances.

GMDC Trial Dance Classes, Thursday, January 12 at New Fit, 24-25 York
Place, Brighton, BN1 4GU and Saturday, January 14 at Fitness First, 78
Queens Road, Brighton, BN1 3XE.

For more information, view: www.thegmdc.com
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CHARLES STREET RAISE £2,143.94
FOR TERRENCE HIGGINS TRUST
) Charles Street raised £2,143.94
at their annual World AIDS Day
Fundraiser, organised by Scott
Burey aka Drag With No Name, on
Thursday, December 1.

The evening was compered by Drag
With No Name and a bevy of top
notch entertainers, including Sally
Vate, Lucinda Lashes, Mrs Moore,
Rose Garden, Miss Penny, Kara
Van Park, Jennie Castell, Lola
Lasagne, Jason Thorpe, Cinebra

WHO’S THE BOSS
BEHIND THE BAR?
Morgan Fabulous chats with Barry Nelson, manager of the Queens
Arms in George Street, about Thailand, cabaret and Victoria Sponge.

) Barry took over the Queens Arms nearly two and a half years ago and made
some drastic changes to make it what it is today. Walls came down, the bar was
replaced, the stage relocated and the whole interior was redesigned. The upstairs
bedrooms and kitchen were all remodelled giving a larger space for the cabaret acts
to get ready before heading to the stage. The bar has changed significantly since
changing hands. Some preferred how it was then, others prefer it now, but that’s
inevitable when a venue modernises. Barry often used to drink there before he
became manager and feels it now attracts more of the traditional Brighton cabaret
crowd and he sees new faces as well as the regulars who’ve been coming since it
opened over 35 years ago.

You’ll find established cabaret acts appearing including: Miss Jason, Kara Van Park,
Lola Lasagne, Dave Lynn, Davina Sparkle and Sandra at the Queens Arms five days
a week and twice on Sunday. During the winter months it’s closed on Monday and
Tuesday but available for public hire for birthday celebrations and parties. On
Saturday nights the bar staff dress in top hats and waistcoats to give the bar a
burlesque feel.

Before the Queens Arms, Barry managed Bar Revenge and later Revenge for eight
years, where he first introduced the contestants of X-Factor onto the stage. It was
also the start of his drag career, as one night, 12 years ago, a member of the
Lollipop Girls who appeared every Friday night cancelled and he got roped into
standing in for them. Today you can catch him hosting at the Queens Arms on a
Saturday and Sunday as the sassy seaside landlady Victoria Sponge.

Barry grew up in Cheshire then relocated to Bristol and Bournemouth where he
worked on the gay scene before coming to Brighton to manage Revenge. Deciding
to take a break from the commercial gay scene, he went on to be food and beverage
manager at the Queens Hotel where he introduced Dine With The Stars, a cabaret
dinner hosted by drag queens and special guests, which raised over £16,000 for
the Thai orphanage in Pattaya, Thailand.

After the Queens Arms changed hands Barry was offered the post of manager. Even
though he loved his job at the hotel, he felt he belonged in the pub trade and
accepted. Barry enjoys cabaret which has been evident in all his ventures, and he
loves travelling and exploring Asia, particularly Thailand where he’s been 26 times.
In his spare time he enjoys reading about the history of Thailand and its
celebrations as well as reading psychological thrillers. Victoria Sponge has also
visited Thailand and hosted events to raise money for the children's orphanage
there. He says it’s uncomfortable being in full drag in 40º heat and keeps his
makeup in the fridge until he’s ready to apply it - a tip he plans to give to Davina
Sparkle.

If you love cabaret or just fancy a drink and a slice of Victoria Sponge, then you’ll
find Barry at the QA this weekend, that’s if he’s not on his 27th trip to Thailand.
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and Stephanie Von Clitz, donated
their services free of charge. 

Special thanks to the Brighton Sea
Serpents rugby club who shook
buckets along with Joan Bond, to
Jamie from the Closet in Weymouth
who donated £250, to Rupert Ellick
who provided production and the
staff at Charles Street who worked
their socks off all night.

Photos by Billy Short.
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GSCENE SANTA VISITS
RAINBOW FAMILIES
) The Gscene Santa Claus paid a visit to the Rainbow Families christmas
party last month on his rainbow sleigh. The annual Christmas Party took place
at BHASVIC Sixth Form College on Dyke Road in Brighton where the children
were treated to cakes, drinks, games, dancing and a chocolate Father Christmas
presented by the Gscene Santa.

Rainbow Families is an informal social group for lesbian, gay, bisexual
transgender and questioning parents and their children in Brighton & Hove,
Sussex and surrounding areas. Membership is open to all LGBT+ parents and
prospective parents and their children.

Rainbow Families run monthly soft play sessions, monthly baby meet ups and
pre-schoolers meet ups. They are a non-profit organisation and membership is
free. A spokesperson said: "Some gay people who are thinking about having a
family or are pregnant can feel quite isolated so feel free to get in touch with us
and we’ll try and answer your questions or refer you to other organisations that
may be of help. We also have a very active Facebook group with 545 members,
which is a great place to ask questions and meet members."

For more info about Rainbow Families, view: www.rainbowfamilies.org.uk

MAYOR ATTENDS BRIGHTON
GEMS’ CHRISTMAS DINNER
) Cllr Pete West, the Mayor of Brighton & Hove, and his partner, Geraldine,
attended Brighton GEMS’ Christmas Dinner last month. 

The dinner took place at the Gallery Restaurant in Pelham Street, one of
Brighton’s best kept secrets, which is staffed by students from the award-winning
catering and hospitality courses at City College, Brighton & Hove. Former students
from City College have gone on to win such prestigious prizes as Young Chef of the
Year, the Roux Scholarship and to run Michelin recognised restaurants. One notable
ex-student is Ben McKellar, who since graduating has opened three award-winning
restaurants in Brighton: the Ginger Fox, the Ginger Man and the Ginger Dog.

Under the watchful eye of their restaurant manager the students served GEMS’
members with an imaginatively planned four-course feast with wine. It was dining at
its very best.

The Mayor thanked Steve Ashfield, the outgoing chair of Brighton GEMS, who is
stepping down, for helping develop the group and thanked the students for all their
hard work cooking and serving the meal. The GEMS raffle raised £200, which will
be shared between two of the Mayor’s 27 charities of 2016: the Sussex Beacon
and the Carers Centre for Brighton & Hove.

For more information about GEMS, view: www.brightongems.com
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WAD CHOIRS CONCERT
city’s annual LGBT+ calendar. Choirs
singing on the night included Actually
Gay Men’s Chorus, Resound,
Rebelles, Brighton Gay Men’s
Chorus, Brighton Belles Women’s
Chorus, Rainbow Chorus and
Qukulele the all female band of ukulele
players who performed in their signature
Hawaiian shirts. 

The concert was compered by comic
Julie Jepson and raised £2,242 for
Lunch Positive, the HIV lunch club
who provide a healthy meal for positive
people every Friday at Dorset
Gardens Methodist Church.

) This years World AIDS Day at St
Mary’s Church, St James Street, was
a complete sell out. Sadly many people
were turned away at the door on the
night due to a restriction on numbers
allowed in church during renovations. 

The concert which followed the reading
of the names at the Brighton AIDS
Memorial brings together once a year,
the city’s LGBT+ musicians under the
same roof to celebrate everything
positive about the LGBT+ community
in Brighton & Hove. The result is a
classic piece of community
development and one of the most
important community events in the
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WORLD AIDS DAY: MAYOR OF
BRIGHTON & HOVE LEADS THE
READING OF THE NAMES

) On World AIDS Day, December 1, Cllr
Pete West, the Mayor of Brighton & Hove, led
the reading of the names of those lost to
AIDS/HIV in Brighton & Hove since the start of
the health crisis that robbed the city of a
generation of young gay men. Other dignitaries
present included Caroline Lucas, MP for
Brighton Pavilion; Cllr Andrew Wealls,
Deputy Leader of the Conservative Group; Cllr
Gill Mitchell, Deputy Leader of the Labour

Group; Cllr Phelim Mac Cafferty, Convenor of the Greens; Nev Kemp, Chief
Superintendent from Sussex Police; Geoff Raw, Chief Executive of Brighton &
Hove City Council; and representatives of LGBT/HIV voluntary sector organisations,
social groups and health providers.

James Ledward, Editor of Gscene Magazine,
welcomed everyone and called for all forms of stigma
to be challenged. He explained the importance of
regular testing in order to achieve the Martin Fisher
Foundation target of ZERO HIV by 2025 and finished
by calling on everyone to lobby their politicians and
councillors to encourage the Government to make
PrEP available on the National Health Service to all people in high risk groups. He
highlighted how in 2015 the NHS spent £80million on paracetamol which can be
purchased at Tesco for 29p. Campaigners and clinicians are asking NHS England
for just £20million of that £80million to be allocated to make PrEP available on
prescription for those groups most at risk and help eradicate HIV by 2025.

After a minute’s silence the names of those lost in Brighton & Hove to HIV/AIDS
since the start of the pandemic were read followed by the laying of candles round
the Brighton AIDS Memorial, ‘Tay’.

The Vigil was organised by the World AIDS Partnership, which includes: Avert,
Brighton & Hove City Council Partnership Community Safety Team,
Brighton Gems, Gscene Magazine, Lunch Positive, Peer Action, the Sussex
Beacon, the Sussex Ecumenical Chaplaincy, Terrence Higgins Trust and the
Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum who provided the staging,
sound and lighting for the event.
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MINDOUT AND ALLSORTS 
URGENT NEED ADVOCACY SERVICE
A new project launches this month which aims to support LGBTQ
people in economic hardship who live in Brighton by providing
free independent and person-centred advocacy.

• Concerns around mental or physical health;
• Difficulties around work; 
• Fuel and/or food poverty;
• Anything else which is causing distress and 

worry.

If you are outside the Brighton & Hove area do
still make contact as we can help you access
support in your local area. 

HOW CAN WE HELP?
• We’re able to provide food parcels or vouchers 

if you are in need of food as well as providing 
information on where you can access free and 
cheap meals throughout the city. 

• We can help you explore the options available 
to you and help you to decide what is the best
way forward is. 

• We can link you in with services and attend 
appointments with you if needed.

• We can help you claim benefits and attend 
assessments and appeals with you, when 
possible.

• We can help you to know what your rights are 
and support you in challenging decisions you 
are not happy with. This could be in relation 
to your housing situation, treatment you have
received from the NHS or something which has
happened at work. 

WHO ARE WE?
) Emma Crossland (top right): “I’m MindOut’s
Urgent Need Advocate and have worked for
MindOut for just over a year. I have ten years’
experience supporting those in urgent need living
in supported accommodation and feel privileged
to be able to use my experience and skills to
support the local LGBTQ community.”

) Liam O’Hare (top left): “I’m the Urgent Need
Advocacy worker at the Allsorts Youth Project. I
work with LGBT young people aged 16-25. I’ve
worked for two years to tackle anti-LGBT bullying
in secondary schools and support migrant children
at school. I find my work supporting young people
in need highly fulfilling.”

If you would like to know more about the
Urgent Need Advocacy service please do
contact MindOut or Allsorts. This service is free,
confidential, independent and non-judgemental. 

MINDOUT 
) Call 01273 234839
) Email info@mindout.org.uk
) Visit www.mindout.org.uk 

ALLSORTS 
) Call 01273 721211
) Email admin@allsortsyouth.org.uk
) Visit www.allsortsyouth.org.uk 

Come along to the Urgent Need Advocacy
Service Launch on Wednesday, January 18
from 4–6pm at the Brighthelm Centre, North
Road. All welcome! Light refreshments served.

If you would like to talk to someone about any
aspect of your mental health, please do get in
touch. MindOut services are confidential,
independent, non-judgemental and free. MindOut
services are run by and for LGBTQ people with
lived experience of mental health issues.

about setting up a repayment plan to address
his rent arrears. 

With the advocate, Lucas found out what
options there were to support his mental
health. These included peer support and he is
now attending Work It Out, a group for
people who are in employment and struggling
with mental health concerns. 

Lucas’s story is not unusual: someone in work,
with housing, who simply cannot afford to eat
and is very close to street homelessness.

In July 2015 we were delighted to find out
that we had been successful in a Big Lottery
bid to fund a five-year Urgent Need Advocacy
project. The aim of this service is to support
those in economic hardship by providing free,
independent and person-centred advocacy. We
are seeing an increasing amount of people
who are struggling to afford their rent/
mortgages, to afford to buy food or finding it
difficult to access mental health treatment
when they really need it. 

The housing crisis in Brighton has a part to
play in this, as well as the ever-increasing
cost of living and long waiting lists for NHS
treatment. More people are on zero hours
contracts, living with the uncertainty of
whether they will have work week to week.
Many people experience difficulties with the
welfare benefits system, such as being denied
a benefit that they are rightly entitled to. 

The pressure and stress of dealing with such
issues can have a massive impact on
someone’s mental health, leading to feelings
of depression, anxiety and hopelessness. 

WHO IS THE SERVICE FOR?
LGBTQ people in and around Brighton who are
in need of support around issues, such as: 
• Homelessness or threat of eviction;
• Financial difficulties, such as benefits issues

or debt worries;

LUCAS’S STORY
) At first, Lucas was doing fine. He moved to
Brighton where he had a few friends,
delighted to leave Basingstoke and ready for a
change. He found a room in a shared house,
nothing special but the others were okay. He
had a bit saved up for a deposit and to see
him through. He had a job lined up with the
supermarket he worked for back home.
Minimum wage, but at least it was work.

At first, he got enough shifts, covered the
rent and had a bit spare. Then two people
came back from sick leave and his hours
dropped. He asked for more, but the manager
just shrugged. After a couple of months he
could only just afford the rent and became
terrified of being evicted. The only way he
could make the rent was not to eat. 

He got more and more stressed, low and
anxious. He started to experience panic
attacks when he went outside and was
terrified that he wouldn’t be able to hold
down the job. 

Lucas got in touch with the online support
service at MindOut, who recommended he see
the Urgent Need Advocacy Service for
support. He was able to receive a food parcel
at his first appointment the following day. 

“Having a safe space to 
explain what was going
on and explore his
options helped him to
see a way forward”

Lucas found that having a safe space to
explain what was going on and explore his
options helped him to see a way forward. He
was able to negotiate more regular hours at
work and felt able to talk to his landlord
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ZONA ROSA
A TOUCH OF MEXICO WITH A BRIGHTON TWIST 
) Zona Rosa, located in the heart of Kemp Town, is the new venture
of business partners Carlo Torre and Nick Roberts. Open seven days a

week, Zona Rosa operates as a
conventional café during the day,
serving coffee and cakes, then in
the late afternoon switches to a
restaurant serving traditional
Mexican dishes with a modern
twist using fresh, local
ingredients and flavour
combinations, all served in a
colourful, friendly setting in a
unique relaxed atmosphere..

The restaurant gets its name from a district in Mexico’s capital which is
known for its multicultural communities, bohemian atmosphere, appeal
to creatives, and where its LGBT+ community is focussed. It’s one of
Mexico City’s barrios mágicos (magical neighbourhoods).

Head chef, Nick Roberts, brings his impressive pedigree to the table
having worked in London at Harrods, The Groucho Club, and The
Terrence Conran Group. Since moving to Brighton he’s been head chef
at Brighton Rocks and more recently the Independent. Nick is
passionate about his food and spent much of the last six months
researching and creating this new menu for Zona Rosa. He is
meticulous and leaves nothing to chance. His dishes are sometimes
complex but never without flavour. My best advice is to ask for help
navigating the menu on your first visit. All the usual Mexican
favourites such as tamales, quesadillas, and burritos are featured but
there are many hidden treasures on this menu that are easily
overlooked. Ask your waiter, he will be happy to talk you through and
help you discover them.

Better still try one of the three Taster selection menus Uno (£24.50),
Dos (£30) and Tres (£36.50). I chose the Tres selection menu which
included: Pork pibil tacos; mollett; cerviche tostada; pineapple, red
onion, chilli, coriander and cheese Quesadilla, roast sweet potato
with chilli lime salt, toasted cornbread, berries and vanilla cream.
An orgy of new flavours, beautifully presented and the first time some

of these dishes had travelled across my tongue. Highly recommended for
first timers.

My husband ordered the Land & Sea (£9.95): grilled steak and prawn,
refried beans, green rice, salsa, sour cream, cheese and avocado
wrapped in a flour taco, beautifully seasoned, flavoured and very filling.

We washed everything down with a Michelada, Mexican beer with lime
hot sauce, worcester sauce and tomato juice with a spiced salt rim
which perfectly complemented the food. Zone Rosa boasts an impressive
drinks menu and keep a full bar stocked with a selection of speciality
Mexican drinks including tequilas, margaritas, daiquiris, and non-
alcoholic choices such as horchata, Jarritos sodas, and tropical fruit
smoothies. They stock branded spirits and soft drinks, their own house
wine and aguas frescas, each flavoured with a different mix of fruits.

Zone Rosa offer an abundance of vegetarian and gluten-free options to
eat in or take away. There is vibrant basement area which can be
booked in advanced for larger groups or parties and outside they have a
comfortable seating area with distant sea views which will come into its
own during warmer months.

Zona Rosa, 24 Garnet House, College Road, Brighton
For reservations call: 01273 818819
Open: Mon–Fri: 8am–9pm, Sat: 8.30–10pm, Sun: 8.30am–2.30pm.

SUNDAY LUNCH AT 

STEAK-ON-SEA
) Sunday lunch followed by cabaret at one of the many LGBT+ venues
providing Sunday entertainment is now a recognised part of the Sunday
lunch circuit for many people. In fact it’s so popular that often it’s
difficult to get a table at one of the handful of pub venues serving food
that are popular with LGBT+ folk. Last month we popped along to the
Steak-on-Sea restaurant located in the four star Old Ship Hotel on
Brighton seafront, and what a find it was! Plenty of room to relax, no
loud background music and great views of the seafront. What more
could you ask for?

The main course was served on a large sharing platter for two. We
decided to have a selection of meats; the pork was tender but a tad
bland in flavour, while the beef and lamb were served slightly pink as
requested and were very tasty. The three meats together were mighty
impressive and accompanied by a choice of honey roasted parsnips,CH
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carrots, cabbage, broccoli and fine beans, crispy roast potatoes
cooked in duck fat with rosemary, buttered and minted new potatoes
and Yorkshire pudding, all costing just £25 for two people sharing a
platter. It was amazing value and without doubt the best selection of
vegetables I’ve enjoyed in a long time, cooked to perfection, not too
hard and not too soft.

To be honest the main course platter is enough on its own, however
we had already shared two starters; a fresh and clean prawn & herb
tian with rocket, caper salad and a lemon dressing (£6.95) and a
very tasty pressed ham hock terrine with piccalilli and toast
brioche (£6.95).

To finish we took the
recommendation of our waitress and
shared a white chocolate
cheesecake with winter berries
(£5.50). The slightly tart winter
berries perfectly complemented the
impressive, creamy cheesecake.

Usually the last place I think of going to eat is a seafront hotel but
Steak-on-Sea was very impressive, the staff were incredibly attentive
and we left feeling relaxed and thinking what great value it all was.
We really had a lovely afternoon and we will be returning soon to try
the a la carte menu.

Steak-on-Sea, Old Ship Hotel, Kings Road, Brighton BN1 1NR.
To reserve a table for Sunday Lunch, 12.30–3.30pm, call: 01273
329001
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Unisex
Hairsalon

18 St Georges Road, Kemptown, Brighton BN2 1EB

01273 623 408

SPECIAL OFFER
) Free Bottle of Wine for two persons ordering a two-course
Sunday Lunch. Offer runs until March 31 (excluding Mother’s Day).
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l DR BRIGHTONS New Year’s Recovery
1pm
l LEGENDS BAR New Year’s Day
Cabaret: Lola Lasagne 3.30pm; roasts
12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN New Year’s Day
Drag Open Mic: Stephanie Von Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE New Year’s Day 3pm
l POISON IVY New Year’s All-Day
Karaoke 12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS New Year’s Day
cabaret: Davina Sparkle 6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS closed
l ZONE ‘Happy New Year’ with JP
Christian 6.30pm

MONDAY 2
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150 10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Mondays with Drag
With No Name: cabaret/games 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke 5pm

TUESDAY 3
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ
Lewis Osborne 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Nat’s Quiz 9pm
l POISON IVY Student Takeover with
Maria 8pm

WEDNESDAY 4
l AMSTERDAM Regency Singers’ Open
Mic 9pm

PICS FROM AMSTERDAM + BAR BROADWAY

JANUARY
LISTINGS

AMSTERDAM BAR & KITCHEN
) 11-12 Marine Parade, BN2 1TL, Tel: 01273 688826, www.amsterdambrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 10.30am–late
) FOOD Mon–Sat 11am–8pm; Sun 10.30am–8pm; Sun roasts from
12pm–sold out. ) Food Specials: Mon & Tue: main course and a pint or glass of
house wine £10; Thur is STEAK NIGHT: rump steak with a pint or a glass of house
wine £12; Friday is Fish & Chips: 2 fish suppers & bottle of house wine £25 from
4–8pm; Sat & Sun: breakfast & bloody mary £10 from 10am–1pm. ) Whisk your
Valentine to the Amsterdam Tue (14) Feb for a Valentine’s Day romantic dinner for
2: 3 courses £50, includes bottle of Prosecco from 7pm. Contact the venue for more
info!
) DRINK PROMOS Coors Light is £3 a pint throughout January

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Wed (25) is the Traditional BURNS NIGHT SUPPER
with haggis with neeps & tatties, single malts and Burns Night cocktails from 7pm.

) REGULARS Wed is the REGENCY SINGERS’ OPEN MIC NIGHT from 9pm. 
) Fri is the 1980S PARTY from 8pm. ) Sat (14) & (28) is SANFRANDISCO
chilled out soul with DJ Mick Fuller (Radio Reverb) from 8pm.

Information is correct at the time of going
to press. Gscene cannot be held
responsible for any changes or alterations
to the listings

SUNDAY 1 
l AMSTERDAM Sunday roasts 12pm-
till gone
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY DJ Bullard’s
karaoke 
l BAR BROADWAY New Year’s Day
Fireplace Sessions: Matt Young 8.30pm

l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy Recovery Party: DJ Claire
Fuller 11pm
l BOUTIQUE closed 
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS NYE Hangover
Party 12pm; Bear Bash, free food & raffle
5pm; roasts & selected menu 12pm–till
gone
l CHARLES ST Kara Van Park’s NYE
Hangover Show 7.30pm; Sally’s Rock &
Roll Bingo 8.30pm

BAR BROADWAY
) 10 Steine Street, BN2 1TE, Tel: 01273 609777, www.barbroadway.co.uk
) OPEN Mon-Thur 6pm-1am, Fri 5pm–3am, Sat 4pm-3am, Sun 4pm–1am. 
) DRINK PROMOS 4-8pm daily, all day Mon & Tues.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sunday the FIREPLACE SESSIONS presents New Year,
New Faces, a chance for you to see the best new acts at 8.30pm: Voice of Broadway
2016 winner Matt Young (1), Jessica (8), Natalie P (15), Aimee (22) and Izzy &
Sabrina (29). Known for her heart, soul and sass, Jessica (8) is a talented Italian/
American singer with over 15 years of international experience. With her retro and
classy repertoire Jessica with her big, rich, smoky voice, pays homage to the first
ladies and gentlemen of Jazz and Blues, performing all the classics by the likes of Ella

Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Elvis, Julie London and Nina
Simone. With a selection of classics like Cry Me a River,
Feeling Good, Fever , Jessica will bring the glitter and
glamour of those old Hollywood movie stars! Jessica says:
“I'm really looking forward to performing at Bar Broadway! It
will be a great start to the New Year. Expect an explosive set
with the best from the 40s, 50s and 60s! Sultry Julie London
numbers, Presley's Rock & Roll evergreens and bluesy tunes
with a splatter of Italian sauce!”

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Wed (25) is KILTS & COCKTAILS for Robbie Burns Night,
an evening of Scottish music and Scottish-based cocktails from 8pm. 

) REGULARS Thur is BAR BROADWAY’S QUIZ with Ross Cameroooon and
showbiz, news and general knowledge rounds at 8pm. Ross says: “Who doesn’t love a
quiz? Expect a different variety of rounds every week with prizes!” ) Every Fri & Sat,
tweet your requests - if they’ve got it they’ll play it - @barbroadwayuk with #jukebox. 

BAR 7 CRAWLEY
) 7 Pegler Way, Crawley, RH11 7AG, Tel: 01293 511177, www.7crawley.co.uk
) OPEN 6pm daily. 
) DRINK PROMOS Fri, Sat & Sun drink specials all night. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun is KARAOKE with DJ
Bullard spinning tunes and getting you up to belt out a
number or two from 9pm. Bar 7 say: “Whether you're a
shower singer or Shirley Bassey, expect a massive collection
of songs ready for you to perform. We don't judge… it's all
about the good times!” 

) REGULARS Start the weekend off with a bang on Fri at 7-UPSTAIRS with all-star
DJs pop/dance/guilty pleasures from 8pm, free entry till 11pm. Sat is 7-SINS with
all-star DJs spinning tunes with hands-in-the-air vibe from 8pm, free till 11pm.
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l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pml BASEMENT
CLUB@LEGENDS Ice: DJ Claire Fuller
11pml BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day
11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch
2-3.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Staff Xmas Party
with karaoke 10pm
l POISON IVY Stephanie Von Clitz’s
Karaoke 8pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Sally Vate
9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Poker
Night 8.30pm

THURSDAY 5
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request

Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Quiz: host Ross
Cameroooon 8pm
l BAR REVENGE Dutty Wine: Jamaican
Carnival-themed FOMO warm-up party
9pm
l BOUTIQUE CASA Boutique: DJ Lady
Lola 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday:
DJ Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN 80s Jukebox 8pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Fleur de
Paris 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke 7pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Miss Penny
9.30pm

BOUTIQUE
) 2 Boyces St @ West St, BN11AN, 01273 327607 www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 4pm–very late; closed New Year’s Day.
) FOOD all day, every day till midnight
) DRINK PROMOS Mon–Fri: bottles of Moet £50 & Veuve £60. Fri & Sat: five
J-Bombs for £5 and 2-4-1 selected cocktails. This month Boutique are taking 15%
off cocktail master classes for anyone quoting Gscene when booking!

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Start the weekend with a bang every Fri with DJ Oli (6,
13 & 27) and DJ Franco (20) from 10pm with themes/specials: Commercial Pop
Special (6), free shots on arrival (13), free entry for anyone quoting Gscene on the
door (20). DJ Oli, who has just been signed by the Deltic Group, is a DJ bursting
with enthusiasm and passion. Oli says: “I’m a party DJ but my main attribute is
reading the crowd and being diverse. I like house and EDM, but it’s about knowing

when to drop other genres. That's what people can expect
from me: a nice guy who plays a bit of everything. I’m a
very diverse DJ, you’ll hear some of the latest tunes in all
genres including some future hits, all the way back to last
centuries classics. I like putting on songs that are good, but
ones you haven't heard in ages. The tunes that make you
look at your mate and you just scream at each other,
because it’s legendary, memorable or just a cracker!”

) REGULARS Thur is CASA BOUTIQUE with DJ Lady Lola from 10pm. 
) Every Sat DJ Klipz plays tunes to get you moving with
themes/specials/giveaways from 10pm: CRAZY KARAOKE CONTEST, best voice
wins £150 Zara voucher (7), bubbly on arrival and a bottle of Moet for the best
dressed (14), free 6-month gym memberships for the first five people through the
door (21) and free VIP booths and a bottle of vodka for the largest group (28).

PICS FROM BOUTIQUE
DJ
 O
LI
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CAMELFORD ARMS
) 30-31 Camelford St, BN2 1TQ, Tel: 01273 622386, www.camelfordarms.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. The most dog-friendly pub in town. 
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–9pm; Sunday roasts & select menu 12pm–till gone;
SENIORS' LUNCH on Wed 2–3.30pm, two courses £7.50. 

) NY DAY Sun (1) is the NYE HANGOVER PARTY with Bloody Marys served all
day; the BEAR BASH with free food & a raffle is from 5pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Wed (25) is BURNS NIGHT with
haggis, neeps and tatties all day. 

) REGULARS Sun is the BEAR BASH with free food and a
raffle from 5pm. ) Thur is the BIG CASH QUIZ with a
£300 cash prize, free sarnies and great atmosphere from
9pm. ) The FRIDAY CLUB is from 6pm. 

l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz:
£150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 6
l AMSTERDAM 80s Party 8pm
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE Pop-Tartz Warm-Up
9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ David Noakes 11pm
l BOUTIQUE DJ Oli’s Pop Party 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club
6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS House Rules: DJ
Nick Hirst 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Camp Music
9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Jukebox Disco
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE live DJ 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke: Betty Swollocks
12pm; Britney Fierce 7pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret:
Thunderpussy 9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz DJs 11pm

l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Miss Jason 10pm

SATURDAY 7
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm
l BAR REVENGE WTF warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Fusion: DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE DJ Klipz, giveaways &
Crazy Karaoke Contest 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Saturday Session:
DJ Tony B 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR cabaret: Sally
Vate 9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke: Rita Lynn
12pm; Gloria Hole 6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Topsie
Redfern 9.30pm
l REVENGE WTF!: DJs over 2 floors
11.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Spice 10pm

SUNDAY 8
l AMSTERDAM Sunday roasts 12pm-
till gone
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY DJ Bullard’s
karaoke  8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions
pres New Year, New Faces: Jessica
8.30pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day
12pm

l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash, free
food & raffle 5pm; roasts & select menu
12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST cabaret: Nan 7.30pm;
Sally’s Rock & Roll Bingo 8.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR cabaret: Martha
D’Arthur 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
5pm; Drag Open Mic with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l POISON IVY Sunday Spotlight:
Gabriella Parrish 5pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Kara Van
Park 6pm & 9.30pm

CHARLES STREET BAR
) 8 Marine Parade, BN2 1TA, Tel: 01273 624091, www.charles-street.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm; from 5pm on New Year’s Day.
) FOOD new menu served Mon–Sat 12–8pm.
) DRINK PROMOS Afterwork Happy Hour: all drinks half price 5–9pm
Mon–Sat and all night on Sun from 8.30pm, right after the cabaret. Offer excludes
sparkling wine and cocktails. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sunday (1) is Kara Van Park's
NYE HANGOVER SHOW with one of Brighton's favourite
drag queens live on stage from 7.30pm; Sally's ROCK &
ROLL BINGO with half price drinks follows.

) REGULARS THROWBACK THURSDAY is with
throwback tunes, throwback prices, DJ Ruby Roo spinning
out 00s guilty pleasures & 1990s retro anthems, and

hostess Miss Joan Bond from 9pm, entry £1 and drink deals all night! Friday is
FIERCE with some of Brighton’s best DJs throwing out dance and house anthems
from 9pm. Take in some of the best cabaret on the circuit every Sun from 7.30pm:
Nan (8), Charlie Hides’ Show (15) Rose Garden (22) and Lucinda Lashes (29). 

Rose Garden, (22), is a ‘fierce’ and successful drag artist,
with a career spanning almost 18 years. From performing at
Pride festivals in the UK to exclusive performances in
Washington, San Francisco, Paris, Spain, Portugal and
Australia, she has gone on to have a great and exciting
career as a drag artist. Rose Garden says: “I’m absolutely
vicious. I take no prisoners. The whole thing about Rose
Garden is she’s based on Rose from Keeping up
Appearances and Dorian from Birds of a Feather. She’s a bit older than she thinks she
is. The costumes are a little bit too tight and she thinks she’s being glamorous but it
just doesn’t work. With me, there’s a whole attitude, I come out and take no prisoners.
Things have changed over the years but I’m still here, loving it, having a laugh but I’m
a vicious old tart!”

PICS FROM CAMELFORD ARMS + CHARLES STREET
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l BOUTIQUE CASA Boutique: DJ Lady
Lola 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday:
DJ Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN 80s Jukebox 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke 7pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Davina
Sparkle 9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm

l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz:
£150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 13
l AMSTERDAM 80s Party 8pm
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE Pop-Tartz Warm-Up
9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ David Noakes 11pm
l BOUTIQUE DJ Oli & giveaways
10pm

PICS FROM DOCTOR BRIGHTONS + GROSVENOR

DOCTOR BRIGHTONS
) 16-17 Kings Rd, BN1 1NE, Tel: 01273 208113 www.doctorbrightons.co.uk
) OPEN Mon–Thur 3pm–midnight; Fri & Sat 1pm–2am; Sun 1pm–midnight. 
) DRINK PROMOS Happy Hour prices all day Sun–Thur; 1pm–close on Fri;
1–7pm on Sat. Cocktails are BOGOF all day Sun–Fri and till 7pm on Sat. Free
pool with every round every day.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Saturday (14) is Charles’s Birthday Party with DJ
Tony B from 9.30pm. ) Don’t miss SMILEY SUNDAY on February 5 with a
handful of comedians raising money for the Rainbow Fund from 7.30pm.

) REGULARS Fri (6) is HOUSE RULES with DJ Nick
Hirst playing decadent house music at 9.30pm. Nick says:
“House Rules is a deliciously decadent night of the finest
classic house tunes for your listening and dancing pleasure.
I’ll be up to my usual musical mischief taking you into the
early hours.”
) VINYL FRIDAY (27) is with a selection of DJs spinning
records-only from 9.30pm. ) SATURDAY SESSION is

with DJ Tony B dishing out the tunes from 9.30pm.

GROSVENOR
) 16 Western Street, Hove, BN1 2PG, www.thegrosvenorbar.com
) OPEN daily from noon–late.
) DRINK PROMOS All pints £3.30, all day every day. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Fri isnCAMP MUSIC from 1970s/80s/90s at 9.30pm.

) REGULARS Sat is CABARET time at 9.30pm: Sally
Vate (7), Robert’s Birthday Bash with Davina Sparkle
(14), Jennie Castell (21) and Pooh La May (28). Jennie
Castell (21) says: “My audience can expect to be
entertained, not just by great vocals but off the cuff humour
and cheekiness. I like to give a up-tempo performance, but
I’m equally at home, and known for, belting out a power
ballad or two!“

JANUARY
LISTINGS

l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz
Roast 3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm

MONDAY 9
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Mondays with Drag
With No Name: cabaret/games 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music:
Smokestack 7pm
l POISON IVY karaoke 5pm

TUESDAY 10
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ
Lewis Osborne 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Nat’s Quiz 9pm
l POISON IVY Student Takeover with
Maria 8pm

WEDNESDAY 11
l AMSTERDAM Regency Singers’
Open Mic 9pm

l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice:
DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day
11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch
2-3.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Supper Night 6pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: the Andy
Panayi Band 8pm
l POISON IVY Stephanie Von Clitz’s
karaoke 8pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Sally Vate
9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Poker
Night 8.30pm

THURSDAY 12
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Quiz: host Ross
Cameroooon 8pm
l BAR REVENGE Dutty Wine: Jamaican
Carnival-themed FOMO warm-up 9pm
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JANUARY
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l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club
6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ
Nick Hirst 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Camp Music
9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN live music:
Gabriella Parrish 9.30pm
l PARIS HOUSE live DJ 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke: Betty Swollocks
12pm; Britney Fierce 7pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Martha
D’Arthur 9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz DJs on level 1;
Love Shack: DJ Claire Fuller on level 2
10.30pm

l SUBLINE Big Scrum sportskit night
9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Stone & Street 10pm

SATURDAY 14
l AMSTERDAM SanFranDisco: DJ
Mick Fuller 8pm
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm
l BAR REVENGE WTF warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Fusion: DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE DJ Klipz & boozy
giveaways 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Charles’s Birthday
with DJ Tony B 9.30pm

PICS FROM LEGENDS BAR & BASEMENT CLUB38 GSCENE OUT & ABOUT

l GROSVENOR BAR Robert’s Birthday
Bash with Davina Sparkle 9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke: Rita Lynn
12pm; Gloria Hole 6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Dr Beverly
Ball-Crusher 9.30pm
l REVENGE WTF!: DJs over 2 floors
11.30pm
l SUBLINE Leathermen South 9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Sally Vate 10pm

SUNDAY 15
l AMSTERDAM Sunday roasts 12pm-
till gone
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY DJ Bullard’s
karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions
pres New Year, New Faces: Natalie P
8.30pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash, free
food & raffle 5pm; roasts & select menu
12pm–till gone

LEGENDS BAR
) 31-34 Marine Parade, BN2 1TR Tel: 01273 624462,
www.legendsbrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 11am–5am
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–5pm; Sunday lunch 12–3pm.
) DRINK PROMOS Mon–Fri 12–11pm buy one bottle of wine, get the
second half price. No drink promos till Jan (2).

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sunday (1) is NEW YEAR’S DAY CABARET with
Lola Lasagne at 3.15pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Monday is CABARET &
SILLY GAMES from 9.30pm, with Drag With No
Name one of the finest and most versatile acts on the
cabaret scene, edging you into a new week. Drag With
No Name says: “Mondays with me are a mixture of
things - I do bits of my show but we play games like
Wankety Wank and You Say We Pay. Expect silly stuff!”

) REGULARS Friday is with Pre-Club DJs spinning
tunes to get you moving from 7pm. )Saturday is with
Pre-Club DJsspinning tunes to get you moving from
7pm. )Sunday is CABARET with top acts on stage at
3.30pm: Martha D’Arthur (8), Drag With No Name
(15), Lucinda Lashes (22) and Lisa Q Jones (29). Lisa
Q Jones says: “I'll put a smile on your face, make enough
politically incorrect jokes to keep you giggling for a week
and one randomly chosen lucky punter gets a hand job
from me in the toilet after the show. See you soon Brighton!”

LEGENDS BASEMENT CLUB
) 31-34 Marine Parade, BN2 1TR, Tel: 01273 624462,
www.legendsbrighton.com
) OPEN Wed, Tue (27), Thur (29), Fri–Sun from 11pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sunday (1) is the POP!CANDY RECOVERY PARTY
with DJ Claire Fuller playing a mix of recent & classic dance tracks.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Friday is GLITTER with DJ
David Noakes sparkling up the start of your weekend with
chart & dance tracks. David Noakes, a DJ / producer from
Brighton who also works under the alias Noaksey, has
produced tracks for other names and has worked on two
songs with local favourite Osaro, which they performed
together live at Brighton Pride 2015/2016. David says: “I’m
all about giving the dancefloor maximum energy and play

the biggest tunes I can get hold of - if I can’t find what I need I make my own
remixes for my club sets. I play lots of bootlegs and rare tunes that you'll struggle
to hear elsewhere and always showcase my latest tunes in my club sets before
even putting them online. I mix classic acapellas over current beats live so you may
find you’re listening to a classic 1980s tune remixed on the night. I use some of
my production equipment to bring new things to my sets that create massive build-
ups and get the energy level right up! 

“I’m planning to keep Fridays at Legends cool and really full of energy. It's great to
work at a club where the dancefloor is buzzing all the way until 4am. The sound
system kicks ass and the lights are fantastic. This is why Legends has the reputation
as such an amazing club!”

) REGULARS Wed is ICE with DJ Claire Fuller chart/house/r&b. ) Fri is
GLITTER with DJ David Noakes chart/dance tracks. )Sat is FUSION with DJ
Peter Castle. )Sun is POP!CANDY with DJ Claire Fuller from 11pm.
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l CHARLES ST cabaret: Charlies
Hides’ Show 7.30pm; Sally’s Rock &
Roll Bingo 8.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR cabaret: Drag With No
Name 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
5pm; Drag Open Mic with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live jazz 6pm
l POISON IVY Sunday Spotlight:
Electric Blue 5pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Lucinda
Lashes 6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm

l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz
Roast 3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm

MONDAY 16
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Mondays with Drag
With No Name: cabaret/games 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Simon
Studd 7pm
l POISON IVY karaoke 5pm

MARINE TAVERN
) 13 Broad St, BN2 1TJ, Tel: 01273 905578, www.marinetavern.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 12pm, including New Year’s Day. 
) FOOD Daily from 12-9pm; Tue is Curry Night for £1 7.30–8.30pm.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Friday (20) is the MARINE
TAVERN’S GAY GONGS with hostess Candi Rell
dishing out gags and gongs from 8pm. With canapés
served, champers on arrival and light-hearted categories
such as Best Barman, Campest Customer and Best
Meltdown of 2016, this will be a night to remember!
Lee Cockshott, owner, says: “Last year’s was packed
so we’re expecting this one to be even bigger! It’s a

really fun night and the best bit - you decide the winner. See you there!”

) REGULARS Fri (13) is with singing sensation Gabriella Parrish from
9.30pm. Sun is DRAG OPEN MIC with Stephanie Von Clitz from 9pm.
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PARIS HOUSE
) 21 Western Rd, BN3 1AF, Tel: 01273 724195, www.parishousebrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. ) FOOD daily from 12pm–close.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Monday is free LIVE JAZZ at 7pm: Smokestack (9)
and Simon Studd (16).

) REGULARS Wed is free LIVE JAZZ from 8pm: Andy Panayi Band (11),
Jason Henson Trio & Dave Drake (18) and Ollie Howe Jazz Trio (25). 
) Thur (5) is live music with Fleur de Paris performing Chanson from the
1930s–50s at 8pm. ) Fri is PARTY TIME with a live DJ from 9pm. ) Sat is
LIVE JAZZ at 4pm; TC'S JOYFUL NOISE with DJ Kenny at 9pm, free entry.
) Sun (15 & 22) is LIVE JAZZ at 8pm; (29) is with Simon Studd at 7pm. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
OPEN DAILYMON-THUR 5PM-12, FRI/SAT/SUN 12-12
KARAOKE WITH DRAG HOSTMON-THU FROM 6PM

WED FROM 6PM WITH BETTY SWOLLOCKS • FRI FROM 8PM WITH
BRITNEY FIERCE • SAT ALL DAY WITH GLORIA HOLE & MR B
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
TUES: STUDENT TAKEOVER - 8PM

WITHMARIA • HALF PRICE BAR/PINTS £2/ 
HOUSE DOUBLE £2.50  ALL BOTTLES £2

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
WED: POISON IVY’S GOT TALENT - 9PM

AUDTIONS18TH& 25TH JAN HOSTED BY

STEPHANIE VON CLITZ GRAND PRIZE £500
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

SUN: SPOTLIGHT CABARET - 5PM
8TH GABRIELLA PARRISH
15TH ELECTRIC BLUE
22ND KRYSTAL BALL

29TH STEPHANIE VON CLITZ
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

HAPPY HOURSMON-THUR 5-7PM, 
FRI & SAT 12-7PM & SUN 12-5PM

129 St James Street
www.thepoisonivy.co.uk f PoisonIvy Kemptown
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TUESDAY 17
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ
Lewis Osborne 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Nat’s Quiz 9pm
l POISON IVY Student Takeover with
Maria 8pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm

WEDNESDAY 18
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice:
DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day
11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch
2-3.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Wine & Cheese
6pm

l PARIS HOUSE live music: the Jason
Henson Trio & Dave Drake 8pm
l POISON IVY Poison Ivy’s Got Talent:
launch party 8pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Sally Vate
9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Poker
Night 8.30pm

THURSDAY 19
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Quiz: host Ross
Cameroooon & prizes 8pm
l BAR REVENGE Dutty Wine: Jamaican
Carnival-themed FOMO warm-up party
9pm
l BOUTIQUE CASA Boutique: DJ Lady
Lola 10pm

l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday:
DJ Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN 80s Jukebox 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke 7pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Lola
Lasagne 9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz:
£150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 20
l AMSTERDAM 80s Party 8pm
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE Pop-Tartz Warm-Up
9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ David Noakes 11pm
l BOUTIQUE DJ Franco 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club
6pm

JANUARY
LISTINGS

POISON IVY
) 129 St James’s Street, Brighton, BN2 1TH
) OPEN Mon–Thur 5pm–12am, Fri–Sun 12pm–12am; New Year’s Day from
12pm. 
) DRINK PROMOS Mon–Thur 5–7pm, Fri & Sat 12–7pm, Sun 12–5pm.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY If you think you’ve what it takes
then Wed (18) is the launch of is POISON IVY’S GOT
TALENT - a search for Brighton’s best performers: drag,
comedian, singer, whatever, chosen by you and a panel of
judges, including Betty Swollocks, Tammy Cooper &
guests, with Stephanie Von Clitz hosting proceedings from
8pm. Anyone can enter and there are heats, a quarter final, a

semi final and then the final in March, where one lucky performer will take home a
whopping £500 cash! Stephanie Von Clitz says: “If you can sing, rap, write your
own song, then this competition is for you! I'm very excited to see what you can do.”

) REGULARS SUNDAY SPOTLIGHT features top drag acts from 5.30pm:
Gabriella Parrish (8), Electric Blue (15), Krystal Ball (22) and Stephanie Von
Clitz (29). Electric Blue (15), Northern bird and Queen of
the Blue Lipstick, says: “I created Electric Blue after being
fascinated by working class women of the 1980s and those
women you would regularly see around Skegness - think Viz
gone wrong. An evening with Miss Blue is feel good fun with
sing-along anthems, 1980s pop galore and it’s all camp as
Butlins! Come along for a fun session with your Northern
seaside lass, it’s gonna be a camp one.”

QUEENS ARMS
) 7 George Street, BN2 1RH, Tel: 01273 696873,
www.thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms
) OPEN 4pm Wed–Fri; 2pm Sat & Sun.
) DRINK PROMOS Tue–Sat from 5–9pm are 2 for £8 Cocktails.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (1) is NEW YEAR’S DAY DOUBLE CABARET with
Davina Sparkle at 6pm and 9.30pm.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sunday (29) is with the sensational Elesha, star of X
Factor and The Voice, as Whitney Houston at 6pm and 9.30pm. 

Elesha says: “I've been singing for 17 years and you may
have seen me on a few TV shows, including the X Factor
2010 (the One Direction year) when I ended up in Louis’
house with Wagner! You may also have seen me on The
Voice 2013 with a blue Mohican jumping around the stage,
and then again in 2014. I’ve also performed backing vocals
for some of the biggest stars and been mentored by the best,
including will.i.am, Tom Jones and Beyoncé, along with many

more. I’ve had singing lessons with Mariah Carey's vocal coach my best ever gig was
with Andy Abraham at Eurovision 2008 in Serbia where I performed to 22,000 people,
which was an amazing feeling! I hope this has given you a little insight into what I've
been up to over the years. My next adventure is to be singing for you!”

) REGULARS Tue CABARET at 9.30pm: Christopher
Howard (24) and Dave Lynn (31). )Wed CABARET with
Sally Vate from 9.30pm. ) Thur CABARET with top acts
from 9.30pm: Miss Jason (5), Davina Sparkle (12), Lola
Lasagne (19) and Allan Jay (26). ) Edge yourself into the
weekend on Fri with CABARET from 9.30pm:
Thunderpussy (6), Martha D’Arthur (13), Jason Lee
(20) and Drag With No Name (27). ) Sat with CABARET
from 9.30pm: Topsie Redfern (7), Dr Beverly Ball-
Crusher (14), Miss Jason (21) and Davina Sparkle (28). ) If that’s not quite
enough then Sun is a double helping of top CABARET at 6pm and 9.30pm: Kara
Van Park (8), Miss Penny (15) and TBA (22).
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7 GEORGE STREET BRIGHTON
01273 696873

http://thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms

TUESDAY 9.30PM

CHRISTOPHER
HOWARD

WEDNESDAY 9.30PM

SALLY VATE
IN CABARET & CANAPÉS

SATURDAY
CABARET AT 9.30PM

7JAN TOPSIE REDFERN
14JAN DR BEVERLY  

BALLCRUSHER
21JAN MISS JASON
28JAN DAVINA SPARKLE

SUNDAYDOUBLE
CABARET AT 6PM & 9.30PM

1JAN DAVINA SPARKLE
8JAN KARA VAN PARK

15JANMISS PENNY
22JAN TBC
29JAN ELISHA AS WHITNEY

HOUSTON

FRIDAY
CABARET AT 9.30PM

6JAN THUNDERPUSSY
13JAN MARTHA D’ARTHUR
20JAN JASON LEE
27JAN DRAG WITH NO NAME

THURSDAYALL THE
LOCAL LADIES CABARET 9.30PM

5JAN MISS JASON   
12JAN DAVINA SPARKLE  
19JAN LOLA LASAGNE
26JAN ALLAN JAY
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l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ
Nick Hirst 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Camp Music
9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Gay Gong Awards
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE live DJ 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke: Betty Swollocks
12pm; Britney Fierce 7pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Jason Lee
9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz DJs 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Filth: mixed fetish night
9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Tabitha Wild 10pm

SATURDAY 21
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm
l BAR REVENGE WTF! warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Fusion: DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE DJ Klipz & giveaways
10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm

l DR BRIGHTONS Saturday Session:
DJ Tony B 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR cabaret: Jennie
Castell 9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke: Rita Lynn
12pm; Gloria Hole 6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Miss Jason
9.30pm
l REVENGE WTF!: DJs over 2 floors
11.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Davina Sparkle 9pm

SUNDAY 22
l AMSTERDAM Sunday roasts 12pm-
till gone
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY DJ Bullard’s
karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions
pres New Year, New Faces: Aimee
8.30pm

PICS FROM BAR REVENGE + CLUB REVENGE42 GSCENE OUT & ABOUT

l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day
12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash, free
food & raffle 5pm; roasts & select menu
12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST cabaret: Rose Garden
7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll Bingo
8.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR cabaret: Lucinda
Lashes 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
5pm; Drag Open Mic with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live jazz 6pm
l POISON IVY Sunday Spotlight:
Krystal Ball 5pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: TBA 6pm
& 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz
Roast 3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm

MONDAY 23
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Mondays with Drag
With No Name: cabaret/games 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke 5pm

TUESDAY 24
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Nat’s Quiz 9pm
l POISON IVY Student Takeover with
Maria 8pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Christopher
Howard 9.30pm

WEDNESDAY 25
l AMSTERDAM Burns Night Supper:
haggis with neeps & tatties, Single Malts
& Burns Night cocktails 7pm
l BAR BROADWAY Burns Night: Kilts
& Cocktails Scottish-themed party 8pm
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh! 9pm

JANUARY
LISTINGS

BAR REVENGE
) 5-7 Marine Parade, BN2 1TA, Tel: 01273 606064, www.revenge.co.uk
) OPEN Sun-Wed 12pm-1am, Thur 12pm-2am, Fri & Sat 12pm-6am. 
) FOOD Burgers, breakfasts, pizzas & more served Fri & Sat 12–6am.
) DRINK PROMOS 50% off all drinks Sun–Fri 5–9pm; from £2.50 every
Sat; Thur Malibu & mixer for £2.50. Buy a drink on Thur, Fri & Sat to pick up
discounted entry passes for Club Revenge.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Thur is the Dutty Wine Pre-FOMO Carnival-themed
Party with the biggest dancehall/bashment/reggae/r&b bangers spun by all-star

DJs from 9pm. To get you in Caribbean spirit there’ll be
Caribbean décor, bunting & flags, and drink deals all
night, including Malibu & mixer for £2.50.

) REGULARS Tue is KARAOKE with Liz from 9pm.
Liz says: “Whether you’re a newbie, or a seasoned
veteran, come down for a sing song and the perfect
warm-up to Tuesdays at Club Revenge!”

REVENGE
) 32-34 Old Steine, BN1 1EL, Tel: 01273 606064, www.revenge.co.uk
) OPEN Tue from 11pm, Thur, Fri & Sat from 10.30pm.
) DRINK PROMOS Tue £2.50 drinks; Thur £1 drinks till midnight.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sat is WTF! with all-star DJs, state-of-the-art
lighting & sound, drag act hosts, shot boys and bonkers décor. On level 1
expect pure pop perfection with some suitably sl*t-dropping R&B, plus a
healthy dose of all those random tunes & forgotten classics that you won’t hear
anywhere else; level 2 is with big hands-in-the-air house anthems from the
1990s & 00s mixed with today’s finest tunes! Revenge say: “We think club
nights these days take themselves just a bit too seriously, so WTF! is 100%
unpretentious & unashamedly GAY with one big crazy house party vibe.”

) REGULARS Tue is with DJs Toby & Trick spinning
pop/house/r&b/requests all night long from 11pm, £3
entry. ) Thur is FOMO with Revenge’s all-star resident
DJs playing an eclectic mix of pop/chart/house/pop-
punk/bass/hip-hop from 11pm. ) Fri is POP TARTZ
with resident DJs sweetening up the dancefloor with the
biggest pop anthems from 10.30pm.
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l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday:
DJ Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN 80s Jukebox 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke 7pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Allan Jay
9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz:
£150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 27
l AMSTERDAM 80s Party 8pm
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm

l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE Pop-Tartz warm-up
9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ David Noakes 11pm
l BOUTIQUE DJ Oli & giveaways
10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club
6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Vinyl Friday: DJs
playing vinyl only 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Camp Music
9.30pm
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l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice:
DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day
11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch
2-3.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Burns Night
Supper 6pm
l PARIS HOUSE live jazz: Ollie Howe
Jazz Trio 8pm
l POISON IVY Poison Ivy’s Got Talent:
2nd audition 8pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Sally Vate
9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Burns
Night: haggis, neeps & tatties from 12pm

THURSDAY 26
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Quiz: host Ross
Cameroooon & prizes 8pm
l BAR REVENGE Dutty Wine:
Jamaican Carnival-themed FOMO warm-
up party 9pm
l BOUTIQUE CASA Boutique: DJ Lady
Lola 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm

PICS FROM SUBLINE

SUBLINE
) 129 St James' St, BN2 1TH, Tel: 01273 624100, www.sublinebrighton.co.uk
) OPEN Wed–Sun from 9pm. 
) DRINK PROMOS Fri promos till 11pm, bargains all night, Sat promos all
night.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Saturday (14) LEATHERMEN SOUTH, now with
over 500 Facebook members, gather at Subline from 10pm, entry is free in
leather (dresscode optional) or £3 for Subline members or £5 non-members.
Leathermen South brings together the leathermen of Sussex, Surrey, Kent and
further afield. Their aim is to build and support the local Gay Leather community

and provide a regular place to meet in gear to indulge
shared interests for their own mutual enjoyment.
Leathermen South say: “Our regular meetings take
place at Brighton's premier gay fetish club, Subline.
There’s a top local DJ, friendly bar staff, coat check,
changing room with lockers and dark cruising areas.
There are only 40 lockers, so arrive early if you wish to
change into gear.”

) REGULARS Ease yourself into the weekend on Fri at
STEAM from 9pm, free for members b4 11pm/£3 after,
£5 guests. )Sat MEN’S ROOM with DJ Screwpulous
spinning tunes for those who like a night thick with
testosterone and heaving with men from 9pm, free b4
11pm, £3 after, guests £5. DJ Screwpulous says: “I
enjoy playing a diverse range of house music at the Men's Room, which
combines the latest chart music and classic house tunes and I’m always looking
for new remixes. This reflects the wide range of men that come into Subline
every week so the music will vary depending on the crowd.”

THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS
) 59 North Rd, Brighton, BN1 1YD, Tel: 01273 608571,
www.3jollybutchers.com
) OPEN 12pm on Mon–Sat, 1pm on Sun. Closed all New Year's Day. Private
function room available. 
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–9pm; Sunday roasts 1–6pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Wednesday (25) is BURNS NIGHT with haggis,
neeps & tatties all day.

) REGULARS Wed is FREE POKER at 8.30pm, win a bar tab. ) Thur is QUIZ
NIGHT with £150 cash prize from 7.30pm, all welcome! ) Fri (27) is PARTY
NIGHT with a DJ from 7.30pm. ) Sun JAZZ ROAST at 3pm, free entry.
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l MARINE TAVERN Jukebox Disco
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE live DJ 9pml
POISON IVY karaoke: Betty Swollocks
12pm; Britney Fierce 7pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Drag With
No Name 9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz DJs on level 1;
Fat Lip: DJ Fifi on level 2 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Topsie Redfern 10pm

SATURDAY 28
l AMSTERDAM SanFranDisco: DJ
Mick Fuller 8pm
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm;
Laughter in the Lounge: 6 comedians
8pm
l BAR REVENGE WTF! warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Fusion: DJ Peter Castle 8pm
l BOUTIQUE DJ Klipz & giveaways
10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Saturday Session:
DJ Tony B 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR cabaret: Pooh La
May 9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club 8pm

l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke: Betty Swollocks
12pm; Gloria Hole 6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Davina
Sparkle 9.30pm
l REVENGE WTF!: DJs over 2 floors
11.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Sophie Causbrook
10pm

SUNDAY 29
l AMSTERDAM Sunday roasts 12pm-
till gone
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY DJ Bullard’s
karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions
pres New Year, New Faces: Izzy & Sabrina
8.30pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day
12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash, free
food & raffle 5pm; roasts & select menu
12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST cabaret: Lucinda
Lashes 7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll
Bingo 8.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR cabaret: Lisa Q Jones

PICS FROM VELVET JACKS + ZONE

3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
5pm; Drag Open Mic with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live music: Simon
Studd 7pm
l POISON IVY Sunday Spotlight:
Stephanie Von Clitz 5pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Elisha as
Whitney Houston 6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Cum in Your Pants:
underwear night 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz
Roast 3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm

MONDAY 30
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Mondays with Drag
With No Name: cabaret/games 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke 5pm

TUESDAY 31
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Nat’s Quiz 9pm
l POISON IVY Student Takeover with
Maria 8pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Dave Lynn
9.30pm

JANUARY
LISTINGS

VELVET JACKS
) 50 Norfolk Sq, BN1 2PA, Tel: 07720 661290 http://tinyurl.com/VelvetJacks
) OPENING HOURS Velvet Jacks is closed in January from Wed (4) to Thur (26).
Usual opening hours Tue–Thur 4–11.30pm, Fri & Sat 12–11.30pm, Sun
1–11pm. Velvet Jacks say: “Happy New Year to all of our customers. We can’t wait
see old faces and new on Thursday 26th January!”

) FOOD Meat & cheese boards and wood-fired pizzas
served all day daily 

) DRINK PROMOS 4–7pm, includes: two cocktails for
£10, Orangeboom £3.20 pint, large glass of wine for price
of medium glass.

ZONE
) 33 St James’ St, BN2 1RF, Tel: 01273 682249, www.zonebrighton.co.uk
) OPEN 11am Sun–Fri; 10am Sat; from 12pm on New Year’s Day.
) DRINK PROMOS all day Sun-Thur, till 7pm Fri & Sat; 2-4-£10 selected
cocktails 5–8pm everyday.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (1) is a big HAPPY
NEW YEAR from the Zone and vocalist JP Christian
performing at 6.30pm. JP brings his infectious blend of
pop, swing and soul to get 2017 off to a great start. 

) REGULARS Fri LIVE ENTERTAINMENT at 10pm:
Miss Jason (6), Stone & Street (13), Tabitha Wild
(20) and Topsie Redfern (27). Topsie says: “Topsie’s

been described as the Mary Poppins of drag, she’s warm, friendly, elegant,
slightly kooky, single and a little bit desperate. Her ovaries are drying up and she
wants a good man to be the wind beneath her wings and father to her third
world adopted babies. Topsie sings live, indeed people often praise her oral
skills!” ) Sat is CABARET from 10pm: Spice (7), Sally Vate (14), Davina
Sparkle (21) and Sophie Causbrook (28). 
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l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising: Martha
D’Arthur 8.30pm

FRIDAY 20
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: The Vixens 10pm

SATURDAY 21
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Claire
Fuller 8.30pm

SUNDAY 22
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Miss Penny
8pm; roasts 12-3.30pm

MONDAY 23
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 24
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 25
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 26
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising: Martha
D’Arthur 8.30pm

FRIDAY 27
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Mary Mac 10pm

SATURDAY 28
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Lucinda
Lashes 8.30pm

SUNDAY 29
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Mrs Moore
& Martha D’Arthur 8pm; roasts 12-3.30pm

MONDAY 30
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 31
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BOULEVARD 
1 Hampshire Terrace, Southsea 
TEL: 2392 297509
l OLD VIC 104 St Paul’s Rd, Southsea
TEL: 02392 297013, www.oldvicportsmouth.co.uk

SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Compton Walk, SO14 0BH
TEL: 02380 366163, www.theedgesouthampton.com
l ISOBAR 100c St Mary’s St
TEL: 02380 222028
l LONDON HOTEL
2 Terminus Terr, SO14 3DT
TEL: 02380 710652, 
www.the-london.co.uk
Friendly bar with cabaret, DJs & food
OPEN: Mon-Wed 12-11pm, Thur 12-12.30am,
Fri & Sat 12-1.30am, Sun 12-11.30pm. Closed
New Year’s Day and Mon (2). 
FOOD: Mon-Sat 12-3pm; Sunday roasts 12-
3.30pm 
l TITANIC Simnel St, SO14 2BE
TEL: 023 8021 1879, www.thetitanicpub.co.uk
OPEN: daily fom 12pm 

SUNDAY 1
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD Closed for New Year’s
Day
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Closed for New Year’s Day
l LONDON HOTEL Closed for New Year’s Day

MONDAY 2
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 3
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 4
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 5
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising: Martha
D’Arthur 8.30pm

FRIDAY 6
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Mrs Moore 10pm

SATURDAY 7
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Tiny
8.30pm

SUNDAY 8
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am

SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Lucinda
Lashes & Linda Matthews 8pm; roasts 12-
3.30pm

MONDAY 9
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 10
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 11
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 12
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising: Martha
D’Arthur 8.30pm

FRIDAY 13
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Nan 10pm

SATURDAY 14
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Neil
Sackley 8.30pm

SUNDAY 15
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Tanya
Hyde & Victoria Sponge 8pm; roasts 12-
3.30pm

MONDAY 16
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 17
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 18
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 19
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm

PICS FROM LONDON HOTEL SOUTHAMPTON

LONDON HOTEL SOUTHAMPTON
) 2 Terminus Terr, SO14 3DT, Tel: 02380 710652, www.the-london.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 12pm. Closed New Year's Day & Mon (2).
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–3pm; Sunday lunch 12–3.30pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Saturday is GUILTY PLEASURES with DJs from 8.30pm:
Tiny (7), Neil Ackley (14), Claire Fuller (21) and Lucinda Lashes (28).

) REGULARS Thursday is KARAOKE CRUISING with Martha D’Arthur at
8.30pm. ) Friday is FAIRYLEA with DJ Ruby Roo and CABARET at 10pm: Mrs
Moore (6), Nan (13), The Vixens (20) and Mary Mac (27). ) SUNDAY NIGHT
ON THE LONDON PODIUM features two of the UK’s top live performers on stage from
8pm: Lucinda Lashes & Linda Matthews (8), Tanya Hyde & Victoria Sponge
(15), a double dose of Miss Penny (22) and Mrs Moore & Martha D’Arthur (29).
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DJ PROFILE: MORGAN FABULOUS
It’s time to ring in 2017 and of course it’s going to be fabulous,
Morgan Fabulous!

Where do you DJ? I’ve just landed a monthly residency at Charles Street
on rotation with the regular DJs. I’m really pleased as it’s a great bar. 

Any new projects? My latest project is DJing. I decided it was time to
turn my much loved hobby into a profession. I’ve been mixing since I
was a teenager but never wanted to DJ live. I always shared my love of
music by making mix tapes for friends and producing mixes for my
fellow drag queens to use in their shows as well as megamixes for my
YouTube channel, Morgan Fabulous.

What are you playing these days? All categories of house, but electro
house is my favourite as I’m a sucker for a heavy bass line and synths. 

All time fave tune? There are so many tunes I love and that list just
keeps getting longer, but I never get tired of Café Del Mar by Energy 52.

Best thing about DJing in Brighton? It’s the best place to be a Drag
Artist DJ and you can express yourself without judgement. I like to
provide a visual experience as well as an audible one and people in
Brighton appreciate the unusual and unique, which makes me feel at
home and accepted. 

Ultimate dream gig? In Ibiza or a London super club. I’d love to play
at any to be part of such an important celebration. 

Tune you wish you’d never played? Different tunes mean different
things for different people, everyone has an anthem and I don’t believe
any tune should be categorised as bad -  after all that’s just someone’s
opinion. I like to play a good mix of tunes that I know most people
wouldn’t have heard and some that everyone has heard! 

Describe yourself in three words? Open-minded, selfless, fabulous.

What does music mean to you? Music is my life. It warms me on a
cold morning, relaxes me after a stressful day, it’s company when I’m
alone and the catalyst to any party. Any song has the potential to
inspire, regardless if it has lyrics or not, and that’s the best thing
about it. I studied music at school and played piano and keyboard and
ever since it’s been a passion - now I get to share it with the world! 

MORGAN FABULOUS’S CURRENT TOP FIVE 
) SICK INDIVIDUALS People I Love (Club mix) Thrive
) TIESTO & KSHMR feat Vassy Secrets (original) Musical Freedom
) SHOWTEK & Major Lazor Believer (Extended mix) Skink
) TIGER LILLY & KSHMR Invisible Children (Extended) Spinnin’ 
) TUJAMO feat Inaya Day Keep Pushin’ (Extended) Spinnin’

GSCENE 47

DANCE MUSIC
BY QUEEN JOSEPHINE & KATE WILDBLOOD

ALBUMS
) New Year. New grins. New
wiggles. Yes 2017 is here and we
couldn’t be more pleased. If it’s
just a fraction better than the
pervious 12 months then we are
in for a corker of a year. So here
are some tunes to keep the
groove on this January. 

First up is the
brilliance of
Rain City Blues
by Luke
McKeehan on
Nordic Trax.

Hidden treasures and must-hear
exclusives nestle together to
deliver a right delicious adventure
in sound. 

As it does on Future Disco 10 -
Complete. Repeat, a Disco Drama
on Future Disco and the sweet
techno sounds of Nina Kraviz’s
fabric91. Doing the right thing
for all. 
If you plan on spending January
hibernating then the effortless

brilliance of Astrea’s melodic
electronica Sleeping With Her on
Perpetualis will deliver as will
Glow in the Dark’s Future Bliss
on Sonar Kollektiv and Masai’s VA
on Oleeva Records.

Moments of the month have to go
to I-Robots presents Turin
Dancefloor Express on Opilec
Music, a retro disco-tastic
collection of beats bound to
please and Justin Robertson's
Deadstock 33s’ Everything is
Turbulence (remixed) on Skint
Records. Three words. Buy. Them.
Now.

Listen out for Wildblood &
Queenie’s Home Service on
RadioReverb every 1st & 3rd
Saturday of each month at 7pm.
perfectdistractions.com

WILDBLOOD & QUEENIE’S JANUARY JUMPERS
) DIASFUNK Remember Me (Severino and Faber Remix) Hottwerk
All January blues banished with this slice of disco house heat.
) HIFI SEAN ft Crystal Waters Testify (Le Mongrel mix) Plastique
Bringing sexy back to house with a remix package to please. 
) ROOG & DENNIS QUIN ft Berget Lewis Igohart Madhouse
Real back-in-the-day 909 stomper certain to satisfy.
) LOVEFACE v Crystal Waters Gypsy Woman (She’s Homeless) White
A rework that brings the joy back to the late night rewind.
) JAMIE 3:26 & Masalo Testify Local Talk
Get a witness to this wonder the moment you can.
) LATE NITE TUFF GUY Do U Wanna Get Down Midnight Riot
Donna Summer sampling brilliance that keeps on springing back.
) STEVE LAWLER People Having Sex Roush
Lawler + 303 lines + cheeky vocals + 808 claps = dancefloor bliss
) NOLAN ft Forrest C’est La Vie Kittball
2016 belter still delivering New Year Brighton thrills.
) MOONCHILD The Truth (Jazzy Jeff & James Poyser remix) Tru Thoughts
Dope beats from Giles Peterson fave worthy of your attention.
) MARTIN BRODIN Funky Gura (Faze Action mix) Nine Lives
The only action any self-respecting queen wants on the dancefloor.
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BRIGHTON CENTRE
Kings Road, Brighton, Box office: 0844 847 1515
) HOLIDAY ON ICE: BELIEVE (Wed 4–Sun 8) Directed and
choreographed by Olympic and four-time world champion, Christopher

Dean, the show is an incredibly
exciting and fast paced production
that tells the modern day story of
the traditional Shakespeare classic
Romeo and Juliet about desire,
jealously and true love. With
Olympic-level choreographies
combined with live music,

beautiful décor, glamorous costumes and hi-tech special effects,
Believe aims to become a show that will truly conquer hearts.
) SISTER ACT (Wed 11–Sat 14). An all-new production of the
Broadway and West End smash hit musical comedy returns to the UK

starring Alexandra Burke (The X
Factor, The Bodyguard). This show
tells the hilarious story of Deloris
Van Cartier, a disco diva whose life
takes a surprising turn when she
witnesses a murder. Under
protective custody she is hidden in
the one place she won’t be found –
a convent! Disguised as a nun and
under the suspicious watch of
Mother Superior, Deloris helps her
fellow sisters find their voices as

she unexpectedly rediscovers her own. A sparkling tribute to the
universal power of friendship, sisterhood and music. ‘Irresistible.
Alexandra Burke – the perfect soul diva’ Daily Telegraph.
) DONNY OSMOND (Tue 24). The Soundtrack Of My Life UK Tour will
feature an intimate look at Donny’s most memorable and much loved
moments in entertainment including his chart-topping solo hits.

BENT DOUBLE
Komedia, Gardner St, Brighton
Box office: 08452 938480
) BENT DOUBLE (Sun 8). An
irreverent night of fun and frolics
hosted by Zoe Lyons with Felicity
Ward, Asher Treleaven and
Catherine Bohart.

BROADWAY LOUNGE
Upstairs at Bar Broadway, 
10 Steine St, Brighton 
) LAUGHTER IN THE LOUNGE
(8pm, Sat 28). Monthly stand-up
comedy night with six comedians
from London and the south coast
taking to the stage, entry £3.

MERCURY
Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton,
Box office: 08448 717650
) MERCURY: THE ULTIMATE
QUEEN TRIBUTE (Wed 25). Winners
of the National Tribute Awards
2013, Mercury have firmly
established themselves as one of
the world’s most authentic tributes
to Queen. The show includes
performances of the most popular
Queen hits such as Bohemian
Rhapsody, Radio Ga Ga, We Are The
Champions, We Will Rock You and
many more.

MEXRRISSY
The Dome, Church St, Brighton,
Box office: 01273 709709
) MEXRRISSEY (Thu 26). In
Mexico, Morrissey's songs have
chimed with a huge audience raised
on rancheras and mariachis. Now a
band made in Mexico City has
reinvented the songs of Morrissey
and The Smiths: a brass and string
led combo from the smallest village
with the biggest bleeding heart.
Led by Camilo Lara of Mexican
Institute of Sound, Mexrrissey have
toured the UK to sold-out crowds
and released their first album, No
Manchester (a Mexican slang phrase
inspired by The Smiths, meaning
'No Way' or 'Are You Kidding Me?'),
to critical acclaim.

SLEEPING BEAUTY 
AND A LITTLE PRICK 
Paganini Ballroom, The Old Ship
Hotel, Kings Road Brighton,
Dome Box Office: 01273 709709
) SLEEPING BEAUTY & A LITTLE
PRICK (5pm & 8pm, Feb 1-12)
starring Lee Tracey, Maisie

Trollette, Phil Harlequeen, Jason
Prince, Topsie Redfern, Lascel
Wood, Russell Keith, Jack Seager
and Scott Virgo, directed by Simon
Fielding with musical direction by
Sarah Bodaldhi. Tickets from £22.

COMING SOON...
) Tickets are on sale now for The
Lezzwood Players new show THE
LEZZWARDIANS: MURDER AT
LEZZTON ABBEY (Feb 10 & 11) at
The Barn Theatre in Southwick
(01273 592819). The Lezzwardians
is an original show of sapphic
slapstick sing-along send-up of
Upstairs Downton Abbey with
murder, mischief, mystery and
music-hall style songs. 

In the picturesque village of
Lezzton-Under-Weald (twinned with
Dul-las-Ditchwater), the strict
social order of an Edwardian
household is upset when a
mysterious murder leads to
implausible plot-lines and tragic
lapses in continuity. What is Miss
Scarlet up to with the rope and the
lead piping? Who has been tipping
the velvet with Mrs White? Why is
Mrs Danvers so weird? And with
whispers of insurgent Suffragettes,
will the old order survive until tea
time? Bring your entries for the
Buttonhole & Bake-Off competition
during the interval, for the kinkiest
cupcakes and most decorative floral
buttonholes. For more info see:
lezzwood.co.uk or Facebook page:
f TheLezzwoodPlayers/

ARTS
BY MICHAEL HOOTMAN

A LADD IN
Sallis Benney Theatre, 58-67 Grand Parade, Brighton, BN2 0JY
) A LADD IN: ALTERNATIVE PANTO for grown ups, (Jan 19–Feb 2). An
alternative and fun take on Aladdin by the company that brought you the

critically acclaimed production of
Sinderfella in 2015. Directed and
staged by Quintin Young, written
by Andrew Stark, the cast
includes Miss Jason as Widow
Twankey, Davina Sparkle as the
Fairy of the Ring, Dave Lynn as
the Princess, Lola Lasagne as the
Empress, Sally Vate as the Genie
of the Lamp, Christopher Howard

as Abanazer, Allan Jay as Aladdin and Jason Lee as Wishey Washey.
Tickets: £20 for weekday and £22 for weekend performances available
online from: www.brightonticketbooth.com
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To begin the year with a creative flourish, I’ve sourced a triptych of
exhibitions that are worth the travel from Brighton & Hove.

TOWNER ART GALLERY
Devonshire Park, College Rd,
Eastbourne BN21 4JJ,
www.townereastbourne.org.uk
) A CERTAIN KIND OF LIGHT - LIGHT
IN ART OVER SIX DECADES (Jan
21–May 7) is an Arts Council Collection
national partner exhibition that
explores how artists have responded to
light, its materiality, transience and
effect over six decades. The exhibition
brings together paintings, sculptures,
videos, photography, drawings and

immersive installations by almost 30 leading artists that reflect the
relationship between light and a wide range of themes from brightness,
colour and perception to transformation, energy and the passage of
time. As the basis for vision, light has long fascinated artists as both a
material and as a subject. The exhibition will consider the different ways
artists have explored the various aspects of light, from its importance as
a source of illumination, as a pure sculptural material, as a mysterious
force and as a source of energy that can be conceptually converted into
other forms. The artists included in the exhibition are Roger Ackling,
David Batchelor, Rut Blees Luxemburg, Angela Bulloch, Garry Fabian-
Miller, Ceal Floyer, Mark Garry, Raphael Hefti, Shirazeh Houshiary,
Gary Hume, Runa Islam, Anish Kapoor, Peter Lanyon, Brad Lochore, L
S Lowry, Elizabeth Magill, Ivan Navarro, Julian Opie, Katie Paterson,
John Riddy, Peter Sedgley, Mark Titchner, Rachel Whiteread, Paul
Winstanley, Cerith Wyn Evans, Toby Ziegler.

PALLANT HOUSE GALLERY
9 North Pallant, Chichester, PO19
1TJ, http://pallant.org.uk
) HANS FEIBUSCH: THE UNSEEN
DRAWINGS (Jan 18–Mar 5). An
exhibition of exquisite classical figure
drawings and mural studies by the
German émigré artist Hans Feibusch
who was dubbed a 'Degenerate artist'
by the Nazis. Drawn from the
substantial archive gifted to Pallant House Gallery from Feibusch’s
London studio, these drawings have never previously been exhibited. 

JERWOOD GALLERY
Rock-a-Nore Road, Hastings, TN34 3DW, www.jerwoodgallery.org
) KEITH TYSON: TURN BACK NOW (Jan 28–Jun 4) features a selection

of works from Tyson's Studio Wall
Drawings series that form a visual diary
of his practice over the past 20 years,
many of which have never been publicly
exhibited before. Brighton-based Tyson
says: “I began making Studio Wall
Drawings in 1997 when I was sharing a
studio with four other artists in South
East London where wall space was scarce.
I could pin a single large sheet of
watercolour paper to a board and scribble
down notes, ideas and sketches.
“Over time I began to think of these
drawings more as works in their own

right, existing somewhere in-between a sketchbook, a journal, a poem and
a painting - I found that I could work unhindered by the self-conscious
restraint I'd often felt while working on canvas.”
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ART MATTERS
BY ENZO MARRA

ALL THAT JAZZ
BY S IMON ADAMS
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) CHET BAKER LIVE IN LONDON (Ubuntu Music). 
Everyone must have seen (and swooned over) the poster-boy good
looks of the young American trumpeter Chet Baker. Cheekbones to
die for, dark, sleek hair and white T-shirted to perfection, and a
trumpet sound that was soft and breathy and delicate as a petal. Oh,
and of course, a life-long heroin habit that made him look like the
proverbial cake left out in the rain. His discography is, like his life,
all over the place, a mess of substandard releases from some pretty
minor labels. But once in a while a classic performance turns up. 

Live In London, a double CD
set, was recorded at the now
defunct Canteen in Covent
Garden in April 1983, some
five years before Baker’s
death. Supported by an
elegant local trio led by
pianist John Horler, Chet runs
through some of those tunes
he is most associated with, My
Funny Valentine being the
most obvious. One downside
of this set is that Chet does

sing on a few songs, his vocals always an acquired taste, while the
original cassette recording, while completely cleaned up, does
wobble in places. But these are minor flaws on a must-have set.

) SHIRLEY COLLINS LODESTAR (Domino). No, not a jazz but a folk
singer, but Shirley Collins is too good by any standard to overlook,
full stop. Collins is a local lass, born in
Hastings and recording a string of
memorable albums with her sister
Dolly, the Albion Dance Band and, for
guitar lovers, Davy Graham. Check out
the pair’s Folk Roots, New Routes from
1964 for some of her finest work.
Unfortunately after the traumatic
break-up of her marriage in 1978, she
lost her voice and retired from
performing and recording. 

Now, at the age of 81, she is
back on song. And what songs
they are. Most are traditional –
the opening Awake Awake was
collected by Ralph Vaughan
Williams in 1909, The Silver
Swan a madrigal by the 17th
century composer Orlando
Gibbons – and arranged by
Collins, with a few composed
by Collins herself. As ever with
English folk music, death and
foreboding are well to the

fore. The Guardian’s critic who reviewed this set counted 11 fatalities
in the space of three songs and nine minutes, which is an extremely
high body count even for a folk singer. Collins’s voice now shows its
age, but still has the extraordinary clarity and precision of old.
Accompanied by guitar, hurdy-gurdy, concertina and pipes, she
slowly tells her tales of love and betrayal and death with stark
austerity. Lodestar might have the rough-and-ready feeling of a field
recording, made as it was live on to a laptop in the front room of
Shirley’s Lewes cottage: Cruel Lincoln even contains the birdsong
that filled the garden while it was being recorded. But that is its
considerable charm. Welcome back Shirley Collins, it’s like you never
went away.
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Bruckner, there are the revision
issues, but the version here is the
relatively standard edition made in
1938 by Robert Haas, combining
Bruckner’s 1877 version with
features from previous versions.
The second is not the most exciting
of Bruckner’s symphonies, but it
has a youthful energy, and avoids
some of the overblown excesses to

which Bruckner
can be prone.
The opening
movement begins
as if out of
nowhere, and

Nézet-Séguin launches his players
in with immediate energetic
impetus, which sets the right tone
for the rather stop-start opening
movement, contrasting the
moments of lighter repose with a
sense of forward urgency. With
Bruckner, a sense of the overall

architecture is always important,
and here, there is a good sense of
onward progress. The slow
movement has plenty of scope for
the woodwind and horns to
demonstrate their skills with
frequent solo passages, all
performed with great control here.
Nézet-Séguin manages the ebb and
flow of the music, which often
threatens a mammoth climax, but
pulls back to stillness and calm.
The bombastic scherzo is suitably
driven, and the dramatic finale,
with its twists and turns, builds to
a triumphant conclusion, with an
emphatic contribution from the
brass on this powerful live
recording. ATMA Classique ACD22708

Reviews, comments and events: 
v nicks-classical-notes.blogspot.co.uk
t @nickb86uk
) nbclassical@hotmail.co.uk

REVIEWS
) MAX REGER (1873-1916) was a
prolific composer, yet his music is
not so well known today, although
the 100th anniversary year of his
death saw an influx of new
recordings. His music might be
seen as backward looking, in that
he was particularly focussed on
counterpoint and fugal writing,
with a strong interest in Bach, and
he definitely saw himself following
the direct line from Beethoven and
Brahms, rather than looking
forward and embracing the
innovation and radical
developments of other early 20th
century composers such as
Schoenberg. Robert Oberaigner

(clarinet) and Michael Schöch
(piano) have recorded all his works
for the two instruments, namely
three Sonatas and two short works,
a Tarantella and Albumblatt. The
two Sonatas, Op. 49, written in
1900, just six years after Brahms
composed his two Sonatas, and
three years after the latter’s death.
Reger clearly admired Brahms, and
his influence here is strong,
particularly in the lyrical slow
movements. Reger has a tendency
to wander a little at times, and
doesn’t always have the intense
focus of Brahms’ late works, but
this is nevertheless warmly
attractive music, and Oberaigner’s
sweet tone is matched well by
Schöch’s flowing touch. The
opening movement of the Sonata,
Op. 107, composed eight years
later, is a case in point for Reger’s
wandering style, and at over
thirteen minutes, it could perhaps
have had greater forward
momentum in places here.
However, they give full expression
to the lyrical slow movement, and
the finale has graceful poise. The
disc is finished off nicely with the
sprightly Tarantella and the
beautifully warm Albumblatt,

completing a highly satisfying
survey of these underrated works.
MDG 9031963-6

) Neatly following on from Reger,
we turn to his key influence,
Brahms, for the final disc in
BARRY DOUGLAS’ complete survey
of his Piano Works. Given his
mixed programme approach to the
previous five discs, we are

thankfully not
left with a
mopping up
exercise of
obscurities,
Douglas having

saved gems such as the beautifully
dark Intermezzo No. 6 from the
Op. 118 set, and three pieces from
the Op. 76 set. There are some
rarities here too, though, with
some of the highly challenging
Studies, Brahms’ virtuosic
arrangements of works including a
Chopin Étude, a Weber Rondo and
two Bach solo violin movements,
including the stunning arrangement
for the left hand of the mammoth
Ciaccona from Partita No. 2.
Douglas gives the darkly intense
works such as the Op. 118
Intermezzo and the Op. 76 pieces
the right balance of weight,
delicacy and brilliance where
required, particularly in the C
major Capriccio. Then he shows
sheer dazzling virtuosity in the
lightening Weber Rondo, and the
added complications Brahms brings
to the Chopin Étude, not to
mention the respectful yet
impressive Bach arrangements,
particularly the Ciaccona. The
selection of Hungarian Dances, in
Brahms’ solo piano version
(originally he wrote them for four
hands) provide great colour, and
Douglas is full of life here. A
perfect conclusion to the series,
this final recording exemplifies the
variety in Brahms’ piano music that
may be unexpected to some, as
well as demonstrating the broad
range of Douglas’ playing. A
benchmark set if ever there was
one. Chandos CHAN10903

) Canadian conductor YANNICK
NÉZET-SÉGUIN is not far from the
end of a complete cycle of
Bruckner Symphonies with his
latest live recording of the
Symphony No. 2, with the
Montreal-based Orchestre
Métropolitain. As ever with

CLASSICAL NOTES
BY NICK BOSTON

CINEMA
) James Levine conducts Verdi’s Nabucco
from the MET Opera (Sat 7), with Plácido
Domingo and Liudmyla Monastyrska. Then
Gianandrea Noseda conducts Gounod’s Romeo
& Juliette (Sat 21), with Vittorio Grigolo and
Diana Damrau.

) The BOLSHOI BALLET performs Tchaikovsky’s
The Sleeping Beauty in a live recording (Sun 22).
) You can also see Verdi’s Il Trovatore live from
the Royal Opera House, with Dmitri
Hvorostovsky and Anita Rachvelishvili (Tue 31).
In local cinemas, including: Duke’s@Komedia

Brighton, Cineworld Eastbourne and Connaught Cinema, Worthing. 

CONCERTS
BRIGHTON DOME
www.brightondome.org 01273 709709
) The Brighton Philharmonic Orchestra,
conducted by Ben Gernon (2.45pm, Sun 15),
perform Rossini, Dvorák and Grieg’s Piano
Concerto, with Joseph Moog (piano). 

ATTENBOROUGH CENTRE FOR THE CREATIVE ARTS
Gardner Centre Rd, Falmer, Brighton BN1 9RA
Box Office: 01273 709709
) Guitarist Sean Shibe (11am, Sun 29) performs
Dowland, Arnold, Walton, Lennox Berkeley and
Britten.

NICHOLAS YONGE SOCIETY
Sussex Downs College, Mountfield Road,
Lewes, www.nylewes.org.uk
) Pianist Riyad Nicolas visits the Nicholas
Yonge Society (7.45pm, Fri 27) to play Bach,
Beethoven, Chopin and Ravel.

WORTHING ASSEMBLY HALL
Stoke Abbott Road, Worthing
Box Office: 01903 206206,
www.worthingtheatres.co.uk
) The Worthing Symphony Orchestra,

conducted by John Gibbons, is joined by violinist Nicola Benedetti
(7.30pm, Thurs 12) for Beethoven’s Violin Concerto. The orchestra also
perform Dvorák’s Symphony No. 9 ‘From the New World’.
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) A LITTLE GAY HISTORY: DESIRE AND DIVERSITY ACROSS THE WORLD
(British Museum Press) by RB Parkinson, Kate Smith, Max Carocci.
How old is the oldest chat-up line between men? Who was the first
'lesbian'? Were ancient Greek men who had sex together necessarily
'gay'? And what did Shakespeare think about cross-dressing? To

consider questions such as these,
A Little Gay History takes objects
ranging from Ancient Egyptian
papyri and the erotic scenes on
the Roman Warren Cup to images
by modern artists including David
Hockney and Bhupen Khakhar.
Explored are the issues behind 40
artefacts from ancient times to the
present, and from cultures across
the world, to ask a question that
concerns us all: how easily can we
recognise Queer love in history?

) SUGAR AND SNAILS (Inspired
Quill) by Anne Goodwin. The past
lingers on, etched beneath our
skin. At 15, Diana Dodworth took
the opportunity to radically alter
the trajectory of her life and
escape the constraints of her small-
town existence. Thirty years on,
she can't help scratching at her
teenage decision like a scab. To
safeguard her secret, she's kept
other people at a distance... until
Simon Jenkins sweeps in on a
cloud of promise and possibility.
But his work is taking him to Cairo,
and he expects Di to fly out for a
visit. She daren't return to the city
that changed her life; nor can she
tell Simon the reason why. Sugar
And Snails takes the reader on a
poignant journey from Di's misfit
childhood, through tortured
adolescence to a triumphant mid-
life coming-of-age that challenges
preconceptions about bridging the
gap between who we are and who
we feel we ought to be.

) UPSTREAM: SELECTED ESSAYS
(Penguin) by Mary Oliver “In the
beginning I was so young and such
a stranger to myself I hardly
existed. I had to go out into the
world and see it and hear it and
react to it, before I knew at all who
I was, what I was, what I wanted to
be.” So begins Upstream, in which
poet Mary Oliver reflects on her
willingness to lose herself within
the beauty and mysteries of both
the natural and literature worlds.
Emphasising the significance of her
childhood ‘friend’, Walt Whitman,
through whose work she first
understood that a poem is “a place
to enter, and in which to feel,” and
who encouraged her to vanish into
the world of her writing. Upstream
follows Oliver as she contemplates
the pleasure of artistic labour, her
boundless curiosity for the flora
and fauna that surround her and
the responsibility she has inherited
from the great thinkers and writers
of the past, to live thoughtfully,

intelligently, and to observe with
passion. Oliver positions not just
herself upstream but us as well as
she encourages us all to keep
moving, to lose ourselves in the
awe of the unknown, and to give
power and time to the creative and
whimsical urges that live within us.

) GAY NOVELS OF BRITAIN,
IRELAND & THE COMMONWEALTH,
A READER'S GUIDE (McFarland &
Co) by Drewey Wayne Gunn. A
book about books, what meta fun!
While American gay fiction has
received considerable scholarly
attention, little has been given to
developments in other English-
speaking countries. This survey
catalogues 254 novels and novellas
by 173 British, Irish and
Commonwealth authors in which
gay and bisexual male characters
play a major role. Arranged
chronologically from the
appearance of the first gay
protagonist in 1881, to works from
the onset of the AIDS epidemic in
1981, in-depth entries discuss each
book's publication history, plot and
significance for the construct of
gay identity, along with a brief
biography of its author. This
volume enlarges our understanding
of the development of gay fiction.

) MENTAIKO ITTO POSTER BOOK 1
by Mentaiko Itto. You can’t

imagine Japan’s manga scene
without Itto’s strange but funny
gay mangas. Bruno Gmünder
publishes his works for the first
time in English, introducing him to
a broader audience. With two
manga volumes already released,
Priapus and The Boy Who Cried
Wolf, this gay manga darling now
has this cool poster book in large
scale format. The posters are an
ideal gift item, ready for framing.
Mentaiko fans get ready…!

) QUEER: THE ULTIMATE LGBT
GUIDE FOR TEENS (Zest Books) by
Kathy Belge & Marke Bieschke.
Teen life is hard enough, but for
teens who are LGBT it’s even
harder. When do you decide to
come out? To whom? Will your
friends accept you? How on earth
do you meet people to date? Queer
is a humorous, engaging, and
honest guide that helps LGBT teens
come out to friends and family,
navigate their new LGBT social life,
figure out if a crush is also queer,
and rise up against bigotry and
homophobia. Queer also includes
personal stories from the authors
and sidebars on queer history. It’s
a must-read for any teen who
thinks they might be queer - or
knows someone who is.

) THE ART OF LOOKING: THE LIFE
AND TREASURES OF COLLECTOR
CHARLES LESLIE (Bruno Gmünder)
by Kevin Clarke. Have you heard of
Charles Leslie? Thomas Mann
pinched his butt. He has the
biggest penis collection in the
world and is one of the fathers of
New York’s Soho neighbourhood.
And he is together with his partner
Fritz Lohman, founder of the first
museum for gay and lesbian art in
the world. Best-selling author
Kevin Clarke discovered this
incredible life story, which is a
contribution to gay (cultural)
history and rich in variety. The
book includes many images of
Charles Leslie’s art collection. 

PAGE’S PAGES
BOOKS BY ERIC PAGE
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SHOPPING
WITH MICHAEL HOOTMAN

) Tatty Devine Vanity 
Case, £42 (Pussy, 3a
Kensington Gardens, Brighton,
01273 604861)

) Lady’s Scarf, £36;
Children’s Night Hat, £11.99;
Children’s Socks, £12.99
(Barbary Lane, 95 St George’s
Road, Brighton,
www.barbarylane.co.uk and also
on Facebook)

) Dashing Gentleman’s Washbag, £22 (Papillon, 8 Union
Street, Brighton, 01273 720333)

) Whale Bottle
Opener, £16 (Present

in the Laine, 34
Gardner St, Brighton,

01273 607695)

) Unique handmade
Mohair Bears, various
prices, can be made to
order. (Little Bear Home
Decor & More, 56 Sillwood
Street, Brighton). Check out
their January Sale on a
range of locally-designed
Brighton & Hove prints.

) Ori Salt & Pepper
Grinder, £25 (Edited, 

3 Gardner Street,
Brighton, 

01273 604006,
editedbrighton.com)

) Zombie Night
Light, £24.99

(England at Home,
22b Ship Street,
Brighton, 01273

205544)

) Diesel Underwear from £18 (Prowler, 
112-113 Street James’s St, Brighton, 01273 683680)
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GAMES

) The Resident Evil series has had
a few makeovers over the last 20
years (God now I feel old!). From
the puzzle/action gameplay with
the awful tank controls that
dominated the first trilogy of games
to the action-packed run and gun
style that reinvented the series
starting with number four, Resident
Evil has slowly morphed from survival horror to, well, just survival really.

After the critically disappointing Resident Evil 6 (a game I rather
enjoyed) Capcom seemed to take a step back and for their next two
Resident Evil titles tried to bring the puzzle elements of the first three
games to the exciting action of the latter three. These two games were
the spinoff titles Resident Evil Revelations 1 and 2 that featured the
return of fan favourite characters that had been around since the first
two games such as Chris and Jill for the first entry and Claire and Barry
for the second. Whilst these two titles were well received by critics and
fans alike it seemed that Capcom had another idea entirely for the next
entry.

Resident Evil 7: Biohazard takes the
series back to its survival horror roots
with an emphasis on horror but this time
with a brand new protagonist, Ethan,
and a scary first-person perspective. This
helps to immerse you into the story plus
making the game that much scarier as
you feel you are Ethan watching the
events unfold right in front of your eyes,
a la games such as Amnesia and Outlast.
Set in modern times after the events of
Resident Evil 6, you follow Ethan as he
embarks on a quest to search for his

missing wife (how very Silent Hill 2) leading him to a derelict mansion
on an abandoned plantation. The game takes place entirely within this
mansion and its grounds harking back to the one location that
dominated the story of the first title in the series. The developers felt
that utilising one location would help immerse the player within the
environment making the game even scarier. This is something I can
totally get on board with as it worked so well with games such as
Amnesia and the PT demo. 

Whilst you can expect to find lots of weapons, don't expect Ethan to be
much use with them as he is an everyday man with no combat training.
This is something that makes the game feel much more realistic and
extra tense, something that the Resident Evil series has been missing for
a long time. Other Resident Evil staples have been confirmed to return,
such as herbs, puzzles and the annoying resource management - all of
which help firmly place this entry in the Resident Evil world despite the
completely new style of gameplay. 

Resident Evil 7 is released this month on PS4, XBox One and Windows.
The PS4 version includes full PlayStation VR support just to make the
game even more shit-your-pants scary!

COMICS

) January isn't well known for being a scary month, well unless you
include the state of your finances after Christmas and New Year but I
digress. With both Resident Evil 7 and the final Resident Evil movie
being released this month (originally titled The Final Chapter) I hereby

christen January 2017 Resident Evil month!
Let's all cosplay as zombies and pretend we
are in the middle of a bioterrorism attack
whilst running around with chainsaws and
bags on our heads. Somehow, I don't see it
taking off, but hey this is a comics column
and by now you're probably wondering where
are the comics? Well fret not as in honour of
Resident Evil month, I am going to take a look
at the comics based on this crazy fictional
world, even though there aren't that many of
them to explore.

Whilst Marvel published a single-issue prologue to the first game in
1997, which was a promotional giveaway, let us ignore that and start
with the first monthly series which was released in 1998 and was
cleverly titled Resident Evil: The Official
Comic Magazine. Even though it was
produced by Wildstorm they only published
the fifth and final issue with Image oddly
being the publishers for the first four
issues. Each issue was a sort of
compilation of short stories with some
being straight up adaptations of the events
from the first two games and others being
side stories, not unlike the popular SD
Perry novels. Some of these side stories
were the first to explore events beyond
Resident Evil 2, which at the time was the
latest entry of the series. Due to these explorations of future events
being non-canon they were heavily contradicted by the actual story in

the games that followed. Wildstorm
also published a four-issue mini-series
called Resident Evil: Fire and Ice
which followed another STARS team’s
ordeal within the deadly Spencer
Mansion from the first game. They also
translated and published a Chinese
comic adaptation of Code Veronica as
a series of four graphic novels after
the release of that game in 2000.

Finally, Wildstorm published a six-
issue series in 2009 that was a
prequel to the events of Resident Evil
5 which was simply titled Resident
Evil. The story revolves around Holiday
Sugarman (how great is that name?!)

and Mina Gere who are two members of the BSAA; a task force that was
created by former STARS members to bring down bio terrorism plots
around the world. The series lasted until February 2011 and would be
the final Resident Evil comic book to date.

If you wanted to explore the expanded universe of Resident Evil more
then I highly recommend the animated movies, especially
Degeneration and Damnation, which take place between the video
games and feature the voice actors from the game reprising their roles.
Also, keep an eye out for the next animated movie titled Vendettta
which is scheduled to be released sometime this year.

GEEK SCENE
BY CRAIG STORRIE
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been for Eve, Adam’s tale would be an
intolerably dull one and would never have been
committed to parchment, the true central
protagonist, Eve. In short, without woman, the
creation of the world would not be. However,
history tells us that patriarchal dominance
remains. The Trump card - man wins. Of course
the greatest deception inflicted upon
womankind by men is to encourage them to
hate one another. Remember the two finalists in
the race to be the next Prime Minister, where
one woman suggested she would be a better
candidate for political office as the other
woman had been unable to have children?
Nasty. The public tearing apart of pretty much
everything Hillary Clinton has ever done or had
to say, by women who agreed that pussy
grabbing was just banter but who send emails
from the home computer worthy of a prison
term. 

And so to this our first magazine edition of
2017 themed around our gay male icons; I
could list them, and garble on about why these
men are to be considered the movers and
shakers of our modern times, but the gay men
that I find really iconic? I know them
personally. They are my loves, my friends, my
husband, my neighbours, the regular gay guys
who are (mostly) my age and have survived all
the shit. The state-sponsored homophobia, the
sluggish but final changes to legislation, the
bullying, the beatings, the ignorance, the being
laughed at and humiliated. And you know who
really understands? The women because they’ve
had it all too. And when your own community
mocks you because you prefer to take it than
give, yep, they’ve had that too, mocked by their
own sisterhood for being the ‘other’ type of
woman. 

And lest we forget boys, in the dark days of
AIDS when the gay men were either dying or
falling apart under the horror of it all, it was
the women who stepped in. The women who set
up support groups, who counselled our grieving
gay asses, organised helplines and peopled
them with their mates so that we might survive.
Women who took the time to care, who knew
that dismissal felt like a rusty arrow in the gut
and did what they could to take that pain away
from us, the gay men - potentially a dying
breed. Surely a part of our gay history to be
celebrated, but alas no; instead of high fiving
our lesbian sisters, who in many cases quite
literally saved our lives, we erased their heroics
from our minds, memories and gay-male-
orientated history books. 

So the next time you’re nasty to a woman, for
no other reason than that she doesn’t have a
penis, remember bitch, you’re just a homo.

CRAIG’S THOUGHTS 
Bitch, I’m a homo. Or thank f*** I’m
not a girl. By Craig Hanlon-Smith
@craigscontinuum

And why? Misogyny. That’s right. Misogyny.
Young man you’re too girlie girlie, and no man
wants to be a girl. Women are bitches,
subservient sl*ts, slags. Negative slurs
associated with a sexual practice of reception
and god-forbid enjoyment, whereas ‘real’ men
relax within the lyrical association of a well-
bred retired race-horse, now scattering his
perfect seed to populate next year’s Grand
National with some fierce competition. But one
who apparently is a vessel for f***ing not to
mention fertility, is a lesser mortal in even the
most self-described civilised societies on the
planet. Our problem as an international
community of mankind is that we just don’t
like women. At best, they are tolerated but not
on an equal footing. 

We are taught in scripture soaked schooling,
and do not tell me that the Bible was written
by God, because it wasn’t, Bible stores written
by men that the pains that women endure are
the fault of the first woman. Woman who was
allowed to exist because God took a rib from
Adam and formed Eve, and then Eve, the silly
cow, wouldn’t listen to Adam and buggered off
with the serpent for a bit of how’s your father
or to use a biblical metaphor, took a bite from
the apple. Either way, this was the beginning
of the fall of man, and it’s the woman we
should blame. And therefore men who lie with
man as with woman – nasty people at the
bottom of the pile and never trust a man on
the bottom, in the bottom, as a bottom, oh
look – whenever you see a bottom, just kill
him and then blame Eve. 

Of course in a parallel universe, we could
consider Adam to be an also ran. Had it not

“The gay men that I find really iconic? I know them 
personally. They are my loves, my friends, my
husband, my neighbours, regular gay guys who
are (mostly) my age and have survived all the shit”

) 2017 begins inauspiciously for the
international LGBT community. As the
inauguration of the US President Elect looms,
even those parts of the world whom in recent
years have made significant parallel political
and social progress, face an ominous future as
rumours of rolled back legislation abound. In
the UK we have a Conservative Government led
by a Prime Minister who publically supports the
LGBT community on YouTube and yet progress
so recent seems fragile when resting upon such
fresh foundations, foundations that the same
Prime Minister voted against in opposition. 

Sceptical? Think of the arguments around PrEP.
Would the right of centre pundits and enraged
from Esher take to the airwaves with
essentially their ‘die bitch it’s your own fault’
message if HIV/AIDS concerned cock-rot that
largely affected the male heterosexual
community? And in this, the 50th anniversary
of the decriminalisation of homosexuality, note
the celebrity-driven social media responses to
the football abuse scandal, the immediate
comparison of an abusive sex-offender to the
homosexual or ‘queer’. Let us not underestimate
the immediacy and casual connection of the
paedophile with the gay-man. Whilst we may
have same-sex marriage and wider social
acceptance it all too easily comes back to an
immediate and casual assault on our
relationships, our community and our
individual selves largely due to an obsession
with an assumed sexual practice of anal sex
and an automatic pleasurable disrespect for it. 

Let’s face it; it’s the sex that kept us down for
so long. Men engaging in physical sexual
contact with one another were committing a
crime, buggery a sin, a social taboo and men
that like doing it? Perverts, certainly not real
men. Think about it, the bottom shaming that
takes place within our own kind, in peer
groups, relationships, on dating apps (dating,
who are we kidding, shag shopping), I’m gay
but at least I’m not a receiver - the batty boy
who takes it up the shitter is a less of a man
than the rest of us, them, you. 
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A FOND FAREWELL
) I recently started taking some vitamin D3. I don't know whether
it's making any difference yet but the winter months sure do bring on
the blues. It's cold, gets dark early, the sky is invariably grey, and the
air feels damp, or cold, or both. And as I've gotten older there's
arthritis, which is inevitably worse in the winter months.

I can't say I'm a fan of getting older. The aches and pains, the health
problems, I simply just can't do the things I used to be able to do. Of
course the alternative isn't very attractive so I guess I'll have to put
up with it.

One of my roles in the community is as a funeral arranger for a
funeral director. I can't help but be grateful to be alive when I'm
reminded how short life can be. When I sit with a family that has lost
a loved one, (sometimes very young), listen to their stories, and feel
their grief, I'm forcibly reminded that life is short and you never
know what the day will bring.

People want all kinds of funeral services. Some are religious, all the
whistles and bells. Some are humanist and there's no mention of God
at all. Invariably there's a mix, perhaps a psalm as a nod to a faith
once held, and then a poem. Perhaps a religious song like Amazing
Grace, and then a couple of songs that everyone would know. Frank
Sinatra's My Way is still a firm favourite. Strangely though, all the
services tend to have common elements, regardless of whether they're
religious or not.

I think that's because the service is about drawing a line. Saying
goodbye. There are parts that reflect the person we've lost, parts that
reflect the feelings of those left behind, and there's a letting go. It
helps us to say goodbye, to move on. It doesn't complete the
process, it starts it. Grief tends to include denial, bargaining,
depression and anger, all in varying degrees, and that's before we
even begin to accept what has happened. Even then, sometimes years
later, grief can leap upon us when we least expect it.

Also, even the best people can say stupid things. “They're in a better
place”. “It'll be okay”. “I know how you feel”. The reality is that even
with the strongest faith we do not know what happens after death.
It'll never be okay. And nobody knows how you feel except you. Not
that faith can't help, or talking to people who have experienced
similar loss doesn't help us feel less alone, but such comments can
make us feel like people don't care. The truth is that in most cases
they do care but are simply grasping at anything they think might
help. Just 'being with' someone isn't something most of us are very
good at. We want to fix things, even when something is not fixable.

There are some wonderful support groups. I often refer to
cruse.org.uk, although there are many other great people out there.

If you'd like to read my blogs, and I guarantee that most of them are
a little more cheerful than this one, you can find me at
www.bearlyreligious.com. I hope that the winter is being kinder to
you, and look forward to the warmth of summer. 

GAY ICONS
) Happy New Year! If I close my eyes I can take myself right back to
living at home with my nana and sister, laughing at the campness of
the likes of Larry Grayson (shut that door) and John Inman (I’m free!)
which we all really loved. As I got a bit older, these two characters
where lambasted by right-on gay men, with cries that they didn’t
represent the gay community. My guess was that it was never their
intention, they were just being themselves, doing their job. There was
further outcry that their characters were deemed ‘safe’ to be on the
telly as they were both sexless. I think if anyone bothered to re-watch
a few episodes of Larry Grayson’s stand-up performances they’d see
plenty of sexual innuendo going on with his references to his postman,
Pop It In Pete, or his more romantic suggestions with his song, My
Friend Everard (get it?) Is More Then A Friend To Me. 

I clearly remember sitting up straight at the episode of Are You Being
Served? when John Inman suddenly pops out of a Wendy House
alongside a gorgeous bloke dressed up as a sailor, sporting a black
beard… maybe that’s when my fixation with bearded men first began.
To me, both these men are gay icons, along with the brilliant Hugh
Paddick and Kenneth Williams aka Julian and Sandy (Ohh, how bona!)  

Sure, it would have been great to have a more diverse set of gay
characters on the TV/radio, but back then, and for a good while after,
camp men where the only visible gays out there; the alternative would
be guilt ridden stereotypes, I know which ones I prefer.

“These characters where lambasted with cries  
that they didn’t represent the gay community.
My guess is that it was never their intention,
they were just being themselves”

Another favourite gay icon of mine is Quentin Crisp. When I was 18, I
saw Crisp’s autobiography TV drama, The Naked Civil Servant, in which
Crisp describes how he wanted to make his homosexuality abundantly
clear, by hennaing his hair and painting his nails red, even though
such acts made him the target of homophobia. Crisp’s bravery made
me all the more determined to be a happy, out, gay man.  

Around this time, early 1980s, there came a new influx of ballsy
gay/bi men via the music scene, including: Marc Almond, Boy George,
Marilyn and Pete Burns. Sure, these guys where ‘out there’ with their
looks, but I was really drawn to the likes of Holly Johnson and Paul
Rutherford (Frankie Goes to Hollywood) and the trio from Bronski

Beat: Jimmy Somerville, Larry Steinbachek and Steve Bronski. Frankie
for their sexually explicit lyrics and video for Relax and Bronski Beat
for their many unashamedly political songs from Small Town Boy, Why?
and It Ain’t Necessarily So. 

I recently saw the play Boys In The Band and was reminded once
again how we can turn on the sissy. I personally salute the sissy, the
camp man, the queer for having the strength to be themselves;
without them, this world would be a much less interesting place.

HYDES’ HOPES
BY REV MICHAEL HYDES

HOMELY HOMILY
BY GLENN STEVENS
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Or, about the fact that there are no terrorist
cells just an extension of the madness of male
youths between the ages of 18 and 26. That
period of madness in men. A time to send them
to war. Or out of the cave to get the next kill.
The hardwiring of a mindset. Something
Darwinian, older than Islam, Judaism, Wall
Street and stag parties in Budwar (July 2012). 

Or maybe the use of GPS, social media and
catching out the gays. And every little scratch
of evidence about us, every phone call and
debit card transaction being used in our digital
profile. And all used against us in a sometime
virtual courtroom of law where they determine
the verdict on such online ‘evidence’ they’ve
collected and you’ve been unaware of. “On
25th May 2014 you typed ‘sexy boys’ into a
Google search, do you deny this?” “Sorry, your
honour, I actually meant to type ‘sexy men’”;
but of course by then it’s too late. They have
the evidence. If they want a trial, they just
construct one around the evidence. The
reversal of freedom is fear or, the New
Newspeak if you like. 

War is Peace, Freedom is Slavery, Ignorance is
Bliss. I’d love to have been born ignorant,
sometimes. 

Everyone told us so but who thought it would
be this quick? Well, a week is a long time in
politics. But not for Miz May, whose sole
purpose in life was to get the ‘snoopers’
charter’ through, and little else. In fact now
that she has, I’m half expecting her to
disappear like Cameron. And we’ll all let her
go. Until that is things get so bad that we
need to demonstrate and we’ll be prevented
from doing so because GCHQ will have profiled
even peaceful anti-austerity marchers in the
same way they profile nasty ISIS terrorists. The
algorithms know no skin colour. So, when
you’re taking to the streets, be aware that
facial recognition may match you as a dissident
if you’ve been on more than one march. You’ll
then be detained. Sounds impossible? Really?
Well, Brexit. That was impossible once but the
so called ‘white farmers’ who voted for it are
soon to be hit by the lifting of global
environmental legislation and research that
allows them to produce food. Their worst fear
of Euro-Hydroponics will be a reality without
the protection of the EU to pay for it. 

Our future will only be bright when we begin
to forget the past. A time when we never
considered that we were living through the
‘good times’. Well, they were the good times
and we have to move them away from being a
paradigm for a future that will never be.

CHARLIE SAYS 
Don’t rely on the past to create the future. Rely
on the future to erase the past. Told you so says
Charlie Bauer Phd http://charliebauerphd.blogspot.co.uk

“GCHQ will have profiled even peaceful anti-
austerity marchers in the same way they profile
nasty ISIS terrorists... facial recognition may
match you as a dissident if you’ve been on more
than one march. You’ll then be detained”

Hurrah - die Kinder sind Nazis… People were
shocked (and told me so) because I talked
about modern, wholesome Kristallnacht on the
European mainland. And the rising, not of the
right wing rabble, but of the right wing
governments. Of obscuring the language so
that people voted for them. These same people
who claim Zionism as their trophy, although
they wouldn’t dream of leaving their armchairs
to do anything about it. Then voting for Brexit
– thinking that the right would be nice and
that Israel would be safe. 

Well, it’s a fact that because of Brexit, Jews in
New York no longer feel safe. How’s that for
instant global ideology spreading like a cancer
through social media and into the Oval Office?
Satisfied? Or are you waiting for your new
dental crowns on the NHS with your Boris
millions that will pay for them? Then there’s
neo-nazism on the UK mainland (July 2013).
(Oh, how we laughed at the little man with
the Charlie Chaplin moustache who’d never get
into power.)

Seems odd that this month a white man who,
even the guy at the food bank, knows more
about foreign policy than Trumpy Pumpy. Or
Mitt Romney (who is now kissing the Don hole
in abundance) and his Mormon anti-f***ot
rants (December 2012). Now it looks like
Romney could be Secretary of State; a role
that up until recently a certain, over qualified,
brilliant woman owned! Someone who
prevented several acts of aggression
domestically and out in the world. 

) In a recent article I referred to Hillary
Clinton as the President elect, because the flip
side was just too unbearable. And yet here we
are. We’ve nothing left to build upon,
everything that happened up until now
matters no more. After all the callouses
marching for Act Up, AIDS, Gays Against Guns,
Proposition 8, Clause 28, DOMA, I tell you I’m
just about ready to hang up my plimsoles for
good. Really. 

In one Gscence article (May 2015), I
highlighted the fact that David Cameron’s paw
hadn’t paid a shilling in tax for years because
he kept it all offshore, for sure. Or the fact in
February of the same year, even when things
were going very well thank you, we still had
this idea that we could eat our own houses
when times got bad. Well, here it is. And how
does it taste? Thought so. Then of how
Downton Abbey shat on every piece of social
reform of the 20th century. Revised every bit
of social governance for the romanticism of
doffing your cap at the aristocracy - yet we
lapped it up!

Theresa May, as Home Secretary, slipping white
papers about surveillance, hidden away under
terrorists’ acts (August 2014) in much the
same way that Thatcher did with the Falkland’s
War and Regan did with Grenada. Except we
knew this was going to happen. Bejesus.
Brexit was the least on my mind when May, her
plug-highness, was elevated from the grammar
school of middle politics to the most
important office in our country. No, straight
bananas and standardised HP sauce had any
reasoning to offer. But, hang on – didn’t I
write an entire article about this (July 2013)
citing May as the enfant vile in the whole
process?

Boy, did I have fun when I was pilloried across
social media by some Zionist goy about the
rise and rise and the recruitment of children by
the French right wing (May 2013) talking
about what is effectively the new Hitler youth.
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CHEEKY MONKEY
) In my youth the only visibly gay men were Frankie Howard, Larry
Grayson, Kenneth Williams, John Inman… I could go on. However,
there is a major flaw in my protracted list of obvious homosexuals; not
one of these fellows would admit to being gay. I was incredulous at
the notion that Danny La Rue was a happily married heterosexual bloke
with kids! I understood, however, this massive lie enabled him to
continue entertaining the slack-jawed morons who would have killed
him for being a ‘poof’. Given the prevailing homophobia of my world,
how refreshing and enlightening it was for me to sit down to my first A
Level Theatre Studies lesson and be told we would be reading Loot,
written by a deceased and openly gay playwright called Joe Orton.

We were handed a copy of his biography and the
first jolt was its title, Prick Up Your Ears, which
appealed greatly to our teenage sex-seeking minds.
The photo of Orton on its front cover was not the
limp-wristed effete we were used to associating
with gayness. Nonchalantly on a sun-lounger, his
rakish grin was not the purse-lipped flared nostrils
I had come to recognise as a ‘gay’ look. His was
not the darting-eyed, furtive face (handsome

though it was) of Dirk Bogarde, who always seemed to sport the
worried look of a man about to fart in church. No, this Joe had his legs
akimbo to tan his crotch, and, like Oscar Wilde before him, he seemed
to be declaring a lot more than his genius, the cheeky monkey.

Born in Leicester in 1933, Joe was a working class lad with his eye on
becoming an actor. Joe was an example of 1950s social mobility, and
won himself a place at RADA where he met his long-term lover Kenneth
Halliwell, the older less attractive man who would eventually kill him.

A trait I’ve come to notice over the years in some gay male
relationships (apart from the urge to have multiple sexual partners) is
the need to feel they are somehow, well, a bit special. I suspect it has
a lot to do with society’s rejection of them, but I know Orton and
Halliwell felt vastly superior to the plebs around them. Perhaps they
were. 

One of the ways they expressed their genius was particularly endearing
to me. They altered library books with blurbs and stickers and made
irreverent fun of the establishment. Dear old John Betjeman suddenly
had a semi-naked tattooed man for a dust jacket of his poetical works.
They were imprisoned for six months and fined. Orton said the unduly
harsh sentence was “because we were queer”.

Kenneth Halliwell, jealous, scared and depressed, eventually
bludgeoned Joe to death before committing suicide in 1967. At 34,
Orton had only just begun to poke fun and tear up the priggish rules
that kept gay men hidden in fear of their lives. Had he lived, no doubt
he’d have continued getting up noses, and many other orifices,
constantly pricking the pomposity of the oppressive status quo.

NETTY’S WORLD
BY NETTY WENDT

STRIP SERVICE
BY QUEEN JOSEPHINE
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me forget the pain, albeit temporarily. 

As hard as I tried to be, I wasn't a very nice
person or a good friend. I was hurting, I was
in pain. Like so many of my trans brothers,
sisters and enbys (non-binary) before me I
was left with no other option. I had to end my
current life. It had to be done. I couldn't go
on living as I was anymore. I had two options,
take my life through suicide or transition.
Thankfully I chose the latter and I have never
ever been as happy with my life as I am today,
but to be frank, I had a pretty low benchmark
to beat.

So it was the summer of 2016 and I had now
declared to the world that I was trans, now
what am I supposed to do? Coming out was so
hard but I knew that the hardest part of my
journey was to lie ahead. Most of my social
world revolved around the LGBT+ scene but
mostly gay men and gay bars. I had no female
coded clothing, no wigs, no make up, no
group of girl friends, I had no other trans
friends and absolutely no idea how to socially
transition let alone medically. I was scared
beyond words. 

My saving grace was the internet. I reached
out and I joined groups and started to speak
to other people who felt like I did. I found
local groups within the Brighton community
where I could go and have a coffee and a chat
with other people like myself. I was put in
contact with MindOut and I went to see their
absolutely awesome trans advocate who pin-
pointed me to other services. 

I am now going through the most exciting and
scary time of my life. I am experiencing so
many firsts: getting my name changed; the
absolute thrill and terror of leaving the house
for the first time dressed appropriately for my
gender; starting hormones and all the weird,
wonderful and damn right rotten side effects
that come with that; and getting my gender
marker changed so I can get a passport issued
with an F instead of an M. 

These are things that I never dared to dream
but are now my reality and I sometimes need
to ask myself if I am dreaming. I feel like
after living 35 years in a state of limbo I have
achieved so much during the one year of 2016
and I can't wait for what 2017 has in store for
me, as scary as that is. 

I wish each of you the best of years,
encourage you to be yourselves and unleash
your true potential however nerve-wracking
that is. My new year’s resolution? Keep on
being me.

TRANSITIONING
WITH SUGAR
By Ms Sugar Swan

as a child, a role that I was not strong enough
to change. I was told as young as five years
old to “act like a boy” and by bullies when I
was as young as 10 that I was gay - so I
adopted the role that society forced upon me,
even though I knew I was a girl from my
earliest childhood memories. 

Life as transgender when you’re hiding it is
absolute hell. You’re lying to yourself and
everyone around you every single day and
slowly over the years it started to eat away at
me. I turned to alcohol and drugs to help me
socialise in a body that wasn't mine and help

“I had no female coded clothing, no wigs, 
no make up, no group of girl friends, no
other trans friends and absolutely no idea
how to socially transition let alone
medically”

) It came as a surprise to many when this
time last year I came out as non-binary and
then six months later came out once more as a
transgender woman. 

Having fled my oppressive London Home
County suburb aged 20, I landed in Kemptown
and I have worked, lived, socialised and
volunteered on the scene ever since. In my
early 20s I was part of the drag double act
Sugar & Spice and this, for a short time,
catered slightly to my gender dysphoria. 

Living in our Kemptown bubble, we all know
of each other but do we really know each
other? Of course we don’t. We think we do but
we show the side of ourselves that we are
comfortable with others seeing. Not feeling
strong enough to transition I hid my true self.
I grew a big beard to hide my feminity and
embraced the trait of ‘camp’ as a disguise to
my true trait of feminine, disclosing my true
gender to only the closest of friends. 

For years I lived in disguise, presenting as a
gay male, a role that had been imposed on me
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POLICE LGBT 
LIAISON TEAM
BY PC SARAH LAKER & RORY FINN

TAKE THE TABLETS
) Some, but fortunately not many, people in this country suffer
from hunger on a daily basis; for the rest of us the daily problem is
to decide what, and not if, we are going to eat. The biggest
supermarkets stock up to 30,000 items of food and even the budget
stores offer 2-3,000. Add to this the huge array of eat-in, take-away
and home-delivered meals and virtually everyone can eat whatever
they like. 

Unfortunately the pleasures of exercising such options carry serious
risks to our health if we consistently consume only our favourite
foods. Confine your diet to cheesy pizza, chips and ice cream washed
down with fizzy drinks and you are liable to become obese and
deficient in Folic acid and Vitamin C, to select just two essential
nutrients. Change to a more varied diet containing less fat and
sugar, do some exercise, and you’ll make older bones. 

“Change to a more varied diet 
containing less fat and sugar, do some
exercise, and you’ll make older bones”

Our caring government is worried about the effects of low levels of
Vitamin D in my body and yours, especially if you are over 65, very
young or breastfeeding. This vitamin not only helps to prevent
childhood rickets and strengthen my ageing bones but is needed to
maintain an effective immune system. Uniquely, in the realm of
human nutrition, we cannot rely solely on a ‘good’ diet to achieve
ideal body levels, we need the boost of Vitamin D created when we
expose our skin to sunlight. 

It follows that we are less likely to achieve this in the winter months
and people with pigmented skins and those reluctant to expose their
skin are at an even higher risk of deficiency. I’m not suggesting that

all of us old wrinklies turn up the
central heating, strip off and stand
in front of the patio doors for hours.
There are a number of reasons to
resist this temptation, not the least
of which is that the necessary B
wavelength of Ultraviolet Light does
not travel through glass. Lesser
objections are around offending your
neighbours and risking the interest
of your local police force. 

Winter breaks in sunnier places do help but sunbed exposure is not
recommended. The only real difficulty lies in judging how much
exposure without sunblockers is safe for your type of skin so err on
the side of caution and never risk sunburn with all its cancerous
hazards.

The cost of providing this important aid to better health in tablet
form is being promoted but, sadly, not funded by the NHS; however
the pills are easily obtained and cheap. You need to top up with
2000IU daily, at least during the gloomier half of the year.
Researchers believe that you will be less likely to become diabetic,
develop some cancers and catch infections with, as far as I can tell,
after reading many research papers, no associated risk. 

It is also likely but difficult to prove, as correlation does not equal
causation, that the higher incidence of Multiple Sclerosis in northern
countries is caused by Vitamin D deficiency and a number of Immune
Related Diseases such as Crohn’s Disease and Ulcerative Colitis are
much more likely to affect people born after winter pregnancies.

DUNCAN’S DOMAIN
BY DUNCAN STEWART

CONTACT INFORMATION

) We both have Facebook profiles and a page – our usernames are: 
PC Sarah Laker and LGBT Caseworker Rory Finn, and Brighton &
Hove LGBT Police Team. We tweet @PoliceLGBT. 
Social media should not be used for reporting incidents – please call
us on 101, or if it’s an emergency, 999.

CHIPPING IN
) Happy New Year! It's that time of year again when many of us
might be recovering from over indulgence and making resolutions to
hit the gym and make this the year of being the healthier you (or is
that just me?!) Tip: don't bite off more than you can chew and
resolve to make smaller changes that can be stuck to.  

On to this month's theme, I’m trying to think
of one gay icon to extol. Alas, amidst a sea
of the great and gay, I have to confess I’m
stumped. Just one, then who? Instead I’d
like to nominate two international Brighton
icons: the glorious Kissing Coppers by Banksy.
As is the way of things, they no longer live
here and have apparently flown off to
(probably less) sunny climbs. However what
they represent for us as a city cannot be
sold, which is that we are viewed by many as
the ‘gay capital’ of Britain. 

So perhaps your resolution will be about
getting more involved and volunteering for

one of the many LGBT groups that make Brighton the ‘gay capital’
and therefore so attractive to newcomers. How many times do we
hear people say "I wish there was a group like X in my area”, or
references to the generally liberal attitudes that make our ‘Brighton
bubble’? (Although perhaps that bubble could do with extending to
all parts of the city and not just a few around the city centre).

Running a successful community group takes a lot of hard work and
dedication. As much as we'd like to think otherwise, our friends who
volunteer aren't superhuman, and like everyone else have to balance
complex lives, including dealing with family, identity issues, physical
and mental health, to name a few. There is space for us all to chip in.
I think that everyone who does are, in their different ways, a hero.

Even if you don't feel you have the time, ability or inclination to get
involved there is still something you can do. Despite all the political
uncertainty, let's make 2017 a year of looking out for each other.  

Last month there was a lot of coverage about Grindr being linked to
several murders and other serious crime. Whilst it's easy to feel safe
using apps like Grindr (and the rest) and even to view the vilification
gay hook-up apps as a variety of homophobia, we must ensure we
take care. The LGBT Community Safety Forum has produced some
practical tips to keep you and your dates safe: www.lgbt-
help.com/online-safety/  

And if something does go wrong, don’t keep it to yourself. 

And back to the coppers. I feel rather proud of working for a police
service in such a city that hosted said artwork. Shame no one nailed
it down!

MONTHLY STATS:
In November we recorded 13 anti-LGBT crimes in Brighton & Hove.
Offences include homophobic and transphobic emails, malicious
communications over social media, cyber-bullying, criminal
damage, and neighbour disputes. 
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SAM TRANS MAN 
Dr Samuel Hall on why 2016 wasn’t all
bad and where we need to be if we
want to change the world.  

must have grown from a seed planted by
someone who went before us. I look to those
who trod my path in some way for inspiration.
In the past I’ve written about Michael Dillon, a
physician and the first transman to undergo
phalloplasty. He died at 47 (my age now) in
1962, having led a trailblazing life which
ended in the peace of a Buddhist monastery. 

I’ve also recently stumbled across another
transgender man who worked as a doctor
around the same time. Born in 1912, Sir Ewan
Forbes forged his way living as a man in a time
when being openly transgender was not an
option. He struggled with being raised as a girl
in aristocratic circles and eventually managed,
like Michael Dillon, to get his birth certificate
changed, claiming that his registration as

female had been a
‘ghastly mistake’,
and going on to
marry his wife in the
Scottish Kirk
(church). This
allowed him to
inherit his father’s
baronetcy, restricted
to male heirs, in
spite of his cousin
disputing his claim

to the family title and chattels. The case went
all the way through the courts to the Home
Secretary before finally being settled in his
favour in 1968. 

These men sowed the seeds that I, and many
like me, are reaping in our lives today.
Although the necessary secrecy surrounding
their lives and transitions meant that their
cases were not used as precedents in later
judgments on the legal recognition of gender
variance, surely these men forged a path that
had not previously existed - a path that I now
walk, alongside others, which is rough-hewn,
full of pot-holes, twists and turns, but a path
none-the-less. It’s a path that I hope my
treading will smooth out and straighten up
even further. 

I don't know what events in my life could
possibly be as monumental as those in the
histories of these two men, but I do know that
there are still very few of us in the public eye,
and that is where we need to be if we really
want to change the world. 

in the White House? Why did half of the UK
want to separate themselves from the EU?
What is the UN for if we cannot protect
innocent lives during a divisive and deeply
destructive civil war in Syria? 

At some point I turned the corner from looking
for answers to accepting things as they are, a
revealing of the many faces of humanity, both
beautiful and ugly, hopeful and desperate, love
and its diametric opposite, which is fear. Fear,
not hate, is the opposite of love. People do
and say nasty things because they’re afraid.
Afraid of losing their livelihoods; afraid of not
being able to feed themselves or their
families; afraid of ill health; old age;
incapacitation; afraid that their lives might
have to change; afraid of realising that we are
all worthy of dignity and respect. 

Once you arrive at the conclusion that we’re all
equal, and that any privilege we have is pure
chance not merit, it’s hard not to weep over
the state of the planet. We’re a generation of
post-war babies who remember the past
through our parents and grew up with a ‘never
again’ mentality, honed in the decades
following WWII. But guess what? We forgot to
teach our kids. The growth of capitalism has
rendered us all so small-minded, needing to
protect ourselves and our material belongings
at the expense of others. The so-called
‘Millennials’ are furiously scrabbling around in
the history books to work out why the hell
people are so selfish. 

And yet there is hope. I see it in my children
most of all. Bright young things, advantaged,
healthy, educated and determined. Hell-bent
on studying politics and sociology, inquisitive
minds sure that they can do a better job than
the generation they’re poised to succeed. And
I sincerely hope that they do. 

We all stand on the shoulders of giants, so
that anything good that flowers in our lives

) It seems to me that ‘time’ passes more and
more quickly. I’m sure this year only just
began. Of course time is relative, the older you
get, the quicker it goes. A year is almost one
fiftieth of my life, but only one tenth of my
youngest son’s, so no wonder this year has
gone quickly for me. Depressing but true.
Perhaps it’s time to stop counting time and
just enjoy the passing of it, and more
importantly, make sure that what I do in the
time I have left really means something. 

In any case, I sincerely hope that 2017 is a
better year for the planet. It strikes me that
many of us will be glad to have seen the back
of 2016, with its seismic political shifts, the
rise of the ugly twin towers of nationalism and
uber-capitalism, miserable human rights
records in the Middle East and beyond, as well
as its more than fair share of creative human
loss; David Bowie, Caroline Aherne, Alan
Rickman, Natalie Cole, Leonard Cohen, Pete
Burns, Alexis Arquette, Gene Wilder, Prince,
Victoria Wood, David Guest, Ronnie Corbett
and Terry Wogan to name a few. 

Oddly, it’s been a pretty momentous year for
me personally, in a very positive way. 2016 is
a year that I will not forget, for all the reasons
listed above and more, but most of all because
this was the year I married the love of my life.
I’m truly blessed to have the commitment and
love of a woman who has changed my outlook
on life completely, as well as restoring my
faith in humanity by loving me unconditionally
despite, in spite, or perhaps even because of,
my transness. 

The events of the year just ended have forced
me to reflect more deeply than I’ve ever done
before about the human race and our part in
the ever evolving story of humanity. I’ve been
trawling the news in a desperate attempt to
get to the bottom of so many questions. Why?
Why did the US put a cut-throat businessman

CLARE PROJECT
meets every

TUES 2.30–5.30PM
at DORSET GARDENS 
METHODIST CHURCH
Dorset Gardens (off St James Street)

Brighton BN2 1RL
Except 1st Tues when there’s an optional 

meal out preceded by the drop-in 5–7.30PM

www.clareproject.org.uk 
f Clare Project

clareprojectinfo@gmail.com

CLARE PROJECT 
NEW MENTAL HEALTH

AND WELLBEING
GROUPS FOR 2017

INCLUDING

OLDER 
AND TRANS

PLEASE SEE CLARE PROJECT 
WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

CLARE PROJECT 
WEEKLY DROP-IN
is based in central Brighton in a safe 
and confidential space to explore issues
around gender identity. Facilitated peer
support is an important element, as well 

as providing access to low-cost
psychotherapy and speech therapy.

BRIGHTON & HOVE
MAYOR’S CHARITY
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LGBT SERVICES
) ACCESS 4 ALL
LGBT disabled people’s forum. Safe, welcoming, support,
activities, awareness 07981 170071 or email
stevenwithn@talktalk.net

) ALLSORTS YOUTH PROJECT
Drop-in for LGBT or unsure young people under 26, Tues
5.30-8.30pm 01273 721211 or email
info@allsortsyouth.org.uk, www.allsortsyouth.org.uk

) BRIGHTON & HOVE POLICE
Report all homophobic, biphobic or transphobic incidents to: 
24/7 assistance call Police on 101 (for emergencies 999) 
Report online at: www.sussex.police.uk
LGBT team (not 24/7) email: LGBT@sussex.pnn.police.uk
• LGBT Officer PC Sarah Laker on 07912 893557
• LGBT Liason Rory Finn on 07912 893006
f Brighton LGBT Police t@policeLGBT t@PCLaker

) BRIGHTON & HOVE LGBT SAFETY FORUM
Independent LGBT forum working with the community to
address and improve safety issues in Brighton & Hove.
info@lgbt-safety-forum-brighton.com
www.lgbt-safety-forum-brighton.com

) BRIGHTON & HOVE LGBT SWITCHBOARD
Help-line with email & webchat facility from 5pm daily on
01273 204 050. 
• LGBT specialist face to face low cost counselling service, 
• LGBT Older peoples' project, 
• LGBT HIP engagement project. 
• Volunteering opportunities 01273 234 009. 
www.switchboard.org.uk/brighton

) BRIGHTON WOMEN’S CENTRE
Info, counselling, drop-in space, support groups. 
01273 698036 or visit www.womenscentre.org.uk

) FTM BRIGHTON
Social/peer support group for FTM, transmasculine & gender
queer people. Every 3rd Fri of month, 7-9pm at Space for
Change, Windlesham Venue, BN1 3AH. For info email
info@ftmbrighton.org.uk, www.ftmbrighton.org.uk

) BRIGHTON GEMS 
Social group for gay men over 50 with several events every
month inc meeting at Dorset Gardens last Fri of month 7-9pm.
07561 166 407 or email brightongems@aol.com
www.brightongems.com

) LESBIAN LINK BRIGHTON
Local social group offers friendship, social events, meet 1st
Thur at Regency Tavern, 7.30pm. 07594 578 035
www.lesbianlinkbrighton.co.uk

) LESBIAN & GAY AA
12-step self-help programme for alcohol addictions. Sun
7.30pm, Chapel Royal, North St, Btn (side entrance). 
01273 203 343 (general AA line)

) LGBT NA GROUP
Brighton-based LGBT (welcomes others) Narcotics
Anonymous group every Tue 6.30–8pm, Millwood Centre,
Nelson Row, Kingswood St. 0300 999 1212

) LGBT MEDITATION GROUP
Meditation & discussion, every 2nd & 4th Thur, 5.30–7pm,
Anahata Clinic, 119 Edward St, Brighton 
07789 861 367 or www.bodhitreebrighton.org.uk

) LUNCH POSITIVE
Lunch club for people with HIV. Meet/make friends, find peer
support in safe space. Every Fri, noon–2.30pm, Community
Room, Dorset Gdns Methodist Church, Dorset Gdns, Brighton.
Lunch £1.50. 07846 464 384 or www.lunchpositive.org

Hove): info/advice on HIV/sexual health/local services. 
THT Brighton Outreach workers online on Grindr, Scruff, 
& Squirt.

• Condom Male: discreet, confidential service posts free
condoms/lube/sexual health info to men who have sex with 
men without access to East Sussex commercial gay 
scene

• Positive Voices: volunteers who go to organisations to 
talk about personal experiences of living with HIV. 

• Fastest (HIV Testing): walk-in, (no appointment) rapid 
HIV testing service for men who have sex with men. 
Results in 20 minutes. 
Mon 10am-8pm, Tues-Fri 10am-5pm. (STI Testing 
available)

• Sauna Fastest at The Brighton Sauna (HIV Testing): 
walk-in, (no appointment) rapid HIV testing service for 
men who have sex with men. Results in 20 minutes. 
Wed: 6–8pm. (STI Testing available).

• Face2Face: confidential info & advice on sexual health 
& HIV for men who have sex with men. Up to 6 one hour
appointments.

• Specialist Training: wide range of courses for groups/ 
individuals. Specific courses to suit needs.

• Counselling: from qualified counsellors for up to 
12 sessions for people living with/affected by HIV.

• Informed Passions: Expert Volunteers project to 
identify & support sexual health needs of local men who
have sex with men and carry out field research in B&H 
on issues affecting men’s sexual health. Extensive 
training provided.

• What Next? Thurs eve, 6 week peer support group work 
programme for newly diagnosed HIV+ gay men.

• HIV Support Services: info, support & practical advice 
for people living with/affected by HIV.

• Volunteer Support Services: 1-2-1 community 
support for people living with or affected by HIV.

• HIV Welfare Rights Advice: Find out about benefits or 
benefit changes. Advice line: Mon–Thur 1:30-2:30pm.
1-2-1 appts for advice & workshops on key benefits.

) TERRENCE HIGGINS EASTBOURNE
Dyke House, 110 South St, Eastbourne, BN21 4LZ, 
01323 649927 or info.eastbourne@tht.org.uk
• HIV Services support for HIV diagnosis, managing side 

effects, sex and relationships, understanding medication, 
talking to your doctor, finding healthier lifestyle. 
Assessment of support needs and signposting on to 
relevant services. Support in person, by phone or email.

• Support for people at risk of HIV confidential info 
and advice on sexual health and HIV for men who have 
sex with men. Up to 3 one hour appointments depending
on need. Sessions in person or on phone.

• Web support & info on HIV, sexual health & local 
services via netreach and myhiv.org.uk

• Positive Voices: volunteers who go to organisations to 
talk about personal experiences of living with HIV.

) SEXUAL HEALTH WORTHING
Free confidential tests & treatment for STIs inc HIV. Hep A 
& B vaccinations. Worthing based 0845 111345645

NATIONAL HELPLINES
) NATIONAL LGBT DOMESTIC ABUSE
HELPLINE AT GALOP.ORG.UK
0800 999 5428

) LONDON LESBIAN & GAY SWITCHBOARD
02078 377324

) POSITIVELINE (EDDIE SURMAN TRUST) 
Mon-Fri 11am-10pm, Sat & Sun 4-10pm 0800 1696806

) MAINLINERS 02075 825226
) NATIONAL AIDS HELPLINE 08005 67123

) NATIONAL DRUGS HELPLINE 08007 76600
) THT AIDS Treatment phoneline 08459 470047

) THT direct 0845 1221200

SERVICES 
DIRECTORY

) MINDOUT
Independent, impartial info, guidance for LGBT people with
mental health problems. 24 hr confidential answerphone:
01273 234839 or info@mindout.org.uk 
www.mindout.org.uk

) PEER ACTION
Regular low cost yoga, therapies, swimming, meditation
& social groups for people with HIV.
peeractionemail@gmail.com or www.peeraction.co.uk

) RAINBOW FAMILIES
Support group for lesbian and/or gay parents 
07951 082013 or info@rainbowfamilies.org.uk
www.rainbowfamilies.org.uk

) SOME PEOPLE
Social/support group for LGB or questioning aged 14-19,
Tue, 6-8pm, Hastings. Call/text Nicola 07974 579865 or
email Neil or Nicola: somepeople@eastsussex.gov.uk

) VICTIM SUPPORT
Practical, emotional support for victims of crime 
08453 899 528 

) THE VILLAGE MCC
Christian church serving the LGBTQ community. Sundays
6pm, Somerset Day Centre, Kemptown 
07476 667353, www.thevillagemcc.org

HIV PREVENTION, CARE 
& TREATMENT SERVICES
) AVERT
Sussex HIV & AIDS info service 01403 210202 or email
confidential@avert.org

) BRIGHTON & HOVE CAB HIV PROJECT
Money, benefits, employment, housing, info, advocacy.
Appointments: Tue-Thur 9am-4pm, Wed 9am-12.30pm
Brighton & Hove Citizens Advice Bureau, Brighton Town Hall.
01273 733390 ext 520 or www.brightonhovecab.org.uk 

) CLINIC M
Free confidential testing & treatment for STIs including HIV,
plus Hep A & B vaccinations. Claude Nicol Centre, Sussex
County Hospital, on Weds from 5-8pm. 
01273 664 721 or www.brightonsexualhealth.com

) LAWSON UNIT
Medical advice, treatment for HIV+, specialist clinics, diet
& welfare advice, drug trials. 01273 664 722

) SUBSTANCE MISUSE SERVICE
Pavillions Partnership. Info, advice, appointments & referrals
01273 731 900. 
Drop-in: Richmond House, Richmond Rd, Brighton, Mon-
Wed & Fri 10am-4pm, Thur 10am-7pm, Sat 10am-1pm; 
9 The Drive, Hove 01273 680714 Mon & Wed 10am-12pm
& 1pm-3pm, Tue & Thu 10am-4pm, info & advice only (no
assessments), Fri 10am-12pm & 1pm-3pm.
• Gary Smith (LGBT* Support) 07884 476634

or email gsmith@pavilions.org.uk 
For more info visit weblink: 
pavilions.org.uk/services/treatment-recovery-options/

) SUSSEX BEACON
24 hour nursing & medical care, day care 01273 694222
or www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

) TERRENCE HIGGINS TRUST SERVICES
For more info about these free services go to the THT office,
61 Ship St, Brighton, Mon–Fri, 10am–5pm 01273 764200
or info.brighton@tht.org.uk
• Venue Outreach: info on HIV, sexual health, personal 

safety, safer drug/alcohol use, free condoms/lubricant 
for men who have sex with men. 

• The Bushes Outreach Service @ Dukes Mound:
advice, support, info on HIV and sexual health, and free 
condoms and lube.

• Netreach (online/Mobile App Outreach in Brighton & 
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paintworks
GAY PAINTER & DECORATOR

* Competitive Rates
* Interior / Exterior
* Artexing / Coving
* Quality & Reliability Guaranteed

HOME 01273 589329
MOBILE 07973 839214

over 15 years experience

RAINBOW DECOR
07749 471497

Guaranteed Work carried out by 
Gay Professional Man

Painting & Decorating Interior / Exterior
HANDY MAN & ODD JOBS

Est
1990

CITB
Qualified

WHILST EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ENSURE THE
ACCURACY OF STATEMENTS IN THIS MAGAZINE WE CANNOT

ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE VIEWS OF
CONTRIBUTORS, ERRORS, OR OMMISIONS, OR FOR MATTERS
ARISING FROM CLERICAL OR PRINTERS ERRORS, OR AN

ADVERTISER NOT COMPLETING A CONTRACT

CHAT LINES

THE VILLAGE
METROPOLITAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH

Rooted in and serving
LGBTQ communities

Meeting at The Somerset Day Centre
62 St James St, Brighton BN2 1PR

Sundays at 6pm
Tel: 07476 667 353 • thevillagemcc.org

• One To One Personal Training 
• Online Personal Training

• Strength & Nutrition Programming 
• Group Sessions 

• Injury Rehab & Prevention

07784 249 418
info@kaikinseypersonaltraining.co.uk

JAN 2016 CLASSIFIEDS CALL 01273 749947 BY 12TH JAN
TO GUARANTEE ADVERT PLACEMENT

BUILDERS / ELECTRICIANS / PAINTERS &
DECORATORS / PLUMBERS & HEATING

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES / LGBTQ CHURCH
/ WEBSITE DESIGN / PERSONAL TRAINER

WEBSITE UPDATE
AND

MAINTENANCE

Looking after your Website

• Content Update • Backup
• Security • SEO

FROM

£29
per month

www.bessi.co.uk

TERE!
Estonian 
Graduate
Teacher
Wanted

Able to explain basic language 
& grammar to a beginner.

AITÄH!
Peter: 07811 166846

MASSAGE &
TREATMENTS

SEXUAL HEALTH

LOFT CONVERSIONS • EXTENSIONS 
• BRICKWORK • PAINTWORK

DECORATING • INSURANCE REPAIRS

FREE ESTIMATES
07939 581 791

MT CARPENTRY
& BUILDING
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32 DENTAL HEALTH SPA
14–15 Queens Rd, 01273 710831
www.dentalhealthspa.co.uk

33 THT BRIGHTON
61 Ship St, 01273 764200

34 VELVET TATTOO
50 Norfolk Square, 07720 661290
http://tinyurl.com/VelvetJacks 

) SHOPS
35 BARBARY LANE

95 St George’s Rd, Kemptown
36 LITTLE BEAR HOME DECOR

56 Sillwood St, Hove, BN1 2PS
37 PUNKTURED

35 Gardner St, 01273 688144
www.punktured.co.uk

38 PROWLER
112 St James’ St, 01273 683680

39 SUSSEX BEACON Charity Shop
130 St James’ St, 01273 682992
www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

40 SUSSEX BEACON Home Store
72-73 London Rd, 01273 680264
www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

) ESTATE AGENTS
41 JUSTIN LLOYD (Kemptown)

118 St James’ St, 01273 692424
www.justinlloyd.co.uk

42 JUSTIN LLOYD (Brunswick)
111 Western Rd, 01273 692424
www.justinlloyd.co.uk

) FOOD
6 CAMELFORD ARMS
30-31 Camelford St, 01273 622386
www.camelford-arms.co.uk

7 CHARLES STREET BAR
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

43 CUP OF JOE
28 St George’s Rd, 01273 698873
www.cupofjoebrighton.co.uk

10 LEGENDS BAR
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

11 MARINE TAVERN
13 Broad St, 01273 681284
www.marinetavern.co.uk

26 NEW STEINE BISTRO
12a New Steine, 01273 681546
www.newsteinehotel.com

12 PARIS HOUSE
21 Western Road, 01273 724195
www.parishouse.com

15 REGENCY TAVERN
32-34 Russell Sq, 01273 325652     
www.regencytavern.co.uk

17 THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS 
59 North Rd, 01273 608571
www.three-jolly-butchers.co.uk

18 VELVET JACKS
50 Norfolk Square, 07720 661290
http://tinyurl.com/VelvetJacks 

) SAUNAS
44 BOILER ROOM

84 Denmark Villas, 01273 723733
www.theboilerroomsauna.com

45 BRIGHTON SAUNA
75 Grand Parade, 01273 689966
www.thebrightonsauna.com

) LEGAL & FINANCE
46 ENGLEHARTS

49 Vallance Hall, Hove St, 01273 204411

) COMMUNITY
47 BRIGHTON WOMEN’S CENTRE

72 High St, 01273 698036 
www.womenscentre.org.uk

48 LUNCH POSITIVE
Dorset Gardens Methodist Church, 
Dorset Gardens, 07846 464384 
www.lunchpositive.org

ADVERTISERS’ MAP

15 REGENCY TAVERN
32-34 Russell Sq, 01273 325652     

16 SUBLINE
129 St James St, 01273 624100
www.sublinebrighton.co.uk

17 THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS
59 North Rd, 01273 608571
www.three-jolly-butchers.co.uk

18 VELVET JACKS
50 Norfolk Square, 07720 661290
http://tinyurl.com/VelvetJacks 

19 ZONE 
33 St James’ St, 01273 682249
www.zonebrighton.co.uk

) CLUBS
10 BASEMENT CLUB (below Legends)

31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

4 BOUTIQUE CLUB
2 Boyces St @ West St, 01273 327607
www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com

20 DTM
75a St George’s Rd, 01273 911910
www.donttellmama.co.uk

7 ENVY (above Charles St Bar)
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

21 REVENGE
32-34 Old Steine, 01273 606064
www.revenge.co.uk

) HOTELS
22 AVALON HOTEL

7 Upper Rock Gdns, 01273 692344

21

20

23 GULLIVERS HOTEL
12a New Steine, 01273 695415
www.gullivershotel.com

24 HOTEL PELIROCCO
10 Regency Sq, 01273 327055

25 HUDSONS
22 Devonshire Place, 01273 683642

10 LEGENDS HOTEL
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

26 NEW STEINE HOTEL
10/11 New Steine, 01273 681546
www.newsteinehotel.com

27 QUEENS HOTEL
1/3 Kings Rd, 01273 321222
www.queenshotelbrighton.com

) HAIR & HEALTH
28 BARBER BLACKSHEEP 

18 St George’s Rd, 01273 623408
wwww.barberblacksheep.com

29 BRIGHTON STATION HEALTH 
CENTRE Aspect House, 84-87 
Queens Rd, 0333 3210946
www.brightonstationhealthcentre.nhs.uk

30 CLINIC M Claude Nicol
Abbey Rd, 01273 664721
www.brightonsexualhealth.com/node/11

31 COCOON Healing Arts Centre, 
20-22 Gloucester Pl, 01273 686882
www.cocoonfloatationtherapy.co.uk

47

25

24

2

9

2

) PUBS & BARS
1 BAR BROADWAY
10 Steine Street, 01273 609777
www.barbroadway.co.uk

2 BAR REVENGE
7 Marine Parade, 01273 606064
www.revenge.co.uk

3 BEDFORD TAVERN
30 Western Street, 01273 739495

4 BOUTIQUE BAR
2 Boyces St @ West St, 01273 327607
www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com

5 BULLDOG TAVERN
31 St James’ St, 01273 696996
www.bulldogbrighton.com

6 CAMELFORD ARMS
30-31 Camelford St, 01273 622386
www.camelford-arms.co.uk

7 CHARLES STREET BAR
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

8 DOCTOR BRIGHTON’S
16 Kings Rd, 01273 208113
www.doctorbrightons.co.uk

9 GROSVENOR BAR
16 Western Street, 01273 438587

10 LEGENDS BAR
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

11 MARINE TAVERN
13 Broad St, 01273 681284
www.marinetavern.co.uk

12 PARIS HOUSE
21 Western Rod, 01273 724195
www.parishouse.com

13 POISON IVY
129 St James St, 604076

14 QUEEN’S ARMS
7 George St, 01273 696873
thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms

33

34

35

36
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